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GROP

On Tuesday night of this, week
Friends of E. W. Bowyer from all
parts of the state have been urging Curry County got the best rain thut
his candidacy for the Democratic has fallen here in several months. In
nomination for State Superintendent Clovis the precipitation amounted to

$1.50 PER YEAR

SIXTEEN PACES
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CURRY COUNTY'S TAX ROLLS

Tax Assessor George Roach haa
finished the tax rolls and they have
been sent to Santa Fj for approval.
The total assessed valuation of tha
FDR
THIS
county this year is $11,305,385.00 at
compared to $10,844,540.00 in
A meeting of members of the Cur
has been a gain in the number
Work is progressing nicely on the
vy County r arm r.ureau was neio ni of hogs, horses and mufes, while there
new Eugene Field school building
the office of the County Agent on are not so many cattle or sheep as in
now. A cor load of brick was unWednesday of this week to discus! 1919. The rolls show the county to
loaded this week and others aro in
the matter of holding a fair this fall. have 19,223 cattle this year against
transit and there will not likely be
any delay from this source. The stone
It was the unanimous decision that a 20,616 in 1919; 3,017 hogs as comfor the trimming is also in transit.
fair should be held and ways of fi pared to only 1063 last yeur. This
nancing the proposition were dis year there are 6,888 horses and mules
The local labor situation has also im
cussed. It was suggested that a good while last year the tax assessor only
proved to the extcjit thut more men
plan would be to pro rate the expense found r,7H0. Sheep show a decided
can be worked. Contractor J. W.
among the different localities of the falling off for some reason, this year
Mordecui says he anticipates thnt the
county in the same manner as the there being only 4,300 as compared
building will be completed and ready
for use by January 1.
rural telephone proposition was hand- to 8,031 in 1919.
Following are some of the valua
MARRIED AT AMAR1LLO
led.
Excellent workmanship is going in
A meeting will be held at the tions shown on the rolls Mr. Roach
to thin building and it is gomg to be a
Fayette Copelund, Jr., of this city, rooms of the Chamber of Commerce las just completed.
credit to Clovis when it is completed,
and Miss Edith Jamieson of Edmond, on next Saturday afternoon at 2:00
FINE CROPS IN OKLAHOMA
Total value of town lots
Okla., were married at Amarillo on o'clock to discuss plans with the
18,710,000,000 A YEAR
and improvements ..$1,774,430.09
.
Curren returned this week Thursday morning of this week. The
Chamber of Commerce toward per Farm lands cultivated, $1,172,339.00
ON LUXUREIS
from a business trip to Kansas City, wedding took place at the Methodist fecting
a permanent fair organization Grazing lands
$2,487,562.00
Washington People of the United points in Oklahoma and elsewhere, parsonage there, the ceremony being and going to wo"'c immediately to put Equity in State Lands,
$123,541.00
Mr.
won
says
Oklahoma
Curren
has
performed by Dr. H. F. Brooks, pas- the fair over for this fall.
Statu spend $8,710,000,000 for luxuand
Ranch
Farm
ries annually, according to Miss Edith derful crops but that money matters tor of the Methodist Church at that
HARDING MAY STRAY A
Improvements
$571,925.00
are a little tight and there is not a place. The bride was accompanied to CLOVIS MEN PURCHASE
BIT FROM HIS PORCH Strauss, head of tho Women's Activ
Horses
numand
Mules,
ities Division of the department of great deal of interest in oil develop Amarillo by her mother, Mrs. W. C,
BANK AT SLATON
304,325.00
ber 6,888
Jamieson, and Miss Lucy Hampton
Maion, O. To what extent Sen- justice campaign against high Jiving ment for this section.
Cattle, No. 19,223
729,065.00
of Edmond, Okla., and the two and
ator Harding will deviate from his costs. She classes in her luxury list
The officers of the First National Sheep, No. 4,300
30,630.00
WHY TAKE HIM OFF
H
Miss
Mr.
C.
Bcttie Wileman and
front porch campaign policy has not such articles as motor cars, pianos,
Bank of this place have purchased Swine,. No. 3,017
OF THE OLD JOB?
Wileman of Amarillo, friends of the the First State Bank at Slaton, Texas, Farm and Ranch
yet been determined, though the gen- carpets and "luxurious clothing," in
eral impression prevailes among addition to tobaccc, candy and soft
Equipment
Marion, Ohio, Aug. 2. jHurding, bride and groom, were the only onss which is the leading bank in thnt
$200,751.00
many Republicans, that there will b; drinks.
thriving little Texas town and has a Mercantile Equipment, . 64,405.00
foing to prove to tho puV.ic that 'he present at the ceremony.
The bride and groom will return Jo capital stock of $40,000.00 and about Merchandise
Tobacco lends the list
aome speeches made by the republiluxuries is a rral printer, today thr.-aside
616,751.00
can presidential nominee, outside of Miss Strauss has prepared, and on it his cuut, rolled up his sleeves and Clovis this week and make their home $600,000.00 on deposit. W. M. Ford, Autoc, No. 760
283,615.00
Ohio before the campaign clones. Sen- the people spend $2,110,000,000 each "made up" the first page of his pa- here.
who has been with the First National Professions and trades,
'. 18,515.00'
The bride has been a teacher in here, left for Slaton Wednesday Plants, Tools
ator Harry S. New, Chuirman of the yunr. Cigarrettes bring $800,000,000 per, while a motion pictm ! nmchii,e
and
Okluhoma schools and has nude
iipenker'a bureau of the national com snuff and loose tobacco a liko sum recorded his actions.
morning and will be actively connect
1
Machinery
54,480.00
marked
in
cigars
profession
success
a
her
conference with rnd
$510,000,000.
mittee, laid after
ed with the bank there.
Household effects
$178,io5.(0
The groom has lived in Clovis for the
Approximately $2,000,000,000 goes
Harding: "it may be thnt the occasion
A BAD MUD HOLE
Railroad
$2,546,958.00
past several months and for the past BAILEY'S LEAD 1858
will arise and Senator Harding each year for moor car and their
Telephone Co
34,715.00
There is a very bad mud hole near two months has been with the News.
will speak elscwhero than from his parts. Candy makers reap a harvest
LATE REPORTS GIVE Telegraph Company
6,394.00
front porch, but this is for the fu- of $1,000,000,000, and 60,000,000 is tho Sunta Fe crossing an the road He is an efficient young man and the
American Railway Express
leading
town
Texico
and
out of
spout annually for chewing gum. Soft
to
News force wishes him and his bride
ture to determine."
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 3. Returns
Company
7,860.00
drinks cost the public $350,000,000 Portales that is giving Clovis some all the happiness possible.
from 247 counties received by the Banks
301,901.00
CROWTH OF CITIES IS
perfumery and cosmetics, $750,000,-000- ; very unfavorablo advertising. Every
Texas Election Bureau, 216 of which Other Corporate Prop.
60.570.00
COMING FROM FARMS
furs, $300,000,000 .carpets and auto tourist that comes into town MR. AND MRS. MANDELL
are complete, show Bailey leading Total value of
ARRIVE HERE WEDNESDAY Neff by 1856 votes. At the close of
"luxurious clothing," $1,500,000,000 must pass over this road and naturalCounty
$11,753,163.00
The rapid growth of the ten chief toilet soaps, $100,000,000, and pianos ly it do2S nut create a very favorable
counting Tuesday night Bailey had Exemptions
. $359,656.00
Mr.
during
the
and
Mandell
United
A.
Mrs.
States
Mr. and
cities of the
organs and phorc graphs, $250,000, impression.
151,125 votes, Neff 149,263, Thorn-aeo- n Soldiers' and Sailors'
Mandell's little daughter, Pauline
lust decade appeals to the cartoonist 000.
99,012, Looney 48,649.
Exemptions
$88,125.00
rrrived in Clovis on Wednesday of
BOND SALES ARE SLOW
of a film news service as a record
"The labor und capital employed
Final
Assessed Value, $11,305,385.00
presenting worthy cause for pride. in producing these luxuries might
this week. Mr. Mnndell has been
Representatives of firms interested away from Clovis for several months
But figures from five counties in otherwise have been turning out nec
TWO THRESHER FIRES FROM
Missouri and Okluhoma, comprising essities clothes, fuel, shoes, house in selling the city equipment for the having spent some months at his
SAME WHEAT STACKS
some of the best farming land in the food," Mias Strauss finds. "In other water and light plant and handling childhood home in Frcnce. He says
bonds
the
same
issued
been
have
for
E
the
effects
France is recovering from
country show, in the census returns words, the nation might have had
The R. C. Vinyard thresher came
in Clovis this week. The city has so of the war but everything there costs
of some more bread
a decline in population
if it had had less cake far been unr.ble to make
being destroyed by firj at the
near
any
satis
well
for
the
being
everything
prices,
be
of
unheard
48,000. Would it not
And, as Is always the case, the dancer
James A. Hall of Portales has been Moore farm near Claud tho early
sale
of
the
factory
bonds.
much higher than in America.
cities, before they congratulate them- is paying the fiddler. In this instance
named as collector of Internal ReveMr. and Mrs. Mundell spent sever nue to fill out the unexpired term of part of the week. It caught firo
selves too heartily on their increase the luxury consumer is paying a high
three time but each time tho fire was
ul days at Albuquerque and El Paso
in the census tables, to ascertain er price for his necessities because he
Carl A. Hatch, who resigned several extinguished before a great deal of
before coming home. The News joins weeks ago to give more attention to
where the added population comes is abnormally consuming luxuries."
damage was done. While trying to
the ninny friends of Mr. Mandell in his practice in Clovis. Mr. Hall exfrom, and whether enough men are
The statistics were collected by the
congratulations end wet pects to move to Albuquerque about thresh wheat at this same place a few
extending'
going to be left on the farms to feed treasury department.
ROUTE THIS WEEK
weeks ago the Dave Shinn thresher
coming him and his bride home.
those who have gone from them?
the middle of the month to. take caught fire and was burned, together.
And la it altogether cause for pride LAST OF MATERIAL
He
charge of the affairs of the office.
with two or thrae stacks of wheat.
progress has been WILL BUILD BEAUTIFUL
Remcrkable
that, for economic or other reasonj,
FOR HOSPITAL ENROUTE
received his appointment a few days Mr. Vinyard had come
High
with his
Pass
marking
Abo
the
In
made
HOME ON CIDDING STREET ago, and as soon as the final papers
men are apparently leaving the farina
thresher to finish the work started
J. W. Mordocai, who has the con way trrough New Mexico and Texas.
as rapidly aa ever they can?
come through from Washington, he by the Shinn machine. Threshermen
tract for erecting the Baptist hos- - The route has been marked as far J. W. Mordecai recently purchased
will take over the office.
are at a loss to know what caused
pitul says that the last material has east as Hereford and by the time the the Sam Bratton lot on North Gid
HOME FROM VACATION
Mr. Hall has been practicing law the fires while threshing this particu
been shipped and is expected to ar Abo Pass Hiirhway convention, which ding Street where he will elect
Dr. J. W. Board and family and A. rive most any time now. When this will be held in JClovis, Monday, Aug. modern brick home. This is one of in the state sice 1906. He moved lar wheat unless it was smut
W. Hockenhull ar.d, family returned material comes in Mr. Mordecal says 10th, it is expected that the marking the choice residence locations of to the state in 1903. ,Hm activities
along legal lines have included memSMALLER DELINQUENT LIST
Saturday from a two week's camp- there will be little delay In getting crew will have reached the Ocean Clovis.
Las
bership in the Constitutional Conven
mountains
in
near
ing trip
the
Highway at Belen on tho
the building completed.
The delinquent tax list of Curry
tion of the state in 1910 and assistVcgns. Mr. ar.d Mrs. W. H. Pattison,
At the Clovis SHRINE CEREMONIAL AT
Rio Grando River.
County
fifth
for the year 1919 is being
the
attorney
for
POSTPONED
IS
ant
district
who accompanied them, returned THINKS HE IS A
AMARILLO
be
convention, arrangements will
printed in the News this week. The
udicial district.
Monday night.
STRONG CANDIDATE made to complete the markings thru
list is only about
as largo-aTho Khiva Shrine Ceremonial,
Canyon, Amarillo, Panhandle, White
TRADED BUSINESSES
the one printed last year.
at Amarillo for WILL TAKE PART IN
The announcement of former At
i
Deer, Miami, Canadian and Higgins, which was scheduled
SHOOT
has been posttorney General Harry L. Patton of
RIFLE
7th,
and
August
NATIONAL
6th
will
locate
convention
The
Texas.
W. I. Miles has traded his Interest Clovis
OFFENDER ESCAPES BY
that he will be a candidnte the route from Higgins through Ok poned awaiting the visitation of the
In the Alamedo Ice Cream and BotTECHNICALITY IN LAW
the
for
Democratic nomination for lahoma, and Kansas to the Missouri Imperial Pocentate. More than fifty
Hnhart R. Miller has been chosen
tling Works to Mr. Glidewell for the supreme court judge
to
planned
the
of
had
members
Clovis
twelve
from
the
one
Shriners
of
as
at
the
state
River at Kansas City. It will prob
furniture business convention
the second-han- d
With evidence piled up against him
to be held at Las Vegas ably pass through Arnett and Enid attend.
New Mexico civilian rifle team that
he has owned on South Mitchell St., August
24th, has just been received Oklahoma, and then north into Kan
will compete in the national rifle and. with the finger of justice di
at the old Model Laundry building. in this city by friends
rected straight at him, a Mexican who
GORE DEFEATED
of Patton.
shoot that will be held soon at Camp
sas by way of Wichita and Emporia
Mr. Miles has also bought the stock
stole three chickens lute lost week
fifth
be
the
Attorney Patton is a strong camPerry, Ohio. This will
to Kansas City, at which point it
City. United States
of the Shnplnnd Furniture Co. and paigner, as evidenced by his
Oklahoma
in was cleared in a trial in the city
participated
has
Miller
Mr.
victory
time
will connect with the National Old Senator Gore is running far behind
will consolidate it with his store just over Frank W.
court, because there is no city ordiClancy for tho office Trails Route to the east.
the national rifle shoot. Three times
purchased.
Scott Ferris, democratic candidate ho has gone as a member of the nance against appropriating members
of attorney general in 1916 Co- There is a movement on loot U for tho senatorial nomination on the
national guard and this time will be of Die feathery tribe. D. B. Ilughes
VISITED POINTS IN NORTHWEST lombus Courier,
end the routo at Albuquerque, the returns from Tuesday's state-widfollowed a hot trail into the offenders
Hon. Hurry L. Patton of Clbvis,
the second time as a civilian.
be
largest city in tho state. This will
residence on West Otero Street, and
Dr. and Mrs. Clyn Smith and little former Attorney General, is an opon threshed out at the convention- and primury.
searched the premises. To retaliate,
son returned the first of the week candidnte for tho Democratic nomi- will probably be adopted
ROOSEVELT WILL NOT
as the WILSON'S PHYSICIAN
VISIT NEW MEXICO the Mexican later filed suit against
from an extended trip to points in nation for Justico of tho Supreme movement has a strong following, ac
TAKES VACATIONi THE
MP. Hughes for searching the place
They
visited
Denver,
Court,-anorthwest.
the
t tho Democratic Stato Con- cording to D. W. Jones, secretary of
PRESIDENT IS BETTER
New York, August 3. Tho com without a wnrrant, and it was only
Salt Lake, and a number of places vention to bo held at Las Vegas on the Clovis Chambor of Commerce.
through a technicality that he escaped
of Interest and while away tho doctor August 24h. Mr. Potton Is recogWashington, Aug. 3. Rear Ad plete itiiK ;ary of the western speak
The markings of the Abo Route
being convicted.
special
took
nized as one of the leading lawyers are very distinctive and can easily be miral Cary T. Grayson, President ing tour of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
The case of the Mexican will probcandi
presidential
vice
vademocratic
his
of the state, has a clean record as an read by autoists at a long distance Wilson's physician, started on
WILL 'INSTALL CONDENSER
ably be brought up in the district
officer, and is well and favorably Tho colors are bands of red and yel cation toduy, explaining that he was date, beginning in Chicago August 11
ending in Indianapolis August court if tho offense can be considered
City Manager Oscar Dobbs and known all over the state. Should he low, the Indian's favorite color, over eolng by direction of the president. and
announced
at democratic larceny, and in the meantime tha
31,
was
Dr. Grayson said the president had
d
a broad
Dalton Mack have gone to Jayton, receive the nomination it is a fore which is
The tour city council will probably enact an
today.
here
headquarters
of
Improvement
gone
marked
conclusion
will
he
that
be
such
one of
This marking will be registered shown
Texas, where a condenser has been
special
car. No ordinance to prevent chicken stealing
a
in
will
made
be
put
to
purchased for use at the city plant, the strongest candidates on tho Dem in the U. S. Patent office at Wash late that it was not necessary
from becomjnif a popular sport.
scheduled.
points
are
Mexico
New
physician.
care
another
ticket.
ocrutic
House
of
Pioneer,
the
in
in
a
truck,
him
ington,
They will bring it home

The Democratic precinct conventions will be held FrMuy afternoon of
this week for the purpose of selecting delegates to the county convention which meets at the court house
In Clovis at 2 :00 p. m. Saturday.
The precinct conventions In Clovis
will be held at the City Hull and the
court house and will convene promptly at 4:00 o'clock. The women are
especially invited to attend and take
an active part.
The County Convention
Much busineSH is to be transacted
at the county convention Sutunlay
Eighteen delegates arc to be selected
to the stute convention which
at Las Vegas on the 24th. In
addition to this a county chairman, n
vice chairman and two members of
the County Central Committee will
be chosen. In all probability a woman will be named as vice chairman
as there is I feeling by nil local democrats that the women voters should
be accorded an active part In the
coming campaign.

HJjTBWOU

con-ven- ot

since he was mentioned in the papers
lust week. In conversation with the
News man this week, Mr. Bowyer
said: "I appreciate very much the of
fers I have had for support from all
parts of the state but you may state
that I will not be a candidate for the
position. In the first place, I have a
contract with the Board of Education
of Clovis to act as superintendent of
Clovis schools and my first interest
is in this work, and again, the state
superintendent must have lived in the
state for a period of five years to be
eligible for the position and I have
not resided in the state that length
of time."
Mr. Bowyer has received score of
letters during the past week usking
him to mukc the race.

inches while all
two and
over the north part of the county it
is reported as having been heavier.
The ruin insures a wonderful yield
of kuffir, maize and other crops. It
is estimated thut there will be in the
neighborhood of two million bushels
of maize, kaf fir, corn and grain crops
of this nature harvested this fall in
the county, which will be the largest
crop the county has ever produced.
The moisture will also be of great
benefit to the land that is being prepared for wheat this full, and all indications point to the fact that the
greatest acreage ever put out in the
county will bo sown.
h
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The Clovis News
Official Paper of Curry County
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher

Entered at the postoffice at Clovis,
New Mexico, as second class matter
ander the act of March 3, 1870.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
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One Year
Six Months
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Foreign Advmiiinr ReprMenutiv
THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION

BELL R1NCERS

IN

DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM
Only by immediate ratification of
the Treaty without reservations may
"vie,
retrieve the moral leadership

siruction at home the credit of the
United States stands unimpaired.
Claiming to have effected great
economies in government expenditures the Republican party cannot
show the reduction of one dollar in
taxation.
The Republican Congress
raged against profiteers and the high
cost of living without enacting a single statute to make the former afraid
of doing a single act to bring the
latter within limitations."
For nearly half a century of
rule not a sentence was
written into the Federal Statutes affording one dollar of bank credits to
the farming interests of America. In
the first term of this Democratic Ad- mnistration the National Bank Act
was so altered as to authorize loans
r
of
maturity on improved
farm lands.
The Republican leaders at Washington have failed utterly to propose
one angle measure to make rural life
more tolerable.
The whole people have a right to
insist that justice shall be done to
those who work, and in turn that
those whose labor create the necessities
'mus recognize the reciprocal
obligation between the worker and
the state.
Labor, as well as capital, is entitled to adequate compensation. Each
has tlie right of organization and collective bargaining.
five-yea-

which President Wilson won and
which Republican
politicians
at
Washington nacrif iced.
.The railroads were subjected to
Federal control as a war measure
When human life and national
hopes were at stake, profits could
not be considered."
We remind the people that it wus
kny by the return of a Republican
Senator in Michigan who is now under conviction and sentence for the
criminal misuse of money in his election, that the present organization
tof the Senate with a Republican majority was made possible.
COX ON HARDING
Believing wo have kept the Democratic faith, and resting our claims
"Harding, is a mar. of great perto the confidence of the people not sonal charm. Strange as his conviciiron grandoisc promise, but upon tions may appear to me, he is perfectthe solid performances of our party, ly sincere in his belief that the future
we submit our record, to the nation'
welfare of the country lies in the
consideration.
custodianship of the Republican parA review of ho record of the Demty under the policies which he repreocratic party during the administra- sents. He is of the McKinlcy type,
tion of Woodrow Wilson presents a brought up in the Old Guard Republichapter of substantial achievements can faith. I respect his journalistic
unsurpassed in the history of the achievements, but we
stand very far
Itepuhlic.
apart."
For fifty years before the advent
of this administration periodical conHARDING ON COX
vulsions had impeded the industrial
"I don't know what he thinks of
progress of the American people
By the enactment of the Federal me, but Cox is a shrewd man. possess
Kcscrve Act the old system, which or of great political wisdom, and has
bred panics, was replaced by a new made a very able governor of Ohio,
whom the people like and approve.
system which inspired confidence.
Under Democratic leadership the He has done many things in Ohio.
American people successfully financ cox is smart. He understands Poli
ed their stupenduous part in the ! tics. He makes a very impressive
speech. I have great respect fcr his
greatest war of all time.
After a year and a half of fight- newspaper ability."
ing in Europe and despite another
Eventually
Whr Not Now?
year and a half of Republican ob- Blackmore-Zcrwer
Co. Abstracts

Gov. Cox's daughter is related to
1,999,999,999 TO 1
Senr.tor Harding on her mother's side
The last census shows that thora
and calls him "uncle." Whether her
father wins or loses she will have a arc nearly two billions on earth, and
you am one of thorn 1,99:1,099,909
relative in the White House.
to 1.
When you get a little chesty In the
It has always been an accented fact
,
head,
think of the other 1,099,999,-999that Paris led the way In fashion of
dress and that America followed suit,
and out of this herd of humans
but now the reverse seem the case. it is reasonable to assume that your
Overalls, the outcome of American
genius of making the best of things,
have become the vogue in the French
capital. Parties of people in overalls drive in the Bois de Boulogne,
and attract attention in the boule
vards, merry parties fortify each other In this progressive movement. Tho
climax was reached when two little
Pekinese docs were seen waddlinir
after their mistress clad in the popu- lar raiment.

TIPS FROM TEXAS

(Dallas News)
Anothor reason why some women
wear stilt heels Is because they
would rather, seem to have feeble
brain: J'urn flat feet'.
And as a general thing, when a
man and his wife go on a summer
trip together she remembers where
the fine scenery waa and he recollects where thoy fed him well.

absc-nc-

from earth would not stall

things.
You might be mlwod- - by your family and friends, but 1,999,999,999
people would prob;ibly go on without
you.
I treat all diseases and disorders of
attend confinement
and
women
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.

Just Received

Certainly it is none of our busibut if we were gong to wear a
mustache at all it would be one that
looked like it was indigenous to n
man.
ness,

IN ROLLING STONE CLASS
Personally we doubt if Solomon
was really the wisest man in the
They used to say if a horse rollud
world, but he did have a practical over he was worth a hundred
dollars,
way of avoiding breach of promise but if an automobile
rolls over it isn't
suits.
,
worth a d n.

WHAT TUBERCULOSIS DOES

Eventually
Blackmorc-Zerwc-

These facts have been gathered together by experts on the staff of the
National Tuberculosis Association to
help in the campaign to fight the
spread of tuberculosis.
Tuberculosis kills producers; chiefly men and women between, the ages
of 16 and 45.
It claims workers; active men and
women in the homes, the office and
the shop.
It causes 150,000 deaths in the
United States every year.
It costs the United States in economic wasto alone about $500,000,-00- 0
annually.
More than 1,000,000 persons in
this country are suffsring from
active tuberculosis right now.
It menaces every community, every
home and every individual.
And yet tuberculosis is curable and
preventable.
It is spread largely by ignorance,
carelessness and neglect

r

A shipment of French Bevel Plate
Buffets
Mirrors suitable for built-i- n
and Mirror Doors.
See us before they are all gone.

Why Not Now?
Co. Insurance.

Kodak Finishing
i

Films dev. at 15c per roll.
Pecks dev. at 25c per puck.
Post card finished at 0c each.
No. 3 Brownie fin. at Cc each.
No.2-Brownie fin. at 5c each.
No. 2 Brownie fi;:. at 4c each.
Vest Pocket fin. at 4c each.
PROMPT

Kemp Lumber Co.

DELIVERY

McBride Studio

Phone 19

220U W. Crand

j

uaianoma uny

J

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks were very muck surprised, and
some say humiliated, bscause Paris
did not notice them on their arrival
as London did. Mary and Doug have
bought a chain of theatres in England, Holland, Scandinavia, Belgium,
Germany and Switzerland.

"That is salient which is striirigly J
manifest or which catches the
'
attention at once."- - Webster
'

Flu and its after effects are
cessfully treated by Osteopathy,

suc-

tfc

SALIENT motor car not because of one
. quality or feature but because of a conv
bination of all factors essential to complete
motor car satisfaction.

A
"Make yourself comfortable"
that's all we ask of the men we photograph. And just think how happy it
would make the whole family to be
surprised with a modern photograph of
father.

,

Beauty and comfort are stnkingly manifest.
You have but to see and ride in a Stephens to4
be convinced.

r

a

Power and economy are demonstrated qualities
Stephens performance is due to an engine thej
oretically rated at 25.3 h. p.'which actually
develops 57. The Stephens is an economical
car twice having won the A. A. A. sanction
Yosemite Economy Run with an average of
ai.45 miles per gallon of gas. 1

Make an appointment today with

STEPHENS

"The 1'hotograpfwr in Your Town,'

East Monroe Avenue

WORKS

OF MOUNE PLOW

Phone 145

i

fi

COMPANY

TEPHENS'

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP
119

MOTOR

......

.j

Clovis Stephens Company
Odom & Yelverton, Distributors

!
1
1
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J. FRANK NEEL'S
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1920
At 10:30 o'Clock Sharp
Sale on J. Frank Neel Farm 2 Miles West of Clovis, N. M., on Abo Pass Route
Selling All Stock and Implements

20 Head Good Young Durham Cows

Hiving sold my f.irm and moving to my hIiccji
I will hold a public; sale on Ibo farm two lnilcs
rutu-lwest of Clovis, consisting of all live .stock, farm im-

One

i

plements and household goods to the highest and
best bidder, Thursday, August 2G, 1920, commencing
at 10::i0 o'clock.

pure-bre- d

One span five year old work mules.
One spau nine year old work mules.
One span of registered Percheron work geldings 3
years old, weight 1800 pounds."
One span pure bred (but not registered) geldings,
4 and 5 years old, weight 1800 pounds.
One pure bred Percheron mare 11 years old with fine
horse colt by side from registered Percheron
horse.

Holstein four years old.

One extra good

three-year-ol-

Jersey.

d

All will be fresh this fall and early winter.
Ten head of

Hereford calves.

pure-bre- d

Automobile

70 Head of Pure Bred

automobile

One Studebakcr,
shape, new casings.
six-cylind- er

Hogs

Duroc-Jerse- y

Horses and Mules

Including 20 head bred sows of the best type
will farrow in September. Three of the best herd
boars I could buy in Kansas and Texas. Thirty
spring gills and several good boar pigs. These are
real
s.

(Mr. Neel didn't consider the price in buying
this stock, lie bought for quality and breeding, regardless of price. Part of tljesc hogs were bought
at the wcdl known Magnolia Stock farm of Scaly,
Texas; Zink Stock Farm. Turon, Kansas; Fairview
Stock farm Minneapolis, Kansas; George Shepherd,
Lyons, Kansas, and I want to say I have seen this
stock and know it to be the best by far 1
have ever had the opportunity to sell, so we will appreciate your coming annd seeing it before the sale.
V. Tate, Auctioneer.)

A

pure-bre- d

in good

Implements
gilt, valued at 150,

Duroc-Jerse- y

One new McCormick mowing machine.

One new McCormick hay rake.
;'
.
One disc harrow.
n
harrows.
Three
One new set of work harness.
Two walking plows.
All household furniture including several Axminstcr
rugs, Columbia Grafonola, oil range, chiffonirs,
dressers, bed steads, etc., and many other

will be given to the man or woman whose purchases
total the most money at this sale. $10 in cash will be

two-sectio-

given to the' party who comes the greatest distance
Duroc; pig or hog. $1.0 will
and purchases a pure-bre- d
be given to the party who buys thej highest priced
hog of the rale.
TERMS OF SALE All amounts under $10.00 cash.
Over that amount a credit of six months will be given
at 10 interest. 2 discount will be given on
amounts over $10.

Chickens
100 pure bred White Leghorn liens, all young.

FREE LUNCH AT NOON
Barbecued Beef and Plenty of Ice Water
Come and Bring Your Neighbors and Friends

Owner

FRANK N

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Clerk

V. TATE, and CASH RAMEY, Auctioneers

:

i
LOCUST

:

GROVE

'
"excellent rum Monday
is prow inn nml
looking fine, which of con m- mukes
the formers mile.

Wo had

in

night and everything

Mr. Will Wiggin i driving a
car which he landed for recently.
lift
Mr. and 'Mia. B. N. llii-l- rr
Siinduy morning for Hot Sluing N.
M., for the bctuftt of Mr. Hnnl'T
who has bcn in iH health fur sonic
i
time.
We had an excellent singii f Sun
day night. Mr. welch, tlie uinger,
was w'thi ur. He experts to Ikji a
tinging at Moye Chapel next Monday.
Mrs. Kote Taylor is visiting relatives at Portales at .present.
Sheriff Hardin Douglass und family of Muloshoe, visited at the home
of Mr. and Mm. Sum Randol Sunday.
MIm Golda Rcdeill of Texico, i( visiting Miss Mildred Hogler this week.
A number from this community
took trip out in the state last week
vloiting the state capital and other
prominent towns.
Messrs. Oman Landon, Aaron and
Jlobt, Williams and families motored
t Somerfield Sunday and visited rcl- Mux-we-

.

ll

atives.
There wns a big turkey dinner ut
T. J. Handel's Sunday, celebrating
their 31st wedding anniversary. Several relatives und friends und neighbor were present and an enjoyable
time was hnd by nil.
Did you attend the big land sale
that was held hero Monday? Messrs.
Burt Osborne and Buck Gee were the
buyers of the C. W. Harrison 480
d
acres west of Texico; Mr. Win.
was the buyer of the J. E, Vir-de- n
480 acres; Mr. Orman Landon
the buyer of the Campbell farm.
Mr. Buck Gee sold his place at
Moye Chapel Saturday to Mr. Lewis.
CROSS-EYEJANE.
Har-pol-

,

POINT ENTERPRISE

A large crowd was out Sunday
nifrht at tho school house to hear
Rev. Struble preach the closing service of the revival meeting.
Mr. Chccly of Clovis visited his
daughter, Mrs. Ed Joiner last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chancy and daughter,
Uura, and M. and Mrs. Jack Welsh
visited the T. G. Welsh family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Struble, Lolamae

and

Iiillie Burnett ami Mr. und Mrs. Joo
McGrcjr.ir visited the Woodward family of rieasunt Hill Sunday.
visited the
Miss Mnudio Jones,
Misses Meudor Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Dave Matthews and children,
and Mrs. Lrttcrcll, who have been
visiting the Lewis family, left this
week for their homes in St, Louts.
They were accompanied by Mrs.
Matthews' brother, Stanton L?wis.
Miss Myrtle Cox of Roswell spent
Suturday night with Claudia Meador.
Mr. Hull of Moye district took dinner in the Struble home Thursday of
,
week.
Miss Marie Wells of Texas is visiting her cousin, miss Stella Single-lus- t
week.
Mr. Dave Matthews and children
Mrs. Litterell, Mrs. Lewis and daughter, Elsie, took dinner with Mrs.
Norby Aycock, Wednesday of last
week.
Messrs. W. G. and Bob Collins,
Claud Caffee, and Hunt of Crowell,
Texas, spent Saturday night in this
neighborhood. They were out in this
country prospecting.
They bought
lund near Grady.
' Mr. and Mrs. C;.rnahan
left this
week for Tennessee to visit relatives.
Mrs. Thomas, Claud and Alms
Thomn of Blacktower spent Monday
in the Wilson home.

accompanied him.
visited I'ulliam's home last week.
Carnation
Miss
Jewell
A good sized crowd attended
Jim Hendrix and family of Clovis
Maudie Jones Sunday aftcnoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Elliott of spent Sunday at the home of E. W. singing at the heme of A. A.
Havener, spent Wednesday night of
last week in the Joiner home.
Misses Claudia and Nora Meador
spent Monday with the Masses Wilson.
All the farmers were glad to see
the good rain which fell this week.

tm
i)e-Ihr-

Sunday night.

Leach.

Rev. Cameron expects to begin
Albert Green and family and Ben
Mason and family both of Ponca City, protracted meeting nt New Hope next

Oklu., arrived the Inst of the week, Sunday, August 8th. There are to
day services and dinner on tnu
and they and Mrs. Katie Fooks of
ground
that day, also an ordination
C.
of
home
visting
Texico are
at the
Mib. Green, Mrs. Mason service.
L. Miller.
and Mrs. Fooks are Mr. Miller's
If its news The News wants it.
be-a-

daughters.
Foster Scott

CAMERON NEWS

E. W. Leach and S. J. Lobban left
Friday for a business trip to Hobart,
Okla., returning Monday.
Rome Islcr had quite a misfortune
Suturday night. Thinking his car
was leaking gasoline ht lighted a
match which caused the tank to explode and burn up the car. He was
at the home of Jack Brocharo in the
valley nd the car was a Dodge belonging to his sister, Mrs. Josie
s.

Carl Wilkinson and F. J. Boyle left
Saturday to go west to look for a
location.
Mr. Peel of Duncan, Okla., ia here
Mrs. Aline
visiting hit daughter,
Scott.
The lightning came down the stove
pipe and slivered the floor In Dewey

a new.
is building
room on the south side of his house.
However, he came near losing his
house Sunday morning when H caught
fire fom the stove pipe.
Quite a number of threshers were
busy in this neighborhood before the
rain. The wheat ia making a better
average than was expected.
Mrs Mollic Miller wns quite sick
the first of the week.
Mr. Cotton and son of Ft. Sumner
are freighting wheat to market for
tho public here.
Mr. Bell of Canyon, Texas, was
here Monday in the interest of his
thresher. Because of the very heavy
rain that fell Monday afternoon, he
and hia men returned home till the
weather fairs up sufficiently to resume work.
Dr. Carver of Grady preached at
New Hope Sunday morning. His wife

The VACCINE That
Made Kansas Famous
This is the original formula
Kansas Germ Free Vaccine
(Aggression) which has revolutionized Blackleg treatment.
It originutod thru experiments
at Kansas Agricultural College
directed by the president of
this company in person.
prevents Blackleg. Proved
on over a million calves, Abso
lutely reliable one trial conOne-dos-

vince.
,

US,

Blackleg Vaccine 20c

per dose.,

Worswick
Distributors,

& Logan
Roewell, N. M.
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Great Sale on Tire. John F.
Tire and Battery Co.

The Feature and Comedy for

contin-a-

Blackmore-Zerwe-

Why Not Now?
Co. Abstracts

r

t

Hubert R. Miller made a business
B. L. Hawk was in Clovis from
trip to Amarillo Tuesday.
Grady last Friday.

Saturday night's program
both Star Tom Mix. Action in
both is so fast and furious that
the entire program is a

Eventually

ltc

iko.

Clovis

New Life For Tiers
Filling Station Vulcanizing.

Dr. und Mrs. C. 0. Warrioor
Roswcll visitors Sunday.

l

thrill.

Miss Myrtle Co:: of Hope viited
in Clovis the lat : part of last week.

Ewcll Sullivan returned lust week
from a business trip to Texas.

were

We weld any metal and

guarantee
Peter Sweet of Melrose was a Clo.
Admiral Welding Shop, Jeff D. vis visitor Wednesday, t
Bryant, Prop.
Eventually
Why Not Now?
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bombarger
Blackmore-Zerwer
Co.
Insurance,
returned the first of the week from
A. L. Gurley is here from Wichita,
a several days' visit at Roswell.
Kansas this week.
Rflnrhmpn ra
.
.v iimw
" i. in K V
naiiwa
Germ-Fre- e
Use Rawleigh's products.
W. C.
Vaccine and getting re-- 1
Tate, Agent.
suits, sea Dr. Biggs.
it.

Olive Oi
Drink it for Stomach. Bowels, Health, Strength.
Eat it on Salads, Meats, Fish, Fowl.
There's not a healthier article of food or medicine in all creation than pure Olive Oil. You can eat
it; you can drink it liberally or you can take it in
small doses as a medicine;- - In all cases it benefits
all systems. OUR OLIVE OIL is a strictly imported
product. It is virgin oij the real first pressing
from ripe olives. On this basis of quality, wc recommend it.

See Us Today
H. C. Scott of Burkburnett, Tex.,
is spending several weeks in Clovis Gas,Oils,Tires
Clovis Filling Station
with his father, C. H. Scott.
We weld any metal and guarantee
We weld any metal and guarantee it. Admiral Welding Shoo. Jeff D.
it. Admiral Welding Shop, Jeff D. Bryant, Prop.
Bryant, Prop.
W.tck as grew
Clovis Filling Station
Milton Brown and family left
Gas and Oils.
for a evc,,al week's luntina
Joe LaLonde is, building n newJ
and fishing trip in the Pecos Valley.
home on Thornton Street. He
Ernest Boird left this morning for constructing it of adobe.
a several day's visit with friends and
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Stevenson
relatives at Dulhart, Texas.
moved last week to their new home
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Pritchard an! that has just been completed at 300
children returned Friday
from a North Connelly Sreet.
visit with rtlutives in Fond du I.ac
W. E. Spade and family Ml this
W isconsin.
week far Akron, i"i,i0 wnm. they
Miss Daisy Rainbolt left this morn- will spend about time weeks vnit-inat their old hum.
ing for a three week's trip to the market in Kansas City, St. Louis and
Geo. W Rylc,
of the
Chicago.
Melrose district was I . Clovis ."Ion-daott :ndiin; Meeting of the board
Miss Mary Brodie of Emporia,
Kansas, is here for a visit at the home of County Can n.sMiuners
of her uncle, City Fire Chief Jack
Mrs. Lena Maxwell returned last
Lewis.
week from Las Vegas where she has
been attending the state normal.
The Kentucky Iron Works,
and gci.oral repair work. Mrs. Maxwell will teach at Ranchvalc
this year.
We make a specialty of
and lathe work.
320 acres improved crop that goes
Mrs. Ted P. Holifield and daugh- - with the place, not far from Clovis.
ter returned this week to their home 135 per acre. Baker Bros. Agency,
at Canyon, Texas, after a visit at the Inc- ltc
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. .?.
Roy McMillen and
family will
W. Welch.
leave soon for Amarillo to make their
Mr. McMillen has acemtM
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Bethurum and home.
children of Dallas, Texas are here for position with the Lester Stone Grain
Company.
a visit at the home of Mrs.
Wednesday

N'
.CO.U)

CoiNS

.V.- j

Wui.iam Fox pBOOUciiON

Better bring the films
here for developing
and printing. Your
pictures get the benefit
of our experience and
methods.
The result is results.

.nin-inioncr

y

IN

THREE GOLD COINS'

up-to-d-

blnc'.t-"milhir-

AND

MIX

TORJ1

Sunday?

g

tom rax

I

How about those
pictures you made

- IX

SEt CYLINDER LOVE'

Beth-urum- 's

parents, County Commissioner and Mrs. A. L. Phillips.

Mm. Mar;: Lyons .ml Mrs. John
Lyons and little daughter, LuThere will be a pie supper at cille, rcturmd the first of the week
Mounce
house Saturday night, from a visit in El Paso.
August 7th, the proceeds to go toB. F. Fears and little daughter
of
ward buying seats for the Mounce
Farwell were in Clovis .Monday. Mr.
church. Everybody is invited.
Fears says work in his printing plant
Eighty-fiv- e
inconvenienced
per cent of til the has been greatly
automobiles used and most airplanes! lutely on account of luck of power.
ore equipped with Willurd batteries.!
WMluce Austin left th" latter pnrt
Get them at Tuylor Tire r.vid Buttery
of last week for Kansas City and St.
Com puny.
itc Louis where he will buy
variety
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Wilkinson. Mr. goods for the riwket stare Austin &
Tom and Miss Ada Love of Ft. Smith, to. will open in their new building
Ark., are visiting J. W. Love and on Grand Avenue.
family on North Lane St. They will
J. Z. Isler says there was in the
go to Eelen for a visit before reneighborhood of three inches of rain
turning home.
in the Cameron neighborhood
and
that the entire north part of the
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Watson entertained at dinner Sunday Mr. and county is thoroughly soaked.
Mrs. Andy Moore, Mrs. Bessie Moore
Baker Bros. Agency, Inc., have let
and baby, Ola, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
the contract for another one of thoae
Stuart, Mrs. W. H. Collins, Mrs. Ehrl mpdern
five room home Thi.
Cassel, and Rev. C. D. Poston, of ha8
lhree such houses under construc
Alma, Michigan.
tion at this time. These gentlemen
Renew your subscription to the believe 'that Clovis is destined to
News before the advance on Sept. make a real city and they are helping
the good work ubng by building
1st. After that date all subbcrption
houses and selling them on easy
will be $2.00 per year with subscripterm?.
j jc
tions payable strictly in advances.

TWO REEL COMEDY
AN ACTION PROGRAM FROM THE WORD GO

SEE IT!

M.

it

.

V

j

(tLLfrTL dfKL(J I u
1
TM
I NJ

AJJVj'v

fJ

SATURDAY NIGHT
AUGUST 7th
TRY TO GET IN

PERSONAL MENTION
Eventually
Blackmore-Zerwe-

r

Why Not Now?
Co.
Abstracts

FARMS WANTED

Big Praetorian
p. m.
manager, will

at 8:00

Our farm sales the past eighteen
Clean cotton rags at months total som"t)iir.g like ono
n
dollars.
We have a greater line-uon buyMrs. J. L. Simmons of Oranfils ers who will be coming the next few
(jap, Texan, is here for u Vint with weeks than we have ever hurl,
and
her mother, Mrs. A. B. Austin.
we need mjre farms listed to meet
this demand. So if you want to sell,
We weld any metal and guarantee li:;t with us now.
it. Admiral Welding Shop, Jeff D.
!
on Land Co.
Bryar.t, Prop.
Mr. Walter O. Johnson, son of Mr.
Arthur Jenkins and wife and chil- and Mrs. J. It. Johnson, who live
dren of Tcx'co, were Saturduy af- northeast of town, arrived in Clovis
ternoon visitors in Clovis. ".lenks'' hut Friday after having been
is stution agent uc lexico und has
ai New York from Company
held that portion for several yours. C. SiHth Infantry of the First Division.
Mr. Johnson spent more thun two
J. White has moved to Clovis years overseas. After the amistieo
from Glazier, Texas. Mr. White will was signed he had a free trip over
conduct a general storo at the Keith-l- y Germany artd other war ruined countries. He says he hus seen Ml of the
grocery BlancJ on Grand Avenue.
world that he cares to sec,
and has
Nearly new Buick light six, first come home to stay. We are glad to
clau condition, for aula. $1200 cash welcome Mr. Johnson home.
or torma. Walter W. Mayes, at First
Phone 97 for your Job
National Bank.
Printinc
Phone us. No. 87.
Smith
B.
J.
has commenced the
erection of a modern brick residence
Player Rolls! Player Rolls I Big
on North Renchcr Street In the
Assortment
Latest Hits.
Addition.
WANTED
News Office.

mil-lio-

the banquet.
ed to attend.

meeting Aug. 19,
B Savage, state
Don't miss
Every member expect-

'ITI

SI
n fay
a fjh

mm
vi.t

Mt

mm

t
Virtrolas
nnd Crafonolas
Sold on Easy Payments.
A Large Stock of Records.
New ones Weekly.

A Compplcte Stock of Eastman Kodaks and Supplies.
Let us do your Developing
and printing.

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

.1.

Jut

If you will bring
a wliiiper:
filled by a rrgUtcred' phnrmscitt'.

lht

prescription to

u

it will ba

p

L. Patton was in Colfax
County this week on business.

Htrry

bull team failed

Tho Ft. Sumner
t' show up Sunday nnd a g.me was
pluyid between local j avers.
Oldfield tires are the best. Get
them ut Taylor Tire and Buttery
Compony.
ltc
Miss Blanehi Lanevvood Stevenson
last week for a visit at Dallas.
he will be gone for several weeks.

left

H. O. Norris, editor of th. Pioneer
News, at llouso, New Mexico, was a
Clovis visitor Mjr.day, while enroute1
to tho land sale in eastern Curry
County. Mr. Norris is a representa
tive in the state
from
Quay County,
e

Phonograph
Records!
Records!
tie Records. Our records have not
advanced.
Latest hits every week.
.

Sroft

usicCo.

EVERYTHING

TflU&CJ&

Reagan-Dough-

Lie-be- lt

Humphrey

& Cox Dairy Croft

QUALITY MILK

PHONE 230

He

EVERYTHING

Go.

MUSICAL

RM.' Hull has returned from n
fadiing and outing trip on the upper
Why Not Now?
Eventually
Pecas. Mr. Hall went with a numBlackmore-Zerwer
Co. Abstracts
ber of Kansas City Life Agenfsand
the outing followed a conference of
We Guarsntca Satisfaction
the Company's agents at AlbuquerVulcanizing Clovis Killing Station.
que.

Sheet
Sheet Music!
hits of Broadway,
ure arriving d;.ily,
Bang

usic! Big
New York
'

Groft Music Go.

Mrs Vernon Tate and children arc
C. V. Steed returned horn
iust week nfter un extended visit spending their vacation in Oklahoma
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
with Mr. Steed in North Carolina 'Jifcy, Oklahoma.
nnd also a visit in Missouri. She was
Eventunlly Why N( .Now?
We weld a-- y metal and guarantee
accompanied homo by her mother,
Bluckmon Zerwer Co Insiirance.
Mrs. J. E. Burnett, and hy her sister, it. Admiral Welding Shop, Jeff P.
Miss Omie Bnrnett, of OdiBsa, Mo., Bryant, Prop.
Bo sure to rend tho Praetorian od
who will visit here. '
The W. C. T..U. will meet next in this issue.
We weld any metal and guarantee Monduy afternoon with Mrs. 8. L.
L. B. Gregg made a business trip
it. Admiral Welding Shop,
1).
Mrs.

Jeff

Bryant, Prop.

Rtgular Communication.
A. F. A A. M.
Next Tuesday Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

Humphrey
QUALITY MILK

Ricketts. The members of the union
and their friends aro invited to be to Slaton, Texas, this week.
present.
, 1120 acres, v,cll improved, well o
Mrs. C. C. fcaker and nieces, Doro- catcd, $20 per acre. Easy terms.
4 thy Baker and Elizabeth Smith left Baker Bros. Agency, Inc.
ite
this morning for Little Rock, Ark.
W. A. Hardin and daughter,''
Mr
! Mrs. Baker was accompanied homa by
her sister, Miss Kathleen Lpve, wbo Miss Mattie Lee, of Granbury, Texas,'
4 will visit there till the first of Sep- have been visiting relatives In Curry
County.
tember.

& Cox Dairy Humphrey & Cox Dairy Humphrey & Cox Dairy
PHONE 230 QUALITY MILK

PHONE 130 QUALITY MILK

PHONE X30

',

f

Second Section

Second Section
'

v

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County

THE CLOWS NEWS, THURSDAY, AUGUST

VOL. 14, NUMBER 6.
CLEVELAND BABY INHERITS
60 BARRELS OF WHISKY
Sherman Goodfrind of Cleveland is
only 2 years old, and therefore he
cannot realiz.3 what it means to he
the owner of 60 barrels of 100 proof
whisky. His father's will, filed in the
probate court here, wills him the
liquor.
Tho will stipulates that the liquor
ttbull be sold and tho proceeds held in
trust for Sherman until he reaches
21. Attorneys said tho law prevents
the sale of whisky in its present state,
and that it will have to be kept for
him.
The News wants to buy .some
rood, clean cotton rags at onco
Bring them in.

PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH

Last' Sunday's services were well
attended, and the singing and sermons were fine. Rev. W. M. Elliott,
the new pastor, is one of the best
men and finest preachers Clovis has
ever had. The congregation and city
are truly fortunate in securing so
strong a man and able preacher
those who fail tu hear him are the
losers, and thoso who hear him want
Services next
to hear him again.
Sunday morning and evening. You
are cordially invited to attend these
services. Don't fall to hear this
stronf man. Reporter.
Eventually
Blackmore-Zerwe-
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Official Paper of U. S. Land Office
B,

$1.50 PER YEAR

1920.

EYES ON PROFITEERS SINCE
ment supervision in New Mexico.
RAISE IN RAILROAD RATES
The Albuquerque Business College,
the State A. &. M. College, School of
big rate
Washington, Aug.
Mines at Soccorro, and the Western
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
increase granted the railroads by the
School for Secretaries at AlbuquerInterstate Commerce Commission is
que, have been designated as trainBOX CUR SHORTAGE expected to become effective about
Nine men were examined by the ing' institutions by the government,
Septembr 1. ' Railroad Companies to
travelling board of the Federal and have
enrolled for voday were preparing their own schedWestern
other
an1
Santa
Fe
"The
Board of Vocational Education that cational work.
responsible for the ules, raising passenger fares 20 per
not
Railroads
are
convened in Clovis Monday. Of this
Aside from these,, former serv'cc
cent and
number three were recommended for men are now training in the Oppor car shotrage," said W. B. Story, cent, Pullman fares 60 per
class 2 training which allows the' tunity School at Denver, and others President of the Atchison, Topeka freight rates up to as high as 40 per
cent, as authorized by the commie- at least $80.00 per month are taking work at the Hemphill Auto and Santa Fe Railway recently.
.
.
3
4
Santa-Fe,Story,
"The
Mr.
said
ston. These musi oe approved ana
during his training at government School at Salt Lake City.
days later the new Male goes into
"like all other roads, has its troubles
expense; and six were recommended
In other states the University of these days, but our trouble is chiefly effect The railroad companies are
for etnas three training under gov
Denver, the Western School of Esti- with the grain car shortage. The preparing to ask state railroad comernment supervision free of charge. mating and
Plan Reading, in Denver, Santa Fe and other western roads are missions to approve the decisions of
voClass three training provides the
the Utah Agricultural College, the not responsible for it. It grew out the Interstate Commerce Commission,
cational training but does not allow
..
4 ..
University of Colorado, the Univer
during the federal so the new rates can be put into oper
of the mix-u- p
any remuneration other than
sity of Wyoming, the University of administration when our cars were ation without technical holdups by
already allowed by the
Utah, the Colorado A. A. M. College, taken away and scattered alt over the authorities.
government.
the Colorado School of .Mines, and eastern country. The' eastern roads
The Department of Justice, it Is
Peter Sweet, Orin J. Cloppert and1 the Y. M. C. A. Auto School, Barnes
cars and the western understood, will watch closely for at
Terrell D. Rose wcro recommended Comemrcial School and the Modern have our box
large number of tempts of profiteers
to skyrocket
for clai- - 2 training, and William C. School of Business, in Denver, have roads did have a
'
coal cars.
their
strength
of
the freight
prices
the
on
Eugene
Tate, Carl Roy Hill, Fred
have been named as training insti
"In June the western roads side increase. Although the increase will
Child, Will M. Givons, George W. tutions.
tracked all loaded cars and ran trains tend to raise prices, the difference
Duncan and James C. Hopkins were
The Federal Board of Vocational of empty coal cars east. They de fshould be very slight, the government
recommended for training under
Education is making a special effort livered over '40,000 coal cars to tho experts believe.
class 3.
to clean up all the cases in this terri- eastern roads. Now if the eastern
Tho travelling board, which con tory as soon as possible, and Dillard roads would reciprocate by sending
Renew your subscription to the
siats of Earl P. Doyle, represents Wyatt, of Roswell, will have charge our empty box cars home it would
beforo September 1st' and save
News
tive from Washington, D. C, and Dr. of the work in Eddy, Lea, Chaves and help wonderfully in taking
care of fifty cents.
W. A. Jolley and W. F. Lumsden of Curry Counties from
now on.
the condition in the harvest belt.
the Denver office, has acted upon
"A falling wheat market," continu
Any
man who is in any
261 cases to date.
way entitled to this training should ed Mr. Story, "will bring a great
A MAN
The object of the travelling case communicate at once with the Curry amount of criticism from the wheat
SHOULD
board is to act on coses immediately, County chapter of the American Red farmers because they will want cars
ALWAYS
Be on
eliminating time and red tape that Cross at Clovis and arrangements
will to get their wheat to market at once.
0VAKD'
has heretofore been necessary. The be made for s hearing
But
if
the
wheat
go
should
up
there
his
case.
of
board has authority to decido cases in
In an effort to rush this matter to will not be so much anxiety on the
each locality, and, the applicant can
a finish, eight field men have been part of the wheat farmers to get their
be sent to the training point on the
added to the staff during the last wheat to market.
same data of the examination if he
"The Santa Fe," added Mr. Story,
two weeks.
so desires.
"is moving an enormous lot of grain
Where there are disabled soldiers
A total of 1658 applications for
now. But there is such
tremendu
who aro not ablo to attend school
vocational education have been filed
bus crop that the movement does not
the vocational education act,
under
in this district, and 420 applicants
seem to make much impression. . We
Federal Board instructors have been
have moved out of the district, lesv
hope to t.'t the cars back and get the
placed and these men are sking in
ing 1238 cases under the supervision
peak load of the wheat harvest off
struction right at home. These In
of the Denver office.
Of this nuriv
the farmer's hands within the next
structors are now at work in Roswell
ber 550 have been passed on and
sixty days. If we can do hat we can
Albuquerque and Fort Bayard, and
IThave been recommended
handle the rest of the crop and the
for full
the
Board
has
Federal
placed
a ape other traffic satisfactorily in the
time allowance arid training. One
hundred and fifty-nin- e
of (his num cial nurse in Albuquerque to care for future."
"A" MAN CAN'T BE ON
ber are now training under govern the
men in that place.
HIS BRAIN3
GUARD
A FRIEND OF CHILDREN
AND HIS FEET ABE
Walter P. Fulkerson, banker of St.
Joseph, Missouri, is building s row of
ASLEEP
houses to rent to families in which AND WHAT HE SAYS
X
there are children. Newly married
IS SO
4 couples alee will be allowed to occupy
you order your brains
tho houses; with the provision that
4 if there are no children in their fam to take care of your feet,
ilies at the end of one year's real they'll
run some mighty
dence they will be. asked to vacate,
profitable errands for you.
Whenever a child is born in one of
Fall Shoes coming in evhis houses, Mr, Fulkerson announced,
day.
ery
tho rent will be returnd to the ten4 nant. The houses are in one of St.
"Kiskendall Boots" avc i
Joseph's most desirable
residence
here at
districts.
4
The decision to adopt this method
4 of tenancy was reached,
Mr. FulkerX
4 son said, of reading tho number of
advertisements in the daily papers
which carried tho line, "No one with
children need apply."
112V2 N. Main St., Clovis
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on all men's, ladies' and children's

PUMPS AND SLIPPERS
From $3.00 Up

f Story

Shoe Repairing a Specialty

-

A. WEIDMANN

Says:-IF

t.
n
it

it

0 peiiig

Day Anionic
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-

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 1920

S3
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1

$18.50 to $22.50

9:00 a. m. to 3:00 p. m.

ft
'

The Cash Shoe Store

The Fanners SlMe 'Bank'
CLOVIS, MEW MEXICO'

'

'

'.I
'

t

4

.

President

J. W. WILKINSON,

V.-Pre-

OFFICERS
.

-

s.

A.

W SKARDA, Cashier

JOE HEWETT,

Asst. Cash.

I

DIRECTORS:
S.

t'

t4

'

wis occasion.

'

ft
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WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU, and want to meet all
our Friends, Customers and the General Public, and urgently request that you visit us and inspect our new banking quarters on
S. J. BOYKIN,

J.

Boykin,
A. W. Skarda,
J. W. Wilkinson,

"The Rabbit Twisters Bank"
A laugh

takes many a jolt out of life's rough
road. And this time the laugh, was on us.
Because the) organizers and officers of tho
Farmers State Bank were pioneers in Curry County,
who came to this region in the day when necessity
was truly the mother of existence tho day when
a forked stick and a rabbit hole meant a possibility
a friend jokingly nicknamed us tho "Rabbit-twister- s'
Bank."
The joke stuck. We saw the
"rabbit-twiste- r
days' and we are happy to say we
have lived to sae the lntor day. We accept the
nickname as the smilofnl reminder that times and
friends of other days ore not forgotten.

T

4

44

4444444.A4444444444

C.

P. Doughton,
J. S; Skarda,

In Your Choice of Tires
Proceed with caution in your selection of
Move with thoughtful discretion
supplies.
auto
when you select a repair shop that you know will
measure up to your ideas of satisfactory service.
All. of which leads you up directly to our doors.
Come in.
go slow.

W. U. Dannelley.

'

Capital $30,000.00
Deposits $145,231.80
Opened for Business
.

May 22, 1920.

V

We give you more miles for your money in our
TANK TIRES for Fords. Come in and see our full
line of Howe Tires youH like them for they're the
best tire on the market.

THE SHOP THAT GIVES YOUR DOLLAR A
LONG RIDE

otor

113 W. Otero Ave.

inn

Phone 53

444t4444444444444444444tt44444444444
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We Refor You to

i

Labor la llfal 'Tie tha ttlll water fall- th
Mltnpin ever '"palretlvbewalleth;
ms wairn wound, or the dark
run aapauein.

Our Customers

f

Pram..

u ums ron
inc

.

T

-

During the
ents lightly of rich cnlce, the small
enkes and conk'
les seem especial
ly Biting--. A va
rlety nmy be pre

pared and muni
kinds
Improve
'lth a Re,
Chocolate Cook
out
u,..u, ui gUlar one.),alf cu.,fu, 0(
f
snortcnine.
cupful of sow
milk, one ami nne.hi.if ..,...!.
flour, one egg,
f
teaspoonful of
r
.
cupful of walnut meats
an two squares of chocolate. Drop
m a teaspoon on buttered sheets.
Frosting Take three, cupfula of
ujar, one whole egg, beaten, three
of creom. Add the sugar
a little at a time, until smooth und
well blended. Spread on the
cookies
when nearly cold.
Fruit Cookies. Ta.;e three
eggs; one sount cupful of shortening, one and
f
cupfuls of
sugar, two cunfuls of flour. n
.
spoonful each of cinnamon and soda,
the latter dissolved In hulf n cupful of
boiling water, one cupful of cocouut
and one pound of dates, chopped fine,
one teasponnful of salt, a half
pooh of lemon and vanilla extract This makes forty small cakes.
Macaroons
Take one eiinfnl
of sugar, cornflakes and coconut. Beat
the whites of two eggs untir stiff ; add
the sugar gradually, then the coconut
and cornflukis, with two tablespoon-fulof flour.
Flavor with vanilla.
Drop on a baking sheet by teaspoon-fuls- .
This makes two dozen small
cakes.
Another Very Nice Macaroon. Take
one cupful of sugar,. two egg whites,
two cuptuis or cornflakes, one cupful '
of ground nuts, salt and vanilla. Com-I- f
bine as In above recipe and bake In a '
moderate oven.
'
Oatmeal and Coconut Macaroon.
Cream one mblespoonful
of butter;' J
add
cupful of Biigar, one egg,
well beat en, one and
f
cupfuls
of ground rolled oats, which buve been
lightly browued, and
f
cupful ' J
of coconut.
This recipe inn keg two
dozen cakes.

r

f

m

SMALL COOKIES

J

Gail us today.

..

far

Star

ivp

When we solicit your business nnd ask for a
chance to show you what our service means to you,
we offer you the best recommendation any business
can offer. That is the recommendation of our customers. Ask any of them they are still with us be- cause they are pleased with our service and they
'. 1. 1.
1
J.
Id.
1... '
'
Know wiiaii' n means xo De sansiica.

.

i

Jk

VjnW nil L
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one-hal-

one-hal-

one-nai-

I The Clovis Steam Laundry

TUT

well-beate-

one-hal-

Prices on Army Goods Slaughtered
16x16 tent, round, this tent will house 8 men
$25.00
16x16 tent, square, lift. hip;h, 3 ft. wall
$35.00
16x16 tent, square 11 ft. high, 3 ft. wall, waterproofed by
Government process
$42.50
14x14 tent, storage, 11 ft. high, 4 ft. wall, 3 pole tent
$60.00
9x9 tent, officer's, 9 ft. high, 4V!i ft wall, 3 pole tent
$30.00
17x20 tent, storage, 11 ft. high, 4
wall, 3 pole tent
$85.00
All of the above tents are made of 12-oz. army duck and are sold
complete with ropes, polls and caps. They are guaranteed free from
.rips, holes and tears.
Olive drab 4'61b wool officer's blanket, brand new
$8.50
Grey wool 4tttb brand new blanket, Government inspected.. $8.00
Grey wool 44lb renovated blanket, Government inspected
excellent condition
$5.50
Army comforts, 51b cotton olive drab, used, excellent condition, $3.25
Army 'comforts, cotton, flowered, used
$2.25
Steel cots, quartermaster barracks, brand new, lie flat when
folded
$6.50
Canvas folding1 cots, brand new
5.25
Mattresses, 201t cotton, used, fit either cot
...$5.00
Army wool shirts, slightly used,
$3.50
l condition
Khaki shirts, new
$2.50
Army
S.
pants,
U.
khaki
laced bottom, slightly used
$1.50
Canvas lcgRins, brand new, front or side lace
$1.25
Wrap legpins, new, wool 0. D
$3.00
Wool socks, new, medium weight
.75
U. S. Army rain coots, new
.
$10.00
U. S. Army rain coats, used
$5.00
Army marching shoes that were for
repaired, new
heels and soles, excellent condition
$4.50
Ponchoes, used, excellent condition
.
.
$2.00
We also carry a full line of wagon covers, paulins and tent
flies and will be glad to quote prices upon request. Mail check or
post office money order with order. No goods sent C. 0. D.. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
All prices f. o. b. Waco
except clothing which is sent parcel post prepaid.

"ft

4

The wheat crop is harvested. Jut it is a ccrlainty that wc
will not have sufficient cars to move the prain at threshinp time.
The oar shortage makes it imperative for nearly every 'fanner
to plan for storing his wheat.
Granaries built of lumber are easily constructed and arc
reasonable in cost- If you have upwards of 500 bushels of wheat
to store, the cost per bushel for a pranary will be very small.
With a good granary you can then hold your wheat until market
conditions are better selling it at a price that will make an investment in a granary worth while.
You will be surprised at the low cost per bushel for a lumber
granary. We will be glad to advise you of the cost and methods
of building. Come in and see us, or telephone.
-
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LONG-BEL- L
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"It Costs No

More To Built

Telephone No. 15

It Right."-

-

W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

NOTICE OF SUIT

Army Equipment Company

In the District Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico.
Claudie Vnrrell, 1'hiintiff, vs. H. R.
Varrell, Defendant. No. 1620.
The State of New Mexico to the
above named defendant H. R.Varrell.
Greeting:

DEPARTMENT G
201

ii

WACO, TEXAS

Praetorian Building

I have been a stock raiser and buyer all my life and know the
value of stock and farm implements and have never failed to sell
a tract of land when put up at a fair sale.

4

'

will

P

to-w-
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After you eat always tak

Groceries

Howard Booth

See me or leave dates at office of
Your sales appreciated.
Barney & Wilkinson or Union Mortgage Company.

THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
"The Farmers' Friend"

R. C. Snelson

Has just ojxned and is
hereby tuke notice that
a suit has been filed and is now pend ready to serve you the most
ing in the District Court
Curry appetizing meals at moderCounty, State of New Mexico, in
ate prices.
which Claudie Varrell is nlaintiff.
Always cool and clean,
and you, the said H. R. Varrell, are
and
ttrietly sanitary.
defendant, said suit beine numbered
1626 on the Civil Docket of said
Court, and that "Rowelb & R.ese
whose business and post office ad- drew is Clovis, New Mexico, are the
Proprietor
attorneys for the plaintiff in said
103 South Main
suit.
You will further take notice that
the geneial objects of said action
are as follows,
To obtain by
plaintiff an absolute Decree of Divorce from the defendant,
H.
R.
The Japanese Give Good Example
Varrell, and that the plaintiff be rej
stored to her maiden name of Claudie
It Is ft
Cherry
Kistr, and that sho be urnnted all
Itlosom Lund
the richts and privileges of a single
that beauty of
and unmarried person.
faco and figure depend
You will further take notice that
on womanly
unless you appear, answe r or otherhealth.
wise plead in said cause und suit 6n
What is it
or before the 7th duy of September,
that makes our
A. T). 1920, that the alienations set
American women often pain,
forth in the plaintiff's complaint
snllow-fuccfiled herein will bo taken ns true nnd
with dark circonfessed end that the plaintiff will
cles Under tho
apply1 to tho C;urt ftr, jrd take
eyes, and very
often old at
judgment by difnult against vni and
forty-fivwhen
will apply to the Court for tho relief
lliry should Ixi
as prayed for in the complaint filed
ia their, prime?
herein.
Women suffer in girlhood
Witness my hand and the seal of
from back- said court this the Oth day of July,
e
nolio,
an.i headaches, followed
A. D. 1920.
by irregularities nr.J as a result dinoasfS
You

V. Tate, Auctioneer

Crystal
Cafe

ATONIC

Old Lone Star Wagon Yard

nstantly relieves Heartburn,
Stops food souring,
repeatinir, and all stomach miseries.
1

YOUR TATRONAGE

AMi diiMtMO mmd appMlie, Rerpa etamck
awMiaDditroaa-- . lncnuae Vlulny and I'm.
KATONICIa the beet remedy.

SOLICITED

Mule, Horaaii
Boufht and Sold.

and

Cattle

OnlyeoiuaeMt
or I woe dr to iweit. PtMlMnly fuanaetaH
to plraea or we will refund mae. UetaWs
keaiodar. VeawUlae.

SOUTHWESTERN

DRUG CO,
CIotU, N. M.

1

UD

of

We solicit your banking business.

,

FARMERS STATE BANK OF CLOVIS

your business upon the most
terms consistent with prudent banking

We invite

t
United Brotherhood of Carpenfefs and
Joiners of America
Meets every Friday night in Woodman Hall in McFarlin Bldg.
We have experienced men who put out satisfactory work. When
in need of some work done call some of our officers, and we will be
glad to help you out of your trouble.
i
The following contractors use union men and are fair to us.

J. W. MORDECAI, JOHN COMER, FINLEY
& SONS, S. E. ALLEN, W. F. WEST & CO., EOY
BAY, L. T. JAMISON, and WALKER. & CO.

!

m

W. C. Zi'IRWRR,

(SEAL)
Coi.nty Clerk
and
Clerk of tin District
Court, of Curry County, State of
New Mexico.
By urn invitt, Dcmty.
M5-4t- p
Phono 07 for Job work of all kind

IN, C. LYJLE. IV

Sec,

Box 86

R. E. BOUCHELLE F. Sao.

inl

k

iil

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT
KELLYS IS NOT SO IMPOR.
TANT AS WHAT KELLY
USERS SAY.
A MILUON
DOLLARS A
YEAR SPENT IN ADVERT1S-INWOULD NOT BRING US
HALF THE GOOD
WILL
THAT THE PERFORMANCE
OF
THE
TIRES THEM.
SELVES DOES.

G

of the womunly orans are more common
than any on but a physician ia activo
practice could 'suppose

After long experience in the treatment
of women's dlseaM-s- , Dr. Tierce evolved a
vceetablo tonic and corrective which bo
culled Dr. Pierre's Favorite Prescription.
This is a purely vciretablo preparation,
without a particle f alcohol contained

kit.

When a woman complains of backache,
or pain when everything looks
Llock before her eyes a dragging feeling,
with nervousness, sho
or benring-dowshould turn to this "temperance" herbal
tonio. It can be obtained in almost every
drug store in the land and the ingredJonu
are printed in plain English on the
wrapper.
Put up in tablets or liquid.
Dr. Pierce, of Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo,
N. Y., will tend a trial sixe ol tho
tablet for tea cent, j

diiiine

i

WALTER W. MAYES
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

L. KYLE, Rec.

.

spinn-nrh-

.

L

n

pi

Practices In All Court
Clol, . n. m.

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auta Service
T. L. HELM, llgr?
North Main Et.
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. Our suggestions to you will be
along the line of harmonious, tasteful,
distinctive effects for the home..

to talk it over, even when you are not
ready to buy, we shall be delighted tc
exchange ideas and suggestions.

Whenever you feel like coming in

.

Refrigerator Will Keep Your Food Clean, Sveol and Wholesome

A Good

206, 208 210, 212

Clevis Furniture & Undertaking

SOUTH MAIN STREET
.

206, 208 210, 212

Co.

SOUTH MAIN STREET
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

R. M. BISHOP, Manager

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

L

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
S. Main Street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203

.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.
LIST YOUR PROPERTY
want to lint anything you have
for tale, whether it is farm, ranch or
city property. We give prompt service and are making a good many
aalcs and have client at this time
for almost any kind of property.
If you want to buy anything see
us.
If you want to sell anything list it
with us.
UNION MORTGAGE CO.

JUDGING BY SOUNDS

W

LAUH-DRY-ET-

smffm

"What are you doing in the
Thomas!" inquired the
wife.
"I'm opening a can of tomatoes,
if you particularly wish to know," ho
impatiently rejoined.
"Ana wnax are you pperung

The Pacific ocean is not
as the Atlantic. '

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
203-210-21-

j

Manager

Undertaking Parlors

ami

'Why, with a can opener. Did you
think I was using my teeth?" he ad
ded savagely.
"Oh, no dear," she sweetly replied;
"but I do know you are not opening
it with p. 'er."
ALLOTTING THE CREDIT
Doctor "You have been at death's
door, and only your strong constitution has saved you."
Patient "Remember, that when
you send in your bill."

it

Get Goodyear Value
In Tires for Small Cars
Don't be misled by very cheaply
priced tires, for tire economy is not a ,
matter of what tires cost originally but
of what tire service costs in the end.

A CENTLEMAN
A man who if clean both outside
who neither look up to

and inside;

.

tho rich nor down on the poor; who
can lse without squabbling and win
withe; bragging; who is considerate
of women, children and old people;
who is too brave to lie, too generous
to cheat, and who takes his share of
the world and let other people have
'
theirs.

lift
cue I i
L
I

p

Moit grown people fail to
enough water. They haven't the
and so forget. Water helps to
away poison from the blood.
one of nature'a gifts.
The reason more bedtime

True Goodyear mileage and economy
are built into Goodyear Tires, of the
sizes,
30 x 3- 30 x 3V2- - and 31 x
in the world's largest tire factory

drink
habit

devoted to these sizes.

carry
It ia

If you own a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort,

Maxwell or other car taking one of
these sizes, youcanequip it with Good-

stories

"How beautifully it wash
es the dainty frocks how
tfuickly it dries them for the
A barrel of moonahine seized by
no
absolutely
line And
thi New York police exploded and
wringer.
broke two ribs of a truck driver who

year Tires at your nearest Service
Station

was handling it.

electric washing machine it
rightly regarded as the marvol of the
washing machine business.
It washes the clothes clean and
white in fi'teen minutes It dr
(hem for the line In one minute by
tbe watch.
H hat the endorsement of the Cood
Housekeeping Institute for high ef
ficiency.
It wathet by the vacuum cup sys
tern. It driet by the centrifugal pro
There is no lifting the wot
ceM.
clothes, no putting the hands in hot
or cold water and no putting the
clothes through a wringer.
It wathet, wringt and rinses.
is to
To know, the
want It. Nothing takes itt place. It
It the eomplete washing machine.
DEMONSTRATED AT HARRIS
FURNITURE COMPANY

r.lrs.G.W.Chalfant
Local Agent

.

sufficient this
France will prod-wharvest to feed horsclf.
Dou't Experiment
If these remedies do not prove sat
isfactory, your money will be refund
ed.
RUCK.ER'3 FAMOUS

t-- u

Go there for the exceptional value in

i

TKU

4-in- ch

-,

are not told to children these days is
that the children come in after moth
er has gone to bed.

Laun-Dry-Et-

West Grand

with?"

TE

waaazs

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, K. M.,
July 14, 1920.
Notice ia hereby given that George
2
and 211 S. Main Street.
W. Landers, of Texico, N. M., who,
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
on Sept. 10th, 1913, made homestead
:ntry- - No. 010891, for Lot 4, Sec. 27,
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
iLots 1, 2, 3, 4, Section 34, Township
1 N., Range 37, E., N. M. P. Meridi
an, has filed notice of intention to
AMBULANCE SERVICE
proof to esmake Final Three-Yea- r
'
tablish claim to. the land above deC. V. STEED,
of
scribed, before Probate Judge
Curry County, at Clovis, N. M., on
Ave.
112
the 19th day of August, 1920.
names at witnesses:
Claimant
Richard C Hopping of Littlefield,
Texas, Henry C. Foster of Texico, N.
Rawleigh'a product represent 139
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
M., William F. Newton, of Texico N.
articles, everyone guarandifferent
Office.
News
M. and John J. DeOliveria of Farwell,
You
teed.
can buy ahem from W. C.
salty Texas.
Agent
wants
New
Tate,
The
news
its
If
R.
Register
McGILL,
W.

NOTICE TO CREDITORS
In the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.'
In the matter of the estate of
Oscar LeRoy Suman, deceased.
Notce ia hereby given that on the
2nd of August, A. D. 1920, the undersigned was duly and regularly appointed administratrix of the estate
of Oscar LeRoy Sumcn, deceased.
Any and all persons having claims
against said estate will present the
sume to the said administratrix within one year from the date of her ap
Dointment or the aame will be for
ever barred.
Witness my hand this 2nd day of
August, A. D. 1920.
AUCB E. SUMAN,
Administratrix

these tires madepossibleby Goodyear's

TO

resources, experience and demonstrated expertness in tire manufacture

4

KORAK REMEDY

:

DQO

o.WntAK

(The Original korak Wonder)
For all disorders of tho. stomach
kidneys, liver and bowels. A splefr
did blood nurifleJ'. removes worm
from the body, atop bed wetting. A
great family medicine. Price f 1.00
per bog.
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK OIL
For rheumatism and all aches and
pains, corns, bunions, sore foet, also
for wire cuts and galled shoulders.
Trice 75c per bottle.
FOR SALE BY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
' Clovis, N. M.
THE H. D. RUCKER REMERY CO
Amarillo, Texas
9--

SO

Tabrlc,

303
Fabric,

J')
Xj150

Goodyear Double-Cur-e
Tread
Goodyear

Single-Cur-

e
.

A') 150

Goodyear Ilcavy Tourut Tube cot no more than the pries)
you are asked to pay for tubes of lets merit why rik costly
casings when such tore protection ia available f
.....
303'A site in waterproof bag

$50

THE CL0V1S NEWS,

THURSDAY, AUGUST S, 1920.

Delinquent T ax List for Curry County for the Year 1919
A. G. Eiscnberfr Lt. 3, Blk. 8, W.
F. S. Mil'ler-- Lt
ltt, Blk. 7, Orig.JiBlk. 15; Lt. 9, Blk. 15; Lt. 14, Blk. Bob Thompson Lots 23. 24, Blk 4, J, It, Collup Lots 26 to 32, Blk 8,
Public Notica it hereby given thut'f
Oft .
.!..
DC.
till. iD it. k ml. n. . Marshall, Texlco; Ux 77c; Int. 05c; B. II. Melrose, tax $38.70, Intr $2.32,
El.
tax $23.20, int. $1.40, adv. 57, tu tlAQO
9:00
at
lilts.;
on September . 16, 1920,
'
. T,..-ure-. r i nut
r- 1.1.1
f.O
ItttnA
7R
497
totnl
5. Blk. 12. I.iphrlt- - tav (90 11 ' int udv. 57c; cost 14c; total $153.
idv. 57, cost $4,16, totnl. $45.75.
I .. I, IUIUI
! !..)
n., I, J. 3. morgan, num;
f
C C. Ellington
A. II. Crane v NE
Mrs. J. W. Mitchell Lt 9, Blk. 15, $1.75, adv.. $1.14, coat $3.20, total
All of Blks. 34
Curry County, State of
of
tax
M. C. Fonks Lots 1 to 4, 9 to 12,
Z.
37,
M.; tax $7.41, int. 44c, Carlin Hta.: tax 44c. int. Re. a.lv. K7c. it3A .20.
New Mexico, will apply to the Dis and
Blk. 3. O. C. Sm Texlco; tax $4.30; J18.66, Int. $112, udv. ,57,cost $2.03,
cost
I7c,
84c, totul $9.20.
cost 10c, total $1.43.
$22.38.
trict court or tne ruin juaiciai un adv.
.i Uiiifhown Lt. 1, .Blk. 11, Mar-- Int. 24c; adv. 70c; cost 53c; tolul $6.83. total D.
E. W. Ellis Lts.
Blk 10, Lts.
Cousins
tsm., ;s, isnaii ma.; tax &zc, int. 3c, adv. &7c
It.
NE'4
ouciie moore l.is..
tax
trict in and for the County of Curry
fiiknown Lot 16, Blk 6, Texlco;
Blk
M.
Hts.;
Mexico
New
Hts;
16,
mt
Clovis
11.9.3.
cost
Clovii.
tax
tax
$2.17, int
$1.09, int. 6c, adv
lie. total
rkimktn
tux $S8.5; Int. $532; ndv. $4.17; cost $23.69, Int. 1.42, udv. .57, cost $2.67,
Unknown Lta.
Rib ! T.ta. $9.81; totul $107.89.
(n iudorment aaainit the lands, real 13c, adv. 67c, cost 29c, total $3.16. iyc. com uc, total $1.80,
E. 56 ft. Lot 8, totnl $28.25.
S. Fuvintrer
L 4, Blk 17, W. L.;
W. E. Moore Lt. 0, Blk. 17, W.
Blk. 14. N. P.;
and. personal property, upon
O. F. Dalton Lot 9, Blk. 18, B. H.
tate,
$4.08, int Blk 6. Texlco. N. 15 ft. Lot 19, Illk 8,
.
. i
- tax 44c, int 3c, adv. 67, cost 10c, Clovis; tax $1.30, int. 8c, adv. 57c, 24c. adv. 57c,
.i
iaia
arc
year
me
cost 55c, total $5.39. Texlco; 8. 85 ft. Lot 19, Blk. 8, Texlco; .Melrose, tax .33, Int. 02, adv. .57, cost
wnicn tne taxea lor
cost 20c, total $2.15.
delinquent and unpaid at shown by total $1.14.
Unknown Lt. 2, Blk. 17, Lts.
Lot 20, Blk. 8; Lot 8, Blk. 9; Lois 14. .09. total $1.01.
C. G. Faulks
Lts
Blk 11,
Blk. 23. tt. HIK. 20, w. Clovis; tax $4.61, int 17, 19 Blk 10, Texlco; Lots 22, 27,
r . 11. IWUUIClilO.
the following delinquent tax list, and
W. T. DuuKherty, LU, 21, 22, 23, Blk,
K P.;r.O tax $5.87,T int 35c, adv 57c, Clovis Hts.; tax $1.09,
int. 6c, adv 28c. adv. 57c cnxt KF.i- - tntnl tfl ni Blk 4, Mnrshull. Texlco; Lois 1. 2, 3. 10, 1J. H. Melrose, tux $4.87, Int. .29,
for an order to tell tame to satisfy AAA
a
(jf
AI
tni.,l
117.
auch judgment, and that on October vwk uuv, vuvai fi.ii.
vJoi l IV, an4.i
tuia f I.DU,
Unknown Lt 3, Blk. 29, Oriit.;
I" 'it ..fl
l, udv. .67 cost .57, totnl $6.30.
22, Blk 5.
R. L. Feagle
Lts.
Blk 9, C.
W. P. Moore Lt. 1, Blk. 35, Cur-P- .; tax 4. jo, int. zuc, adv. 57c, cost 52c, 7, 12, 13, 14. 15. 16, 19,
to.
IS, . 1920, at 9:00 a. m., punuant
T. Duuiihertv Lola 21. !r. Kil.
3, 4. 9. 12. Blk. 8,
Lots
Texlco;
t
1.
t
tax $2.61, int 16c, adv. 57c, cost ry; tax 31c, int. 2c, adv. 57c, cost total $5.70.
ccn order, I will oner lor aaie ai
12; Lois 25, 26. Blk. 19, B. H. Melrose,'
3, Illk. 9, MarLot
Texlco;
Murshall,
K
of
iiAlinw
MnUi
frank floor
33c, total $3.67.
Iflc. total 99c.
..--. at- Unknown T.ta. K.ft. Ttlb If) Wou.
l, tax $8,111,
int. .4U adv. .95, cost .96,
16, 20, Blk 9.
W. H. Floyd Lt. 12, Blk. 14, W.
D. A. Morrin Lis.
Blk. 23, erly Hts.; Lt 6, Blk. 14, Waverly shall, Texlco; Lts.
the court house in Clovis, Curry
$10.53.
platted.
totnl
not
Blocks
Texlco;
i
Blk.
10c,
cost
C.;tax
int.
$1.71,
10,
57c,
N.
40,
adv.
Lt
P.; tax $15.65, ms.; tax 4.i8, int. 2Uc, adv. 76c, Hcb. S.
County, New Mexico, separately ana
T. 8. Dumoron- -- Lots 21, 22, Blk 19,
Texico; Lots 4, 9, Illk 18. lleb.
order, each narcel of 23c, total $2.61.
'int. 93c, adv. 76c, cost $1.72, total cost
In anaculi
56c, total $6.39.
6, 7. Blk. 17, Heh. 8. B. II. Melrose, tax $1.95, Int. .12, adv.
S.
Lois
Texlco;
OR
H.
C.
119
Blk
W.
1.
I.t
Fonstock
29.
are
any
taxes
which
property upon
Unknown LU.
Blk. 11, Texlco; Lot 20, Blk 8, Heb. S. Texlco; .57, rosi .26, total $2.90.
Ernest Mund Lt6, Blk. 34, C. IL; Sheriff Ad.; Ux 46c,
delinquent, and a gain t which judg- - C; tax 44c, int. 3c, adv. 57c, cost
Int 3c, adv. Lot 19. Blk 5, Heb. 8. Texlco; Lot 6, Unknown NEU of 8E"4
Ux
tax 44 c, Int 3c, adv. 67c, cost 10c, 57c,
amount ot taxes, penalties ana costs 10c, total $1.14.
cost 11c, toUl $1.17.
$3.73. Int. .22, adv. .67, cost .45. total
Blk. 6, Heb. 8. Texlco.
Fred Farnoff Lts.
Blk. 21, total $1.14.
due thereon, or so much thereof as
LU.
Unknown
Lts.
15,
Blk.
16.
7;
14.
A. E. Whitehead Lots 13.
$.7.
Ida McAvoy Lts.
Blk. 4, Cur-rsaay be necessary to realise the re C. Hts.; tax $1.09, int. 6c, adv. 57c,
Blk. 8, LU.
Blk. 13, LU. 19, Blk. 4, .Marshall, Texlco--ta-x
J. W. Edwards, Lot 30, Blk 1, B. H.
cost 17c, total $1.89.
tax 62c,. int 4c, adv. 67c, cost
sportive
amounts due.
v
Blk.
S.
14,
Clovis;
Ux
Melrose, lax .33, Int. .02, adv, .67, cort
23c,
costs
intlc, $21.17; Ipt. $1.27, adv. $2.23,
A. G. Frazier
x
Lt. 4, Blk. 4,
12c, total $1.35.
J. S. MORGAN,
$2.58, total $28.25. Lots 4, 5. 6, 8, 9, 10. .09. total $1.01.
31c. int. 2c. adv. 67c. cost 9c.
Connty Treasurer, Curry County
A. C. MaAlister Lt. 5, Blk! 85, N. adv. 76c, cost 10c, total $1.10.
Unknown Lts.
W. I). Evans, Lots 29 lo 31. Blk 5,
17, 18, 30, 31, 32, Blk 5, Marshall, Textotal 99c.
P.; Lt 11, Blk. 53, Orig.; Lte.
New Mexico.
Blk. lco; Lots 1 to 4, P. 12. 20, 21, 22. 29, B. H, Melrose, tax $10.73. Int. .66, adv
A. S. Fuqua
Blk. 3, Blk. 41. C. P.: tax 123 fin Int si AI Blk. 2, Lt 1, Blk. 7, LU.
W'i Lts
8. Lt 12. Blk. S. S Park! tav 9:tiv 31, 32, Blk 6, Murshall, Texlco; Lots .67, cost $1 19, total $13.15.
Liebelt; tax 2.61, int 16c, adv. 67c, adv. 95c, cost $2.60, total $28.66.
LIST fV PRAPFRTY DFI IN
int. lc, adv. 76c, cost 10c, total $1.10. 7, 8, 9, to 16, Blk 7, MursWill, Texlco;
J. P. Firth, Lots 27. 28, Blk 4, B. H.
QUENT FOR TAXES OF 1919. cost 33c, total $3.67.
ueo. Mcuarty Lts.
Blk. 34,
unnnown
Lta.
Blk. 28; Lts. 7 Lots 14 to 20. blk. 8. Murshull Texlco; Melrose, lax $8.13. int. .48. udv .',7
J. U Fuqua Lt. 9, Blk. 6. Carlin CutTV! tax 77c. int. fie. artv K7p.
to 12, Blk. 1; Lts.
Blk. 29; Lots 7, 8. , 13. Illk 9, Marshall, Tex- cost .92, total $10,10.
Annio A Aililimrtnn It 9 Rib Hts.: tax 11.09. int. 6c. ailv. A7i cost 14c, total $1.53.
Lt. 6. Blk. 30. Adair Ht r tuv 19 Kfl lco; Lots 1 to 5, 6, Blk. 10, Hub. 8.
J. L. (Jules. Lot 14. Blk. 11. B.H.
e,
Blk. 7, N. P.; tax Cost 17c, total $1.89.
4, Orig.; LU.
J. W. McCrtv.I.t K.fi P.lli
.
4
rf
i
Arm
i
tux $4.02, Int. .24, adv. .67, cost
H. A. Futrell
$1.14, cost 38c, total Texlco.
COSl
Lt 6, Blk. 10, M. m. its.; tax i.u int. 6, adv. 67c, int.
ZD. 01, ini,
BUV.
OIC,
1.3,
$4.17.
Hts.; tax 44c, int. 3c, adv. 57c, cost cost 17c, total $1.89.
5 to 12. Illk 2. .48. total $5.31.
Store WriKlila-L- ots
$2.87, total $31.54.
Unknown LoU
C. R. tiurner, LU, 23, 26, Blk 6, B.
Q. C. 8m, Texlco-t- ux
1.14
$5.37, Int, .30,
R. M. Akina E'i of Lt. 2, Blk. iuc, toiai
H. F. McDonald Lt. 12, Blk. 15,
r,n
B. M.
nv T.ta R.n RUr !)!; w
II. Molrose tux $14.6.'l. int. .M a.i
tt 171
in. .1.. Blk. 16, all of Blks. 13, 2, 19, Lts 2, dv .57, coHt .62. totul $6.86.
12, FitzhuKh; tax $1.29, Int. 8c, Adv.
C. Hts; tax $1.09, int. 6c, adv. 7c, 67c, cost 14c, total $2.52.
.57. cost $1.61, tolul $17.71.
s
Blk. 18,
57c, cost 19c, total $2.13.
II. 8. Crawford SE4
I
Buchanan; tax $16.20, int 97c, adv.
B. C. (Jasswav BW'a
R. L. McFadden Lts.
R. E. Akins Lts. 1, 2, 3, Blk. 30, cost 17c, total $1.89..
ta
tax $27.85. Int. $1.67, ndv. 57, cost
Joe J. Garrison Lt. 10, Blk. 15, W Blk. 14, W. Lawn; tax $3.27; int $1.33, cost $1.85, total $20.35.
$2S.o5. Inl. $1.68, adv. .67, cost $3.03,
W. Lawn, tax $1.51, Int 9c, Adv. 57c,
$2.95, total $:!!1.04.
n'rlv
Clovis: tax 121.17. ini. 11.87.
20c. adv. 57c. cost 40i. tnlnl
Unknown Lt. 1, Blk. 37. Clovis
cost 22c, total $2.39.
iA
lotul $33.33.
Clovis
C. M. FniKe, 8W'4
H. L. P. McGec Lt. 4, Blk. 30, Hts.; Ux 43c, int. 3c, adv. 67c, cost tax $34.81. Int. $2.08, adv. .57, cost
O. J. Alexander
LU. 7, 8, Blk. 57c, cost $2.30, total $25.31.
Win. Olllean Estate I.nt
"Fl
John A. Uivens Lts. 1 to 5, Bik. W. Lawn; tax 44c, int. 6c. adv. 57c, 10c, total $1.33.
IS, Kentucky, tax 44c, Int. 3c, Adv.
Illk. 7. B. II. Melrose, tux .81, Int. .05,
$3.75. tolul $41.21.
C.
P.:
tax
24.
int.
h.Iv
15.44.
Sir.
cost 10c, total $1.14.
Unknown Lt 8. Blk. 8, Lt. 8, Blk.
57c, cost 10c, total $1.14.
ndv. .57. rost .14, totul $1.67.
8. H. Holhnd KsUte-S- W4
B. K. Bain Lt. 15, 17, 19, 21, 67c, cost 63c, total $6.97.
James Nolatubee Lt. 8, Blk. 14, 22, Lts 3 to 12, Blk. 48, Curry; Ux tux $17.41, Int. $1.04, udv. .57, cost Uliy droves
Personal nnmarfv
W.
Lt.
5.
Blk.
Gordon
J.
6.
Kv.
W.
Blk. 16, Buchanan, tax 60c, int. 4c,
Clovis; tax $11.08, int. 66c, adv. $5.53. int 33c. adv. 7f'x- coat flfti. $1.90, totul $20.92.
$855.00, tux $26,37. Int. $1.58, adv. .57,
tax
Hts.;
16c,
57c,
57c,
adv.
cost 12c, total $1.33.
adv.
cost $1.22, total $13.43.
int lc,
57c, tost
I). R. Shune
total $7.27.
tux rost $2.85, totul $31.37.
NEU
J. E. Bailey LU. 6, 6, Blk. 20, c, ioihi nic.
J. C. North Lts.
Unknown Lt 7, Blk. 36, Lt. 12, $66.13, Int. $3.97, adv. .57, cost $7.06.
Blk. 30,
Muritaret it Ourlev
"
Chea. Hahochmld I.t. 1.9 Hit C. H.:tax 11.63. int. 9c arlv
Clovis Hu.; tax $1.08, Int. 6c, Adv.
Blk. 37, Lt.
Blk. 17, C. P.; tax total $77.73.
Blk. 7, B. 11. Melrose, lax .81. Int. .05,
24. W. L tax 11.09. Int. fir ,lv S7. cost 22c, total $2.41.
67c, cast 17c, total, $1.88.
$5.15. int. 30c. adv. 7fic runt A9c
adv, .57. cost .14, total $1.57.
J. F. Waldrlp Personal C'operty
Lts,
Chaa. Ballard
Blk. 20, coat 17c, total $1.83.
J. W. Newberry LU.
Blk. 5, total $0.82.
O. L. Huws
$1,850.00, tux $53.34. int $3.30, adv. .57,
8'A of N'KU. KU. nf
Sallle C. Hale
tract, Gam- Currv: tax $1.09. int. Ac. n1v R7o
Clovis Hts.; tax $1.08, int. Cc, adv.
Unknown Lt. 1, Blk. 12, Lts.
tax $28.05, Int. $1.6S, adv.
SE'4
cost $6.71, total $62.82.
ble; tax $1.85, int. 11c, adv. 57c, cost cost 17c, total $1.89.
67c, coot 17c, total $1.88.
Blk. 12, Lt. 4, Blk. 15, Lt 2,
W. B. Cramer NEU
lux .111; cost
totul
.
M. A. Owena
l.t 7 Rib 0 7. M
Mrs. L. Bale Lts. 10, 11, 12, Blk. zoc, loiai f z.va.
Blk. 19. Lta. 1 iAt H Rib 91 I.t 7 $32.24, Int. $1 :l, adv. .57, cost $3.47,
8. I). Iliimllton
27. R tub
Irvin Hale I t i.O.Wl Rlk
tax 31c. int. 2c, adv. 57c, cost 9c,' Blk. 28. Fitzhuch ! tax 1.1 SO int IB
9, Clovis Hts., tax $1.51, Ir.t 9c,
B.
II. Melrose, tux $8.94, Int. 54 adv.
total $34.21.
:i7k' loiai uiic.
Currv: tax 11.09. im
.
adv. 57c, cost 22c, total $2i39.
.76,
adv. $1.52, cost 60, totul $5.50.
property
T. II. Karls Personal
rost $1.02. total $11.26. Also Lot
B. H. Oxford
J. C. Barton Lt. 6, Blk 11, W. cost 17c, total $1.89.
Personal property,
Unknown Lot 1, Blk. 3; Lot
$240.00. tax $7.78, int. .47, adv. .57. 1!. Illk 10, Melrose.
H. r. Haley Personal property, $200.00; tax $8.73. int. 62c,
Clovis; tax $1.41, int. 8c, adv. 57c,
adv. Blk. 8; Lot 8. Ulk. 11; Lot 1, Illk. 12; cost .88, total $!).70.
A. Iluininona-L- ot
14, Illk 12, Orig.
$96.00: tax $3.16. int. 19c. adv. R7c. 57c, cost 98c, total $TO.80.
cost 22c; total $2.28.
Lot b
Illk. 13;
Estelle Ruhlman NW'4
lux .Melrose, Uix $3.25, Int. .20, adv, .67,
Ulk. 14;
Edwardo Paohecn I.t 3 Rib Si Lots 1 to 5. Blk 15;Lots
S. D. Beaver Personal property, cort 39c. total $4.31.
Lots 3.4, Blk 17; $24.68, Int. $1.48, udv. 67, cost $2.67. cost .40, tolul $4.42. Lot 10, Blk 16.
Blk. 9, W W. C: tax $1.53. int 9r aAv R7p' Lots
J. M. Hartline Lts.
tax $49.09, int. $2.95, adv. 57c, cost
J. C. Henderson. Lot 23. Blk. 17, B.
Illk 20; Lots
Blk 21; All total $27.40.
Ht&: tax 12.61. int. 14c. nlv R7- - cost 22c, total $2.41.
$6.20, totnl $57.87.
.
Blocks 23. 26, 38, 41, 43; Lots 1 to 6.
II. Melrose, lux .97. Inl (M. ailv K7
$38.66,
F. 8. Miner- - NE'i
tax
M.
3.SC,
i.(ii).
cost
N. Pndgett Lt 10, Blk. 34, C Blk. 25: Lot
B. T. Bennett
total J
Lts. 5, 6, Blk. 5,
H)k 91- Ijuu Int. 2.31, udv. .57. cost $4.14. tola! Hiiht .10, tn!,i $1.76.
Whitcsell Harpole Lts.
BlkJHW.; tax 44c, int. Se, adv. 57c, cost 1 to 10. Blk.
Cbvia P)ace;Ux $2.16; int. 13c,
A. !). Hill, Lots 7, 8. Blk 11, Moss.
42; Lots 3 to 11. Blk 45; $45.58.
20, C. P.; tax $1.09, int 6c, adv. 57c, 10c. total 11.14
adv. 57c, cost 29c, total $3.15.
Lois 1 to 8. Blk 60; Lots 1 to 8, Blk 51 ;
J. C. McCain Personal properly, Melrose, tux .81, Int. 05, adv. .57, cost
R.
B.
1
Patterson
cost.
W. P. Blackburn
Lt.
(c,
1.
Blk.
W.
11.
total si.Kti.
Lts. 10, 11, 12,
f,:l
Lou 1 in x 1Mb $240.00, tax $7.64, inl. .46, adv. .57. cost .14. total $1 67.
Josenh Haves I.t. 4. Rlk 11 W Clovis; tax $1.30, int. 8c, adv. 57c, Lois 5 In 8. Illk.
Blk. 34, W. Lawn; tax $3.27, Int.
F,.k 55: IjiIk 1.2 .1. fi' .77. total $8.44.
r.4: Lots
B. R, llohson
Personul property,
19c, adv. 67c, cost 40c, total $4.43. Clovis; Ux $1.30, int. 8c, adv 67c, coat 20c, total $2.15.
7. 8. Blk. 66. all In Z. M.; tax $57.69.
M. V. Nnxh Lots
$2,360.90. tux $72.73. Int. $4.36, adv.
NW',
R.
19c,
cost
H.
Point
$2.14.
total
Thos. Booth Lts.
Blk.
2,
Lt
W.
13,
Blk. 11,
.57.
$56.42.
$3.8S.
5.37.
Adv.
$7.77,
im.
lux
.57.
$6.04
Inl.
cost
udv.
16.65.
Cost
I3.4.
cost
Total
totul $85.43.
Lee Hazelwood Personal proper- Clovis; Ux $1.71. int. 10c, adv. 67c.
Lt. 3, Blk. 6, Lt 7, Blk. 14. Carlin
II. M. HodK'- s- Lots 6, 7, Blk 12, B.
$7317
tolul $i;.41.
Hts; tax $2.06, int. 12c, adv. 70c, ty, $195.00; tax $8.70, int. 52c, adv. cost 24c, total $2.62.
Per-n- al
V.
H.
Von
Henrv
nrnnera- SE'4
Melrose,
T.
Voiinliam
si
tax
lax $4 87. Int. .30, adv. .67,
ovc, con vttc, total 110.77.
J. T. Pollock Lts. T to 10, Blk.
cost 27c, total $3.21.
39c; adv. Jliu.13. Int. $6 60, adv. .76, cost, $11.75, cost .57. total $6.31.
Mrs. Clara Henderson
P. D. Bowman Lt. 3, Blk. 8, CurLt. 2, Blk. 13, Z. M.; Ux $1.54, int 9c, adv. ty. $150.00; us $6.51;
O. A. Holder
ar; cost 7.r)c: . tola: V':i2.
total $66.41. K'4
personal property,
ry; tax 44c, int. 3c, adv. 57c, cost 63. Ori.; tax $13.89 Int. 83, rfdv. 57c. cost 22c, toUl $2.42.
J. C. Waist-- Lot 11, Blk 9; Curry;
Wllhurn L. Reynolds, 8EU 14.1-3tax $7.92, Int. .4H, adv .67.
E. E. Printer LU.
57c. cost $1.53, tota $16.82.
10c, total$1.14.
Blk. 13,
tax 44c, int.. ;'c, adv. Die, cost luc. lax $18.04, Int. $1.08, udv. .57,' rost cost .(. total $.87.
Curtisa B. Henton I t 9 Rib A C. Hts.: tax 12. AI. int 1A, uA
E. L. BTcwer
Lt. 6, Blk. 21, Cur' total $1.14.
'
$1 !7. totul $21.66.
J. M. Holland Lots 7, 8, Blk. 1. B.
ry; tax 44c, int. 3c, adv. 57c, cost N. P.; tax $1.30, int. 8c, adv. 57c, cost 33c, total $3.67.
Wheat
H. 8. Crawford 8E4
l.nla E In nib
Kamev A Wilkinson W'.(. of NWi
tat H. Melrose, tax $6.5", Int .21, adv. 67,
cost zuc, total sz.16.
10c. total $1.14.
fc.
W. H. Rurdirk
H. High
tax $7.17. int. 46c 6, Curry; ttx $2.17; Int. 12; dv. 67; $23 02. Inl. $1.38, adv. .67, cost $2 5. cost .73, lotul $S.1.
Personal property, of NW14,
Lt 10 Rib 11
coht 28c; total $3.14.
total 27.47.
Fred F. Horn-LCarlin Hts; tax $1.09, int. 6c, adv. $85.00: tax 13.70. int 29. lv K7. adv. 67c. cost 87c. toUl $9.61.
11. 12, Blk 1.
Whlteliouse ("ale Personal propercost 45c, total $4.94.
Ethel Cooper
J. M. Ried Lts.
Personal property Moos. Melrose, tax .65, tilt. .04 adv
67c, cost 17c, total $1.89.
Blk. 16,
Mrs. F. J. Hoffman
W. L. Byrne Lt. 9, Blk. 12, N.
Blk. Z. M. ; Ux $1.54. int. 9c, adv. 57c, ty; $5imi; tax $21.73; int. $1.30; adv. $540.00, tux $17.1!). Int. $1.0.1, udv. .57. r7, cost ,13, lotul f
Lt.
57c, coft I2.:iti; totul 25ft6.
cost $1.98, totul $21 77.
HoiiKton.Ilurt
P.; tax $3.09. int 6c, adv. 57c, cost 2. Ky. Hts.; tax 44c, int 3c, adv. 67c, cost 22c toUl $2.42.
Lumber Co.Lota 1,
2, 3. Blk. 3; Lot 7.
W. C Williams Personal property;
K. KeUHser W22
Sum Crifany. se4
17c, total $1.89.
Lt. 20. B'k
cosi iuc, total $1.14.
Illk. II, Orlit.
Berta Hollpway All of Blk 29,
Orig.; tax $49.08, int $2.94, adv. I47G: tax $20.X: Int. 11.25: adv. 57r:
Int. $1.47. adv. .57, cost $2 67.
tax $5.83, Int. 35, udv .76 cost
J. H. Bynum Lt. 4, Blk. 20, U.
cost ti.'M; total $25.35
.69. total $7.63,
total $29 :i9.
Hts.; tax 31c, int 2c, adv. 57c, cost W. Lawn; tax $2.61, int 16c adv. 57c,' 57c. cost SS.2 tntni r.7 kr.
11. itobb
W. F. Huffman-,- oi
l:
9c, total 99c.
i nan. w.nsiow Lot 15, Blk 2d,
cost d,5c, total j.o v.
Curl A. Talley PcrKiiiiul property.
Lt. fi, Blk. 10,
t.
12, Illk 6, B. II
R.
T. Holton Lts.
tax 31c, int 2c, adv. 57c, cost
tux $5..s7: Int. 35c: adv. 57c: coh $735.oo. lux $23.61, inl. $1.4i. udv .67, M lrose, lux $5.o:l, Inl.' .30, adv .67.
J. E. Calhoun Lt. 8, Flk. 98,
Blk.
1
C.
9c.
32.
P.: tax llA.lfi int (tlr o,l
Orig.; tax $10.40, int 62c, adv. 57.
6Sc; total $7.47.
total !i9c.
cost $2 66. tolul $28 15.
cost .69, lolul $5.49.
T. P. ltolnh l.t n Rib 0 v
67c. cost $1.77, total $19.47.
cost $1. 16, total $11.75.
M. W. Johnson
7, Blk 14;
t:
Thos. Trammell. N'4, NE'i
J. II Woodward-L- ot
Lot 7. Illk. 16, 6rlu
HU.;
57c,'
C. C. Callahan
tax 22c, int. lc, adv.
fit. 4, Blk. 9, CurHouston Hart Lts.
tax $8.25: int. 50c: adv. 67c: cost lax $15.43, int. .92, udv. 67, cost $1.83. Melr,ose. tax $1 62. Int. .(is, udv 67'
Blk. 78,
cost
ry; tax 44c, int. 3c, adv. 57c, cost Orig.; tax .$110.58, int. $6.33, adv. 01, IUU1I ooc.
93c; total $10.25.
totnl $18.61.
cost .23, tout $2.50.
Meyer Rolnick LU. 1 to 6, Blk.
67c, cost $11.78, total $129.66.
10c, total $1.14.
T. F. Wood Lot 4, Blk. 16; Liebelt;
II. N Kinne- y- Uits
,
John
tar.
J. H. Houghton Lt. 1, Blk.. 27, 84. Oriir. : Ux 119.4n. int ii 17 oA tax $4.03: Int. 24c. adv. B7c: cost 48c: $45.04. Int. $2.07, adv. .57, cost $4.83. n. H. Melrose, tax $3.58,15.Im.16. .21,Blk 7.
. M. B. Carter Personal property,
'
adv
$265.00; tax, $12.66. int '75c, adv. W. Hts.: tax $1.53. int. 9c. n,lv K7 67c. cost $2.13, total $23.41:'
57, cost .44, totul $4.80
,
total $:.32.
totul $53.14.
cost 22c, total $2.41.
67c. cost $1.39, total $15.27.
Minnie Hounds Lts.
W
Murr-IR.
E.
V.
Ii.
Wootten
Klutts-UPersonal nrnnorivAdams .,W'4
Blk
its
17. 18, Blk. 8. tax
G. E. Cardwell
C. E. Houston
Lt. 7, Blk. 9, C. 21, Orig.j tax $13.69, Int. B2c, adv. $300.; tax $13.03; hit. 7fcc; adv. 67c; tax $22.37, Int. $1.70, adv. .57, cost
Lt. 9, Blk 37, C.
W7' "'IV'
t7, co,t 18' t0,ftl1
p
67c,
$1.30.
cost
P.:
Ux
int.
$1.51,
CBlkLtotal
$1
$16.69.
$1.44,
38
$2.46,
cost
$27.10.
L,-2total $15.82.
.1
totul
'
H
- 10,
jJIk 2 Kenfy Hts.; tax $3.48, int 20c, toUl $2.15. ,
J. H. Rows Knit
M. V. Adams
It. M mi. .1 11 Wralha ami I A Dcllv
P. R. Knight-L- ot,
WH of SE4, El
25. 26. Blk
. B.
W. O. Hudson Lt 3, Blk. 10, Z. 45, N. P.; Ux $10.64, int. 63c', adv! Lot 11, illk. 7; Lot
20c, adv.76c, cost 43c, total $4.87.
H.
Melrose, lax $2.44, Int. .15. adv.
Blk 30; Lot 9,1 BW14, NWVi of 8Wtf,
tax
.57.
F. L. Castleberry
Lts.
Blk. M.; Ux 31cint. 2c, adv. 57c, cost
Blk. 81; Lot
Blk 34; Lot 10, Blk. $28.05. Int. $1.68, adv. .76. cost $11.05. cost .34. total $3.70.
81, W. L.; tax $1.09, int Oc, adv. 9 c, total 99c.
Co.
Lta. 1112, Blk. 35; Clovis Hts.; tax $3.78; Int. 24c; total $33.54.
,Ro8l,nvD. Lamb-L- ot.
J.
2, HU,. 1. Orig. Mul- 19.' -- J.. adv. 11.14: cost 52c: tnlnl II, Aft.
W. A. Hunt Lt. 6, Blk. 1, N P.; 12. C. P.. ta 19 17
n
67c, cost 17c, total $1.89.
M. V. Ad'ims, Lots 1.2 Blk 4. Nnrby.
Central Meat Market Personal tax 87c, int. 5. adv. 67c, cost 15c, 67c, cost 28c, total $3.14.
8. T. Wren Lots
Melrose,
tax $35.78, Int. $2.15. adv. 18, toUl $1.96. Lots 21. 22. Blk 7
Blk. 21; W.
,w. ii. ohipman
property, $2,610; tax $113.41, int. toUl $1.64.
LU.
Blk. 7, L.; tax $1.09; int. 6c; adv. 57; cost 17; $1.62, cost $3.95, total $43.50. Lot 10,
John T. Lewis-L- ots
6, 7, EV4 of
Mrs. Ida Hunter Lt 15, Blk. 77, vurry: tax 4C, int. 3C, adv. 67c, total $1.89.
$6.80, adv. 57c, ccftt 12.08, totnl
Blk. 22, FttzhiiKh, Melrose; Lot 6, Blk. SWK6-1.3tax $14.63, Int. 88, adv
cost
10c,
Orig.j
total
Tax $140.12, 1nt $8.41, adv.
$1.14.
$132.76.
A. H. Yoder Personal
property; 27, Melrose; Lois 4, 5, 6, 26, 27, Blk. 67. cost $1.64, total $18.02.
J. A. Smiley Us. 11 to 16, Blk. $160, tax $6 51, Int. .39 adv. .67,
City
Cafe Personal
propertv; 57, cost $14,91, total $164.01.
(V M. Lewis
cost 3, B. H. Melrose
NU of SWU
H. Hutchcrson
Lt.
$600.00; taxes $21.73. int $1.30, adv
1, Blk.
9, 31, C. P.; Ux $6.95, Int. 42c,' adv. .76, total $8.22.
M J. Armstrong
Lot 16, Blk 8, B.
67c,
cost
79c,
S.
P.;
tax
16c,
toUl
$8.73.
67c, cost $2.36, total $25.96.
int lc, adv. 57, cost
E. P. Bennett-L- ot
16, Blk 3; Heb H. Melrose, tax $1.62, Int. .10, adv, .57.
J. if. SimnHnn I.t 1A Bit. nn n
J. F. Clark Lt. 4. Blk. 23, Curry; 2c, total 68c.
Wm. 8. Looney
Smith; tux 3Kc; int. 2c; adv. 67c; cost cost .23, totul $2.52.
W14 of SWU 4 a
Pearl Hutchcrson LU
81c int. 2c, adv. 57c, cost 9c; total $1 04.
tax 44c, int 3c, adv. 57o cost 10c,
Blk. u
.Alice Bnllou Lot 29, Blk. 12, II. II.
14, S. P.; tax 31c, int
;"--$- i.o4:
total $1.14.
67c,
J. I. Case Iit 6, Illk. 5. OHk. Tex-Ic- Melrose, tax, $1H5, Int .12, adv. .67
N. B. Comer LU 1 to 4, 7 to 12, cost 9c, total 99c
.J. B. ShHrp W'f, Lts
Plk. 47,
.26. lot nl $2 90.
tax
Int.
$10.03;
cost
tide;
67c;
cost
idv.
N
J. M. Johnson Lts.
blk. 23, F. G.; tax $1.54. int 9c, adv.
'"HI.
Blk. 20, Liebelt; tax $27.81, int. $1.67. adv. $1.12: totnl $12:2.
L. II. Keckwllh-L- ots
10, 11, Illk. 8. $166"
Curry; tux $1.00, int. 6c, adv. 57c, 67c, cost $3.00, total $33.05.
67c, cost 22e, total 2.42.
B. II. Melrose, tax $2.44, Int. .15, udv.
Casey
10, Illk. 9; Tcx-IcKctute
Lot
M.
C. Spicer
A. S. Corntilion
I.u. 5.9 Blk. 19,
Lts.
Illk, cost 17c, total $1.89.
M. Mutheney,
tax $13.46; Int. 81c;. adv. C7c; .67, rout ,32, totul $.1.48.
30, 31, 32,
B. W. Johnson
.!.. r.W.'
49, W. Hts.; tax 77c. int 5c, adv, 67c,
Personal property. Currv: Ux 11.09. int
cost $1.48; totnl $18.31.
m',r(,hv- Lot 29, Blk - Blk.
Benson Curver -- I'ursonnl property,
cost
17c,
$300.00; Ux $13.03, int. 78c, adv!
Loi
totaM 1.89.
cost 14c, total $1.53.
50i).oo, tux $16.27. Int. .98, adv. .57.
Nora Casey Lot !, Blk. 22vTexlo;
" II. 11. H. Mcdrose.U
Lizzie bpurlock I
,
4, Bllt. 31,
A. G. CrawfordLt. 11, Blk. 4, N. oic, cost i.44, total 15.82
cost $1.78, totul $19 60.
$2.70:
tax
Int.
67c
Kit;
adv.
cost
h,,V34c;
,3"'
G
0rif-;
tax
Blk'.
,0Ht
adv."
Jordan
$10.43, int. 62c,
KcetfT Lt 7.
57c,'
87. total
"J."
P.; tax $1.09. int. 6c, adv. 67c, cast
18, Ky.
R. L, Hlft ircrHK'i
total
$3.77.
Ux
iub.; tax iuc, int lc, adv. 57c, cutti v:
17c. total $1.89.
i.7K.
Nora Casey K SEV Sec. 20; W'J $28.05, Int. $1.68, adv. .67, cost $3.03,
D. K Skuhl
.
Lt. 1, Blk. 18 C P
ta',rf?!,,r,'r'?"" R,,ll- k- lM . Blk.
W. H. Crist
Lt. 11, Blk. 83, Orlp. 2c, total 68c.
3
Sec. 21. T. 2, R. 37 E.; tax $.27; total $12.33.
a
M.
W.
int,1.-.0Kennedy
nlvLU.
6c
tax $8.47, int. 61c, ndv. 57c, cost
67c, cost 17c! SWK
Blk. 16,
Int. $2.77; ad. 7.ric; cost $4.98; total
Dr. Boone, Lot 5. Illk. 18, B. H. MelLt. 4 Blk. 17, C. P.; tax $1.53. int.V0,"
86e. total $10.50.
rose, lux ,7, Int. .06, ndv. .57, cost .16.
$54.77.
Ir E.
W. B. Crow Personal property; 9c auv. nit, cost 2c, total 2.4l.
i.ts. to ii, i;ik. 46
J. J. Dunneniin L(Js
Blk. fi, totnl $1.76.
Ma,.r..67.,$,,,V;touiinl- 28c, udv. 57c,
MV lux
$25.00; tax $1.09. int. 6c, adv. 57c, . E. G. Kretchman Lts.
Blk.r'
W.
R.
M.
Booth Lots 7, 8, 9, Blk. 4;
Marshall, Texlro; tax 77c; Int. 05;
16. N. P.: tax 13 27. Int. 9ft o.i
toUl 16.02.
cost 17c. total $1.89.
ki. ost.1 55c.
....
.
.57,
A
e.
.
J.
Lot
w
.,'
.
$1
12,
adv
.14.
13. Blk 3, Melrose, tux $14 63.
Moore-- U,t
cost
63. .
total
1. ;, Mm. Z. KV.
m, n,
L.I.
John Dalrymple Personal proper- turn, hvk, iui.hi i.44,
F. F. Grim Uts
Blk. 7; II. 8. Int. .88, udv.
.76,
cost $1.62, totnl H Melrose, tnx $4.07, Int. .24 ad"
Joe Lehrer Personal
ty. $700.00; Tax $30.40. int $1.60,
property, r, w' ,ax Uc int- - lc, adv. 57c, cast
67.
tax
Texlco;
Ofic;
0c;
$17.89.
49,
int.
cosl
udv. 07c;
$590.00; tax $18.57, int. $1.11 adv. 18cVto.taUil,c-57c- ,
adv. 57c, cost $3.25, total $35.72.
lm $5.37.
cost lficj total $1 67.
J T. Brsy
personal property,
S. p. Tilney
cost $2.03, total $22.e8.
Ls.
21HWM'M,"n',"y,'",B
W. B. Damerson
Blk.
Lts.
Blk. 4,
14.
B.
C.
C.
C.
$210.
F.
H.
F.
Oco.
tax
Farwell
rose, tnx .81. Int. ,.05,
2' t,12vl HU.; Ux
$5.93, Int. .36, adv. .57, con
Lots
Mrs. OtU Livingston
LU.
Lta.
Blk 8. Lt. 8, Blk 19, Curint. 19c, 16 to 19,
adv
.
pnat
.
67.
.68,
13,
SUV
Blk.
1ft
A(n
Blk,
$7.64.
cost
.14
I
Oriif.
total
rir.vlo Itl.
i
Texlco: Lots
..!..
ni. 1.
lllr
B7
ry.; tax $2.34, adv. 76e, cost 34c, tott8
tl
Blk 9, H. 8. Texlco; tux $18.65;
J. T. Bruzellon Personal property,
W. C. Thinn
I.tn. 11
adv . 57e. cont 17p. tniui i on
8,'"l..M,""S'"nery
iib m
Lois 22, 23
tal $3.57.
int. $1.12; udv. 76c; cost $2.05; total $400.00, tux $11.54, Int. .69, udv. A7, m. U. H. Melrose, tux .81, cos .0 ' Bib '
A . E. LoL'anh.'ll
T.ta. 1.9" Rib 11 'C. P. ; tax 87c. int. fic. mlu 'r.7
Frank Davis Personal property,
'
67
' adv
'
!2.B8.
r,.
15c.
:
.14,
cost
cost
$1.28,
mA
K7
11.64.
$14.08.
tax77i
total
toUl
int
total $1.67.
$95.00; tax $3.23. int. 19c, adv. 57c, Currv
Kthol Irvin Lots
M. W. M. Thomnum
J. C. Myers. Loi 5. 6,
J. A. Bri- m- 8W "47.2-32- ,
Blk 14, Tex.
14c, taUl $1.53
$30.61.
in 1 a k o
lax
cost 40c, total $4.39.
Lota
,
...
. . 0.1(1
.
f u
tub
1,.. ; tax so.
ico; n i $3.96; tnt. 64c. udv. 67c; cost Int. $1.83, adv. ,67, cost $3.29, total
W. F. Dnwsnn
DiK, a, w.
Melrose
Lt. 4. Blk. 31, N.
i"s-1 !,n
'
si,
$712
it
Of
; total $11.08.
$1
$36.20.
Clovis;
Ux
44c,
tax
int. 3c, adv. 67c, cost,,nt:,J?.c',n,lvcost 74c, tot $8.21.
P.;
$2.83. int 16c, adv, 57c, cost
c0Bt
3: .
S. II. Lovett Lot 9. Blk 8, Toxlro;
M. L Brown, Lots 17 to 20, Blk
A.
.
10c, toUl $1.14.
KM. Thomaa Lt. 4, Blk. 16, Clo
.
86c. total $3.91.
Lola 17
'
'
tax
II.
v.
$2.70;
Int.
H.
W.
m.
16c;
L.
tax
B.
ail
67c;
MelruKe,
Jr
tax
Mnlone
cost
$5.19,
41p.
34c;
!V1"-F.
H.
,31,
II.
Int.
Lts.
Tax
'
Will
3c, adv. 57c,
ad.
Blk. 34,
Melrose
Davon Lt. 9, Blk. 49,
V
'
.46
.67, cost .61, tula $6.68.
toUl $2.77.
- 'otu'
Orig;.; tax $240.28. int. $14.42, adv. Curry; tax 77c, int 6c, adv. 57c, cost ,COH,t
$M?
cost ,77. to.al
J. W. Townscn Lts.
H. U. Calhoun, S'A of 8W!4
J. P. Mcdue Lot 5, Blk 8, IT. S. Textotal $1.53.
67c. cost $25.52, total $280.79.
Blk
Blk
.
I U M.ll I. It.
.1 lco; tax :ii)o; int. 2c, adv. 67c; cost 9c; lax $14.02. nt. .84, adv. .67, cost $1.64, 9 Moss. Melrose, tux .81, 15. 18
n
n. Kv Ufa t.- .- AA
Mrs. W. F. Dawson Lt. 3, Blk 31,
.oiadv
67
0c
tax $1.63, Int 9c, a3v. 57c, cost
total $1.04.
total $16.97.
.14,
N. P. : tax $20.20, int. $1.21, adv. 67c, C.;
;ost
total $1.67.
OOtm
T.
I. Tex......
- Lit ft
i..
Ii U1 OJK
Ed. T. Itlussey
Lot 3, Blk. 8; TexJ. C.
au, bUVBI f ,1,
Lam
Kalhcrlno Cannon, Lot 12, Blk 3.
H
l'
cost $2 20. total $24.18.
Lts, 31, 32, Illk 16. B. H.
Blk.' lco; Ux $10.03: Int. .60, adv. .57, cost Lots 3, 4, Blk. 5, Moss Molrose. tux
W. .F. Dawson Lts.
',
0, Blk. 8, ZfrHVK'-"'1Blk. 6; M-- A. M, Mayfield- -Lt
SrouV$n,X57M'
29 Lts. 7 to 10, $1.12; totul $12.32.
$10.40. Int. .62, udv. ,67, cost $1.16,
Lts.
Sc. int 2c, adv. 67c, cost jR',.LU;
Blk. 7; Lts. 7 to 12, Blk. 14;
L'lk.
C. C. Marshall
LY.s! 9c. total 09c.
Mary B. Parker-- Lot
Lata 18, 19, 20, Blk. totul $12.75.
Lt. 8. Blk 15. Lt.
1
Blk.
flk6. Blk.Lts.13.
24, Blk.
B.
t,a"K"f
1)11,
!).
A.
A.
Mnvf mid
10. 17. 18 .'ill Illk
7: Lots 7. 8.
OA.
niirr.
Blk 81; Lts.
in
Blk. 48,
Jumes Cusslily, Lots 17, 18. Blk. 5, H. Melrose, tux $4 07, Int. .24 adv 3. S7
,'.09
adv.
'
'
Marshsll, Texlco; Ux $3.86; Int, .23;' B. II. Melrose, tax $9.27, Int. .66, adv. cost .49, total $5 37.
Curry; tax $9.67, int. 58, adv. $1.14, Uf ?l5i'.,nt ,6c adv- - 67c, cost 34c, 23c.
adv. 95c; cost 41c; total $5.45.
cost $1.12, total $12.51.
.67, cost $1.04, t(tul $11.44.
llnknown-L- ot
iuuii eo.fj.
7, Blk 8, Moss, Mel.
Trueiove A Mills Lts.
W. C. DeFmes
Dolly Miller Estate Lots 3, 4, Blk.
int. I,t.
Blk
Blk
J. W. ChnndlBf, Lot 18, Blk 8, B. H.
o?' M7nn-- W tuvVa AftLU. (nt
11.
tj,
Carlin
Hta?
Blk.
n.
ti
Texlco: tux 17.16: Int. 44c- uilv Melrose, tax $1.14, Int. .07, adv, .67,
6; Lts
Blk. 17, C. P.; tax $4.34,
' a. '
ady 67c, cost 20c, toU) $2.15. '
57c; cost 82c; total $8.99.
Int 25c. dv B7e, cost 52c, toUl $5.38. adv. 67, cost 13c. totaj $1.40.
J. ID. I'ltlnatvi KTlirt
cost .18, total $1.96.
4
n.
mccca
unKnown
property,
Blk.
F. O. Frimond
cafe Personal
i.u
H. w. pease
2 V
Perwmal ironer
Lot 7, Blk 8, Texlco;
T. F. Clsvenner, Lot 7, Illk 18, B. II. fi,8n?B;,'."ol;
cost
18'
$3.03.
Lta.
Blk! 13, Lts'
ty. $300.00; tax $15.19, Int. 91c, $500.00; Ux $21.73, int. $1.30i adv. .Blk;
Ux $11.10; Int. 67c; adv. 57c; cost Melrose, Ux $1.14, Int .07, adv. .67, ""I TuM.oil,
Blk. 14. Lta. 11.19 nib in it .
57c. cost $2.36, toUl $25.96.
adv. 67c, cost $1.66, total $18.33.
$1.23; total $13.57.
cost
.18, total $1.96.
20n,uMjL.n,U,LoU'
n'.
st. r. Miller
LU
8. W. E. E. Swlndull Lots 13, 14,
Blk. 8, Car- - Blk 18. Ky.HU.;Ux2:54 Int 15 !
Ultvo K. Edwards Lts.
Blk '
W. C. Cole, Lot 13, Blk 17, Melrose,
Melrose, tax $7 32,
C. Hts : tax $1.09. int. 6c, adv.M'n Hts.; tax $1.09, int 6c, adv. 57c1, adv. $1.33, cost 40c, totol $4.02.
Illk 10. Iloh. R,. Texlcn: tax 17 fit- Int tax $1.14, Int. .07, adv. .67, cost .18, 57, cost .73, total $8.06. Int. .49. adv.
cost 17c, toUl $1.89.
uitKnown Lt. 15, Blk. 1; Lt 6, 47c; adv. 67c; cost 89c; total $9.81.
Pie, coat 17c, total $1.89.
, .
total $1.96.
John H. Repper, Lt. 6, 7, Blk. 17, Mil- '
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roue, tax
.62, total

$4.39,
$5.74.

Int,

.26, adv. 67,

cost

Richardson
Lot 4, Blk. 18,
Melrose, tax $1.95, Int. .10, adv. .67,
cost .28, total $2.88.
Lot 12, nik. 2, B. H.
A. N. Robert
Melrose, tax $1.5, int. .10, adv. .67,
COHt .26, total $2.88.
A. It.

T. S. Wallace
tax
Ett
$28.85, Int. $1.73, adv. .57, cost $311,

total

Lois

Mrs. Alia McOco NW14
$20.1,8, int. $1.25, adv. .57, cost
$2.27, totul $24.97.
Wm. W. Wilson NW'4
tax
$26.17, Int. $1.67, adv. ;57,cost $2.83,

tax

C

Co.

total

$31.14.

llert Wheeler NWtf.

tax
$29.35, int. $1.76, adv. .57, cost $3.16,
84.
to''Mr.$34Bell

Garrison

tax $25.85, int.

SE'i

1 1.65,

tolul

tolul $14.77.
Pnullne Wilson, Lots 1,2, 10.1-3- 7
tax $9.26. int. .56, adv. .57, cost $1.03,
total $11.41.
tax
Lulu J. Crawley, 8WV4
$30.06, Int. $1.80, adv. .57, cost $3.24,
totul $35.67.
tax
Paul Suhnel. 8Et4
$24.68,, Int. $148, Adv. .67. cost $2.67,,
total izimu.
U. O. Vernon,
Improvement Gov.
land, tax $12.80. int. .77, adv. .67, cost
$1.41, total $15.66.
L. C. Darnel,
SWtt
Ux
$15.61. int. .93, adv. .57,

13.

$12.37.

la I $18.71.
Sofrlno Black,

cojt

$1.70, to

NE'4

tax

$15.51, Int. .93, adv. .57, cost $1.70, total
$18.71.
V.

A.

Stueken, SE'A

Ux

$19.38, int. $1.16, adv. .57, cost $2.11,

totul

$23.22.

Dun Allen, SW'i
tax $23.13,
Int. $1.38, udv. .57, cost $2.60, total
$27.58.
J. G. Gunn, Imp. Gov. Land, tax
$6.64, Int. .34, adv. .57, cost .65, total
$7.20.
R. W. Hunt. NW',4
and NE'4
of .NE'4
tax $27.77, Int. $1.67.
adv. .95; cost $3.31, totul $33.70.
S. E. Walker,
NW
Ux
$23.13. int. $1.38, adv. .67, cost $2.50,
NW',4
Ux
$25.23, Int. $1.61, adv. .67, cost $2.73,
total $3004.
Grant Sooter, All of Section 23 and
tux $161.10. Int. $9.66, adv. 57,
cost $17.13. total $188.46.
tax $80.05,
Earl Taylor. Ety
Int. 14. So, udv. .67, cost $8.54, total
$93.96.
Marvin Whuley, personal property,
$6"t. tux $18.77. Int. $1.13, adv. .57.
cost $105, tolul $22.52.
A. T. Crlft. Lou 3. 4, Sco.
tux $32.48. int.
Lots 1, 2, Sec.
$1 .95. adv. .76. cost $3.52. total $38.71.
Elmer HuKhes, Lot 3 and 4. Sec.
tux $21.74. Int. $1.30, adv. .67.
cost $2.36. total $25.97.
J. E. Johnson, Imp Gov. Land, tax
$6.95, Int. .42, adv. 67; cost .79, total
73
V. A.

Dilllner, S'4 and NW',4
tux $66.79. Int. $4.00, adv. .67, cost
$714. totul $78.60.
8. L. Lewis. NEU
Ux $18.61.
int. $1.11. idv. .67, cost $2 02. totul

Lots 10. 11, 12. Blk 8
F. H. Wood
MolroHe, tax $1 14. bat. .07. adv.
.67, cost .18, total $1 00.
J. B. Woodward, Lot 6. Ulk 4, Mel-- 1
rose, tax $2 65, Int. .15, adv. .67, cost
.32 total $359.
tlx
T. I). U. Woods-NW- l4
$18.66. Int. $1.12. udv. .67, tost $2.03.

$2121.
Mr. Thompson. SE4
Ux
$28.99. Int. $1.74, adv. .67, cost $3.13,
total $34.43.
tax $14 22.
T. R. Boss, NWU
Int. .85, udv. .57. cost $1.56, total $17 20.
Curl
Coplun, personal property.
$:ll)0 00, tax $S65. int. .62, adv. .67,
cost .97. total $10.71.
total $22.3S.
J. K. Davis, personal property. $90.
J, I). Youiir Lois IT., 16. Ulk. 5 n.
II. Melrose, tnx $1106. Int. .66, adv. tux $286. Int. .17, adv. .67, cost .3'!,

Mos.

cost $1.23. totul
John A. You
B. II. Melrose, tax
.67, cost .26, totul

total

$13.61

J)
I 111 to Ol

toviour

$3.96.

Lots

$1

Your loved ones are the most priceless jewels

deserving of gifts as those ybu iove
No one
come in today and select some token of love for

iso

them.

N

We have jewelry needs

for all the family and for

your friends.
Prices to suit every purse.
OUR WORD IS OUR BOND

Denhof Jewelry Co.
JEWELERS AND OPTOMETERISTS
A. T. & S. P. WATCH INSPECTORS

Robert Cogdill

WVj

of

NWU,
DR. T. E. PRESLEY
and Throal,
of Roswcll, N. M., will be in Clo- vis the 6th of each month.

$1.08, total $11.96.
SW
T. W. Davidson WVi of
and Lt. 12. Sec. 2, T 8, R 35 Ux
158.22, int. $3.19, adv57c, cost $5.70,
total $62.08.
improvements on
R, C. Davidson
Govt, land; $25.00; tax77c, int 6c,
adv. 67c, cost 14c, total $1.63.
Virgil Dunn SWK Sec. 80, T 8,
Sec. 31, T 8, R 35; tax
R 35; NW
$41.83, fnt $2.48, adv. 67c, cost

t4

UK 36.06.

total

$42.67.
3.
tax
W. n. Mannlng-S- WH
$18.04. Int. $1.08, adv. .67. cost $2.97,
total $21.66. Ux $27.11,
H. M. Curry. NW.
Int. $1.62, adv. .67, coat $293, total
$32.23.
4ax
B. B. BeymourBWK 36.4-3- 2.
W. .67, oot $2.60,
$23.08, Int. $1.38,
toUl $27.63.

44)44

44
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Dr W. M. Lancaster
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON ,
ClorL, N.w M.xlco
Office Suite 3, Barry Building 4

'

to get out in the morning.

0gg& Boss Cafe
Qpen All Night
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THOMAS W. JONES

Veterinarian.
200 West Otero Street.
cost $2.52, total $28.83.
SEU See. 21,
S. L. Sohoanover
Clovls. N. M,
Ptione 4C.
T 8, R 35, Ux $23.13 int. $1.38, adv.
57c, cost $2.51, total
Lt. 8, Blk. 18, N.
C. R. Bostick
P.;Ux $3.47, int 14c, adv. 57c, cost
Tli .T B Waotorfiald
42c, totul $4.60.
r r. Hortan
Lt. 3. Blk.
4
Physician and Surgeon.
C; Ux$1.29, int 8c, adv. 67, cost 19c, 4 Office over First National Bank
total $2.13.
riu.j 4 Office Phone 231. Residence 209
Lt. , ik.
H. S. Sellers
cow
67c,
Ux $1.71, int. 10c, adv.
24c, total $2.62.
Unknown Imp. Lt. 6, Blk. it,
Liebelt; tax $21.73, int $1.30, axlv.
DR. C 0. WARRINER
57c, cost $2.30, total $25.86.
CHIROPRACTOR
Unknown WVj Lt. 2, Blk. 12; Lt
12. Blk. 2; Lt. 12, Blk. 3, Fit.; Lt
113 South Main St.
Blk.
1
to
4.
A.
Lts.
Gamble:
ii Rlk
PHONE 101
23, Ky. Hts; Lt 6, Blk, 11. Z. M.;
29;
12,
Blk.
Lt.
Blk.
15;
LU
4
Lt. 3, Blk. 30; Lt. 1 to 0, Blk. 33.
Z.
M.;Lt. 14, Blk. 35;
66,
Lt5. Blk.
BiK.
Lt. 13. Blk. 49, C. P.; LU.

i,

e

4

43c, total 48.fl.
H. Holloway
E'i or ise. oec.1, i,
Sec.
i
T a. R 33: W'i of NW
. ec. i, i o,
8, R 35, Lt. 5, , I",
11 35: Ux $24.19. int. $1.46, adv. 67c,

s

work-adorn- s

Ey, Ear, Nia

3, T. 8, It. 35. 4
SE'4 and Lt. 9, Sec. adv.
67c, cost
Ux $.72; int. 58c

-

3.88,

tern that adorn the coat are eve
more difficult to achieve and tfcerr
are groups of vertical lines above the
parallel rows at the hem. The foal-Iget on a small, plain yok'e and ha
a narrow silk girdle covered) with.'
stitching.
A detachable enpe of duvetyn line
taffeta Is thf
with machine-stitcheoutstanding novelty In the suit. The
IJnlng is of the same taffeta. A nar-rohand fastens It about the necb
season.
taffeta collar.
under the rolled-ove- r
One of these Uffetn suits, together
Peach brown, a soft wool fabric
with an attractive cloth suit, Is pic- makes the second suit. A braided pattured above; they are interesting be- tern, simulating embroidery appears
cause both etuboikv some new style In a bnnd which curves over the hip
features. The taffeta Is a revelation on the full pepi'im. The same
of accurate machine stitching a used
the front of the coat and the
to supply 'the decoration and In the collar. On the cont sleeves that flare
cloth suit embroidery Is managed lu a little at Hie hand, a row of bone
a new way. Fourteen rows of stitch-lubuttons make an unexpected finish.
at the bottom of the taffeta skirt,
put In with a perfection of workmanship thnt delights the eye, are repeated above the hero of the coat. . They
But the
finish the Caring sleeves.
pat- bsnds of stitching In herring-bon-

other good things turned
the benefit of June brides
there were smno now designs In taffeta suits, to be worn on the wedding
Journey.
But Juuj brides can't have
a monopoly of good fortune aud other
women have been quick to see the advantages of taffeta for summer journeying: These suits are cool, shed
dust, easily cleaned, smartly mode and
they are that "something different"
thnt makes so strong an appeal at fills
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Real Service!
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.67, coat
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Edna llapkltM
Int. $2.16, adv.
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them at our store.
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Mnrvln Whuley, personal property,
$1,150.00, Ux $39.09, int. $2.34. adv.
.57. roet $4.20. total $46.20.
H. 1). Armstrong, personal property,
$985.00, tux $31.21. Int. $1.87, adv. .67,.
cost $336, total $37.01.
John H. Hamilton. NE'4
tux $20.34, Int. $1.22, adv. .67. cost
$2.21, total $24.84.
L. L. Hamons, personal property.
$700. tax $22.48, Int. $1.35, adv. .67,
cost $2.44, total $26.8.
J. A. Harris Estate, W Sec.
tax $37.01, Int. $2.22, adv. .67, cost
.
total $30.77.'
Blk 2; $3 98, total $48.78,
1 to 23,
Blu Oroen-L- ots
L. B. Miller, personal property, $195,
Lot 1 to 17, B.U 8; Lot 2 to 10. Blk.
4; Lot 3 to 11, 13 In 24, Ulk. 6; all Ulk tax $6 37, Int. .38, adv. .57, coat .73
; all Ulk. 7
M 1. 7 to 12. Blk. 8; total $K.05.
11-1- 2,
A. E. Trower. personal property,
Lot 1 to , Blk. 9; Lot 2. to 6, Ulk.
$360, Ux $11.39 lut. .68, adv. .67. cost
10; Lot 2 t 5. 7 to 12, Blk. 11; Lot
1 to 5, 7 to 12. Blk. 12; Lots 1 to 12. $1.26. total $13 90.
0,
Q. ?. CoKdlll, Lots 7. 8. 9. 10, Sec.
Ulk. 13; Lots 1 to 12, Blk. 14; Lot 1
(Imva: nil nf tract 20,
tux
Lots 3, 4, 6.TI, Sec.
to 4. Blk 15; Lot 1 to 4, Ulk. 16: Lots
Lt. 8. Blk. 18. N. P.; Lt.
1 to 12, Ulk. 17; Lots 1 to 12. Ulk. 18; $44.70, int. $2.68, adv. 95, cost $4.83., Puirvlfw:
1. Blk. 3, Sheriff; Lt. 12, Blk. 38;
LoIh 1 to 12. Illk. 19. Lots 1 to 12, Ulk. total $r.3.16.
Lt. 5, Blk. 48, Lt. 6, Blk. 49,Univ.;
20: Lot 1 to 12, Ulk. 21; Lots 1 to 8.
Blk. 15; Lts. 1 to 7. uik. vi,
Us
Blk. 22: Lot 1 to 9. Ulk. 21. Lots 1 to
W. L.; tav $28.30, int.' $flG9, adv.
10, Blk. 24; Tracts 2'., 23. 27. 28, 29,
S2.47. cost $3.24. total $35.70.
38, all In
:to. 81. 32. W. 34. !'
'
Blk. 16,
Unknown Lts.
'lit. $&.!, adv.
Havener or
Blacktoww; tax $1.53, int, 9c, adv,
;utal $113 90.
$3.00, cost $10.
tnx
67c, caat 22c, total $2.41.
Mr. Quo. Joius-NE- 'A
Unknown NE'4 of SE'l. Sec. 12
$24.02. int. $1.44, adv. .67, cost $2.60,
T 1. Ii 34, tax $4.4(1, int. 27c, adv.
total i'X H3.
67c, cost 53c, 'total $5.83.
Unknow- n- Lut 1, 6, Blk 11. lluven-e- r.
Unknown NW"i of NE'4. Sec. 9
(ax $2.19. Int. .13, udv. .67, cost .29,
mors
feeding
now
We
are
,
T 4, K 34; tax $6.40, int. 38c, adv
total $3.18.
tax
A7e. rtitt 73c. total S8.08.
NK'4
H. J. Willi
people than at any time we
Unknown NE'i, Sec. 34, T 4, R
$26.85. Int. $1.54, udv. .67. cost. $2.80.
In
restaurant
been
the
have
34; tr.x $26.10, int. $1.57, adv. 07,
totnl $30.76.
BW14, SW',4
cost 12.83. total $31.13.
M. V. Adamn-- NH
business in Clovla. There if a
tax $16 31. Int. .97. adv.
Unknown SWVi, Sec. 35, T 4, R
8W.14
giving
are
We
for
reason
thi.
62.
$19
82; Ux $:'7.10. int $1.2, adv. 67c,
.67, coHt"$l.77. total
tax
. T. M. ArmstronK-N- W'4
cost 12.1)3. toUl $32.22.
our patron the very best j.oa-ibl- o
$14.43, Int. .87, ndv, .57, cost $1.59, to.
W. B. McKinlcy SEW, Soc 4, T
of
good
plenty
and
service
U $17.46.
4, R 31 ; Ux $19.37, int. 89c, adv. 67c
Brown SWU
thine to ent.
Baxter and
cost $2.08. total $22.91.
Ux $18.04, Int. $108, adv. .57, cont
Unknown Lt. 4 of Sic. 1, T 4. R
$1.97, total $21.66.
31; tax $4.75. int. 28c, adv. 67c,
NIGHT
ALL
OPEN
tax
J. P. Hornninn-SE- 14
cost 66c. total $6.16.
$18.04. Int. $1.08, adv. .57, cost $197.
Sec. T 8, R
Unknown W.
now polWe have adopted
total $21.66.
,
86; tax $11.58, int 0!)c, adv. 57e,
tax
Joseph Onloy-8W- '.A
icy of keeping our restaurant
pnst tl.'lH. total $14.12.
$18.04, Int, $1.08, ndv. .57, cost $1.97.
Unknown Lt. 3, Sec. 1, T I, R
night. Thii will give
open
'
all
total $21.66.
31;
tax $3.10, int. 18c, adv. 57c, cost
tax
H. 8. Cmwforil-B- E4
the wheat hauteri a chance to
38c. total $4.23.
$14.43, Int. .87, ndv, .67, cost $1.59, toJ. N. Russell SW4 of NEW of
get something to eat no matter
.
tal $17.46.
See. 21. T 2. U 37; tax $11.40. int,
Ux
how late they are In getting in
H. 8. Crawford, BWVi
68c, adv. 57c. cost $1.26, total $13.91
$14.43, Int. .87, adv. .67, cost $1.59, tc-at night or how early they want

8. 9 Blk 12.
95. Int. .12, adv.
$2 90.
tax $11.1
W. T. Drue NEVi 15
Int. .66, udv. .57. cost $1.24, totul $13.61.
tax
8 'A
C.eo. BtrdHttll
$77.55, Int, $4 65, adv. .76. cost $6.30,
total $91.26; NK14
nd
11. S. Oruwford-N- E'4
tax $25 85, int. $164.
8W4
adv. .76, cont $2.81. total $30.96.
tax
, Oliver Goff
NWtt
$26.86, Int. $1.66. adv, .67, cost $2 80,
n--

y$f&

lie next priceless jewels are the jewels you buy for

total $27.58.
J. P. Brook.

f3

An

$6.77.

W. O. Wilkinson, personal proptrty,
I9.U80.00, tux 1271.08, Int. 116.20, adv.
.57. cost $28.79. total $316.70.
Mr. Li I. Wblps, E'i NW'i
tax $12.14, Int. .72, adv. .67, c6t $1.34,

WeavrUt

.67.

:

adv. 67c, cost

12.80, totul 130.77.
"
Herbert- - & Juffu, personal property.
ll.ooo, tax 126.85, int. $1.61, adv. .57,
coHt $2.90. total $31.93.
Ip. M. Rone, personal property! $195.
tax $5.27. int. .32, adv. .57, cost .61,

14, Blk. 8; Lot 20, 21. 22, Ulk 8; Lot
17, 18. Ulk 14; Lot 7. 8, 21, 30, Blk. 16;
Uft 24, 25, 26. Ulk 9; Lot 32. Ulk IK;
Lot 21. 22, lllk 21; Lots 7. 8, 9, Blk.
21, B, !. Melrose, (hx $15.43. Int. .92.
adv. $1.77, cost $1.81, total $19.93.
Unknow- nIntNn EV of SWtf.
of PE'4
tax $s...1, Int. .66.'
.
adv. .76. roHt $1.06. totul $11.62.
17, 18, Ulk. 2, B. II.
Unknown-L- ots
Melrose; Lot 9. 28, Ulk 3, B. it. Melrose; Lot 21, 22, Blk 4, B. H. Melrose;
Lot 27, 28, Dlk 6. B. H. Melrose; Lots
17, 18. 19. 20. Blk. 7. B. II. Melrose;
Lots 23, 24, Ulk. 8, B. H. Melrose; Lot
22, Ulk 11, li. H. Melrose; Lot 1 to
Blk 21, B. H. Melrose; Ut 16, Blk.
1; Lot 3, 4, 6, 6. Blk. 2, B. H Melrose;
Lot 3, Ulk. 4; Lot 16. Blk 6; Lot 8.
Blk. 7; Lou 5, 17, 18. Blk 9, Mos Mel.
.'rose; Lot 3, 9, 10, 15, 16, Ulk 1;' Lot
4, Blk. 2; Lots 23, 24. Blk. 8; Lot 17,
18, Ulk 4; Lot 1. Ulk 5( Lot 1 2. Blk.
7; Lot 9. Blk 10; lot 7. 8, 9, 11, 12.
Blk 14; Lots 1. to 6. 9 to 12. Ulk. 15;
LoU 1 to ( Ulk 16. Norby, Melrose;
Lot 10, Ulk 10; Lots 11. 12. Ulk. 11;
Lot 13. Ulk. 12; Lot 9. Ulk. 5.. Melrose,
tnx $62.46. Int. $3 75, udv $6,ui, ceil
$7.22, totuj $79 .43.
Alice VauKbn Ut 30. nik 12. B. II.
Melrose, tux $1.95, Int. .12. adv. .i.V
cost .26, tolitl $2 90.
Mr. Addle Woiohcll WV of 8W'4
Luis 1. 2. X. Blk 11, Flu., Mel.
rose, lux $11.38, Int. .68, adv. .76. cost
$1.26, total $14.08.
14. Blk. 3;
Mary A.
Lot 17. 18, Ulk. 10. II. II. Melrose, tax
$6 83, int. .46, adv. .76, .cost .80, totul
18.80.
11, Blk 5. B. H
J. L. Willis-Liits- lO.
Melrose, tai $10H. Int. M, adv. .57.

cost $1.12.;otal

Suits for Summer Journeyings

2.

10, 11, 12,
P. A. Uumuaugh-L- ots
Blk. SI, B. H, Melrose, lax $1.62, Int.
.08, adv. .67, COHt, 'ii, totitl $2.50.
'
M. J. Russell
Lot 26, Blk. 11, B. H
Melrose, tax $2.44, Int. .15, adv. 61.
COHt .32. total $3.48.
Lots 19 to 22, Blk.
L. B. Simmon
6, B. H. Melrose, tux $14,611, Int. .88.
adv. .67, cost $1.60, total $17.68.
J. T. Sluiun Lot 1!), Hlk. 3, B. It.
Melrose, tux $4.07, Int. .24, adv. .67,
COHt .49, totul $5.37.
Smith
Lot 16, Blk. 19, Fit.,
J.
Melrose, tux .81. Int. .05, adv. .67, cunt
14, total $1.57. IM 9, Blk It.
2.
A. O. Smith
8 or NK'4
tax $5.12. Int. .91, adf. .67, cost $1.66,
n
.
total $18.30.
A. O. Smith
8 of SE'4 31.3-3- 2
tax $15.12. Int. .91, adv. .67, com, l.CC,
total $18.26.
Geo. P. Steel Lot 29, Blk. 6, B. H.
Melrose, tax $1.14, Int. .07, adv. .57,
COHt .18, total $1.96.
Lot 9, 10, Blk. 18.
J. J. Steven
Molrose, tax $4.07, Int. .24, adv. 57,
COHt .69. total $6.47.
tax $1860,
J. C. Stone. BW'4
Int. $1.12, adv.' .67, cont $2.03, total
$22.38.
Victoria Stubblefleld Lots 31, 32,
Blk. 4, B. 11. Melrose, tax $8.36, Int.
.60, adv. 67, COHt .94, totul $10.36.

llrownhorn Towmdte

illii.it

$34.26.

dr. c.

McClelland

4
4

Physician, and Surgeon
Office over Denhof Jew. Cc
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

444.

4
4

4444444444
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4

L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon

4
4

Phone 331
.
Clovia, New Mexico

4

DR.

4
4

44 444

4 NOTICE TO ALL
PRATORIANS
You will please pay your dues
in the future to H. E. Carlisle,
Recorder, at Clovis National
Bank.
H: E. Carlisle, Recorder
4

4444

DR. H. R. GIBSON

4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4
4

4
4

tt

OSTEOPATU
Treats all diseases, both acute and
chronic. Office in. New Tile
building oo corner north of Fire
Station aud east of Lycenm
4 theatre.
4 Office. phone 383. Residence 8!H).
4 Oloris, New Mexico.

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

Renew your subscription to the
If iU news The News wanU it Ncwa before. September 1st and save
Phone us. No. 97.
fifty cents.

furbelows,
and dainty beloiiiii!S
made of ribbons and luces, that women
love seem to have blossomed out this
year in greater profusion tbnn ever.
June usually sees them at their best
for they arc luiportaift lu trousseau
and are favorite gifts to brides nud
graduate. Besides laces and ribbons,
georgette, net and silks play thjlr
manning pans in miming mem, out
laces and ribbon are
as
usual, with much attention given to
Dowers 'nude of ribbon for trimmings.
Three boudoir enps and three camisoles, shown In the group above, will
serve to point the direction of fashion's

THOSE

whimsical breer.e
in those accessories. Camisoles remain important uud
will ns long us the sbeerc.it materials
are used for smocks and blouses and
for dresses. And where Ib the woman
with sou! so dead ns not to appreciate and own a few boudoir caps? Tltey
make life tolerate in the morning
hours. In the first cap and camisole
the designer has been led by the fad
for making thing to match and bus
used the same lace and net nsd ribbon

, Another cap of net I edged with"
point le' esprit and hag narrow rlbboo
bands over It, Where they Intersect
tiny ribbon Mowers are set and short
ends bang over the luce frill. It l
finished with a rosette and many ends?
Wide lac
and tucked'
of ribbon.
georgette make the lovely cup wlth
frill lengthened toward the back, and
It is oniniiienled with ribbon flowers-likthose on the camisole of georgette,

nuil ribbon.

Chenille Curtain.
In motft utiles may be found one ot
more pairs of chenille curtuln so pop.
ular some yvurs ago. These may be

transformed 'into pretty and service
able rugs. If the curtains are fade)
dye them to hurmonlze with the roots
lu which they are a bo used. As )
foundation for the rugs use old worn;
Brussels carpet cut to the doetredi
length. Arrange the curtain tuafceola)
decorations for both. A
cap, with a cape nt the back, Is made smoothly on these carpet foundations
of lace In an Alencon pattern and turning over several Inches f tba ma
two rows of narrow satin ribbon are lerlul on the wrong side. Sow dowd
tscked about the cap, after a full firmly on the wrong side and you wll)
puffed crown of net has been gathered have transformed a worn piece ot oat
curpet Into a soft,
over lt. Ends of the ribbou are brought
i
up dver the crown and fastened to It. lug rug.
Small wild roses made of ribbon are
In Profusion.
Lac
set about the cup mid from one of
them at each side two short hanging
Lare In profusion and ot various
used on afternoon and ts
end are finished with tiny chiffon patterns
close-tillin- g

e

...

rtch-loo-

k

I

roses.

ulng gowns.

.1

i
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No. 11746

Treatury Department '
Office of Comptroller
of Ih.
Currency.
Washington, D. Oil June 4th, 1920.
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned, it has
been made to appear that "THE
FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK OF
GRADY" in the town of Grady, in
the County of Curry and State of
New Mcxicj, has complied with all
the provisions of the Statutes of the
United States required to be com
plied with before an association shall
be authorized to
the
commence
business of banking;
Now therefore I, Jonn
Williams, Camptroller of the Currency,
do hereby certify that THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF GRADY, in
the town of Grady, in the County of
Curry and State of New Mexico is
authorized to commence the business of banking as provided in section Fifty one hundred and sixty
nine of the Revised Statutes of the
United States.
In testimony whereof .witness my
hand and seal of office this 4th day
of June, 1920.
JNO. SKELTON WILLIAMS
(Seal) Comptroller of the Currency

Big KemovarIPsale
TTf)

Now Going On

SHc-mo-

Bargains Are Here For You
WE ARE GOING
TO CLEAN UP ALL OF OUR SPRING AND SUMMER
GOODS AT A SACRIFICE, AS WE WILL SOON MOVE INTO

OUR NEW LOCATION TWO DOORS SOUTH OF THE OLD
POST OFFICE.
OUR NEW QUARTERS WILL GIVE US ROOM TO PUT
IN OUR BIG FALL STOCK-SO- ME
OF THIS IS NOW ON
DISPLAY.

'

a Hew

Good Silk Hose $1.25

Tub- Whn thia tub la
you have a rumbling aound or Imperfect honrlni. and when It I. rntircly
clo.M), Dmrni'M l th rauli
I nli
i. th
In Mi miration can bo ri'duo-and thia tub.
to It. norm
condition,
b
ror-di'.troy.d
at..
M.my c,i... of
dcnfnoM ar. canard by cat irrh, which '..
an InilamM condition of th mucnua
Hull's Catarrh MVllclr.
ucta thru
th blood on Urn mucoua tUTfaci-of th.
ay. fin.
Wo will give One Ilundr-- d
Dollar,
for
tay caa of Catarrhal D.afni-- . that cannot
b. cured by Hair. Caturrh Mvdlcln.. circulars fr.. All Dniaant,, Tte
r. J. CHENEY
CO.. Toltdo.

Ih. tuatachlan

Intlami'd

Wash Silk Blouses, Regular $3.25 Value
Going at $2.50

ergy to' try to cooK, and baKe with
cooK stove and,
the
worse stiU, an actual waste of fuel.
The modern Kitchen stoves and
ranges are marvels of efficiency,
ornnnrnv nrf cnnveniencQ in com
parison. They maKe coorUn and,
old-fashion-

ed

baKing easier, cheaper and more uniform.

We have them in
the best mahes for
small families and for
large with coal or
wood grates

mal-

and
leable, rust-proinvenlatest
with the
tions and attachmentsof

We

are always

glad to show.our stocft
and to point out the
features that maKe

ours the best

HARDWARE THAT STANDS HARD WEAK
AT PRICES THAT STAND COMPARISON
Roberts-Dearborn-

a

Bungalow Aprons, Regular $2.50 Values, $1.50
$3.00 Values Going at $1,95

w

-

br lorn I application., m u,y cannot mich
inr dl.jt..,t portion al tho iir 'I'li'To It
only one wty lo curv catarrhal diitn.-M- .
no (hot I. by a aomtliutiunul remedy.
Catarrhal Itarneaa la cau.d hy an
condition of ibe rntKom limn
of

Suits Reduced to $17.50

Stove

It's a waste .of time and en-

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

See Our New Skirts and Dresses
and other lines

Coolx

Hardware Co.

e

"YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT"

Phone 97 far job work, of all kinds.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE MONEY. BE SURE YOU
GET YOUR PART OF THE BARGAINS OFFERED HERE.
for Highest Tossthtt Quality at

Grisamore & Osborne

fyutit Tosublt Tries

IT
PILLS
CHICHESTER SBBAHn.
Jk
rnu i. Ut4 ui

0

A

MRS. PEARL POWELL

PUBLICATION NOTICE

Seamstress

In the Probate Court of Curry
county, BUte of New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of John

i

Fancy Dressmaking A

DIAMOND MUANU riUA In. (a,
u tmt, SUM, Alryi Rallibla
ran
S0UBYD8tJGQISTSEVEKl(WHPi

km

If iti newt The News wants it.
Phone us.

.

Specialty
21812 South Main

Street

At Airs. Broome's Millinery

No. 97.

of oom at the top
of tip-to-p
quality at a
price. That's where Spur
comes in. And that's where Spur stays.

THE1E

Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars

rock-botto-

L. Smith, deceased.

Notice is hereby iriven that letter
of administration on the estate of

John L. Smith, deceased, were granted to the undersigned by the Probata
Court of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, on the 28th day of July, A
D. 1920.
All persons having claims ajrainst
said estate's re hereby notified to
hibit same to the undersigned at her
residence near Melrose, New Mexico,
or, at the office of R. E. Rowll
Clovia, New Meico, for allowance
within twelve montha after the Hat
of this publication with necessary
voucners, or they will be forever
from any benefit of mIH en- tat e; or, said clainu may be filed
with the Clerk of said Court.
Dated thia 28th day of July A
D. 1920.
SARAHAN FRANCES SMIIH
pre-elud-

Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

tt. e.. Kowells,

Administratrix
Attorney.

was plenty

m

For men who judge a cigarette by its looks,
by its blend, by its taste well, Spur was
made for them. Spur's new blend or
choicest Oriental and American tobaccos
brings out to the full that good tobacco
taste. Spur's satiny imported paper,
crimped (not pasted) makes an easier
g
drawing,
cigarette. Spur'
smart brown and silver packet, three-fold- .'
slower-burniri-

preserves the Spur flavor and fragrance.
Money can't buy anything better!

Vyoat tfasbti
TOU,aandiatA,aDdWeb4i

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co.
THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
Capital $50,000

Surplus $27,500

I can place twb or three good
eni ior Kawioign's products. W,
I- - Tate, Box 1092, Clovis.

II. Pflh Awnua

Say
.Soy!
tkeae hot,

J'

.

'

.

'

.

SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Our Motto:

"The Price Is The Thing"

I

I

...... See us before you sell.. ,
S. W. LANE, Manager

"

MlAAUlli
""-wW- i

ZU'

duty

s.Fternoont.,

Let's Go To

'

c

Of arenas U

MURRAY'S I
Confectionery
Slaughter Murray, Proprietor.

J

of

paia

MYRx
TOBACCO CO.

Want a nice cool drink at
tha bast fountain in town?
It's th beet way to eodure

&

Spur

Rse). AddmM

MaQBTT

"The Bank That Accomodates"

I ANE

UpUaeadtoatMvoti,brp
parcel poet, a carac
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WHY FARMERS' WIVES GROW OLD EARLY

FOR 12 YEARS

isiness Is Good!

RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL

i

A full line of Moline Listers and
Cultivators. These are the old

Mo-lin-

!

e

REASONABLE

re-

liable Moline line. The prices are right
on these implements.

FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.

All grades of Mobiloil at prices

.

that will save you money.

JOHNSON BROS.

.

Night Phone 235

Day Phone 211
A

--

J4

t

4 Farm Kitchen With Conveniences Like Thia la One of the Urgent Need
Many Farms, Investigations Show.
Walking 457 miles, a year to gt water for her family's line Ik the record
of one New Mexico woimin, us revealed
by a survey of furn. home eoiulitloiiH
made not long ago
the I'ulted
Stales department of agriculture uml
the Htntc extension service. In addition to carrying 32 ton of water,
which Is a minimum for a family of six
to use In a year, she did all the house-

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION

doing her housework, walks 53 mllei
nnd nirrlua (U tnna nt watnr ilurlno
the year, is not getting a fair show,
the Tutted States department of agriculture believes.
Small wonder It is, undt; ' these conditions, that as soon as possible the
farm woman wnnts (o move Into town,
where she can have more conveniences
and where she thinks life la mors
pleasant and less strenuous.
The home demonstration agents are
teaching farm women the value of
simple and Inexpensive
equipment
which eliminates Inconvenience am)
dn' Jgery. In many Instances it Is lack
of thought on the subject rather than
lack of money thnt compels the farm
housewife to do work under such 'handicaps. If the exodus from the farm
to the city Is to he stopped, the fanner's wife must lie given a chance at
health and happiness on the farm;
otherwise she will use her influence
toward moving to town.

l'

F. B. PAYNE, Manager

work and1 helped with the field work

TEXAS WONDER
grav-1- ,

for kidney and bladder troubles,

weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities f the kidneys and
bladder In both men and women. If
not told by your druggist will be tent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One

and car of the live stock. Here Is the
mall bottle often curei. Send for story she tells:
"We live on a fnrm of 800 acres loDr. E. W. Hall,
worn testimonial!.
2926 Olive it., St. Louis,' Mo. Sold cated one and a quarter miles from a
small town. We huve no automobile,
by druggists.
but use horses and wagons, as a means
or transportation to town or elsowliere.
Probably no man in Texal ha a We
live In a
house which Is
higher respect for liberty bond than lighted by lamps and Ren tec! by stove,
I have no
devices, except
ane who traded his for oil stock.
a built-ikitchen cnlilnet or cupboard,
a svwlng machine and a washing
run by hand power.
."Thoreire six members In the family. Including two children between ten
and sixteen apd two under ten yours
of tiRp. Paring harvest, silo filling, or
thrashing we hnve elL'ht extra helpers.
I have no help In the house except that
of three children In currying wo.nl uud
coiil and running rrrunds. IJuring the
labor-savin-

MUCH WASTEFULNESS
IN AWKWARD

flrMt six month

of 1U19 Ave tmuihe
III In bed a totnl of
days.

of the fnuilly were
twenty-thre-

WfeVv'w

mm

"I do the washing and Ironing for
the entire family, make my own outer
garments and part tf the children's
clothing, and hnke all my own bread,
The water fur household purposes
iiniBt he tarried a distance of 4HI foot,
rnd this In one of .my dully tasks us
well n the care of ."0 chickens. The
eggs from this Hock are marketed at
the nearest store uml the money is
used for general , housekeeping, pur-

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

poses,
"I help with the milking of 32 cows
and wash the milk pulls nud separator.
The cream is sold and used for general
housekeeping expenses. During eight
months In the year I help with the
farm work, care for the vegetable garden and help care for the live stock.
"Iu the summer I rise at Ore o'clock
and my working day ends at 9:30 p, ni.,
with no time free. In winter the day
begins at 6 a. m. and Insta until 8 p. m.,
with no time off. I work on an aver,
age of fifteen and a half hours a duy,
dnys In
three hundred and sixty-fivthe yenr, with not even my noon hour

is our 'earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

It

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Clovis, New Mexico

FAMILY

HER

CALLED

Kx Yean Ago,

ihe It

a
'

Uinlir: Sle

BE DID E

HER

TO

Migttt Die, Says Texai Lady, But Now

Wc!!, Cl;ong Woman

HABIT

The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.

roim
itasiraice
nil

as well as

Hail Insurance
written by

Considerable Energy Saved in
Doing Things Right Way.

THE OLD HARTFORD

8vtral Facts Disclosed by Experiments Made by Office of Home
Lew Kitchen
Economics
Table is Wearing.

Plenty of money to loan on farms

Why Farmers' Wlvea Grew Old Early,

The man who waits for building material demand 1( slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

Telephone 23

on

and Praises Cardui For

Her Recovery." '

One of

From buttoning shoes to washing
dishes, there Is an eiwy nnd awkward
way of Cuing all work, as everyone
well knows.
N'ow, along conies tlus
scientist, who says his experiment
show that, aside from feeling and
looking more comfortable when yon
do your work In the right way, you
also save considerable energy.
This fact is one of several which
recent experiments made by the olhct
of home economics of the- United
Slates department of agriculture havi
disclosed.
These experiments' havi
been made for the purpose of deter
mining the energy requirements of an
Individual in tiie various circumstances of his dally life and for use
In estimating the amounts and klndi
of food required by htm to meet the
neciii of his body for energy.
It was found In the homely everyday task of dish washing that, when
a woman washed dishes on a table sa
low that site was obliged to bend over,
her energy output was 80 calories pef
hour. When she wnhcd them on a
table 4hnt was a little too high fo(
ctuufort, it required 25 calories pet
hour, while only 21 calories were used
when the working surface was of tlx

free."
Purvey blanks were filled out by 24-New Mexico fnrm women, nnd about
of them
reported water
brought by .hand from a distance of
BOO to 4(10 feet.
The average was 47
feet. In over fifl per cent of lin eases
the housewives did the carrying.
Ono gallon of water with a bucket
weighs at least til pounds. Olio woman who lived oil a farm and carried right height.
It doesn't take long to saw off tin
water for u family (if five, which staunder
tistics show to be the size of the aver-ag- legs of a table or to put blocka
height
American family, reports that It It which will make It the right
takes six pulls of water for the ordinary duy, and he hna counted many
tlmeB the 1(1 pails required for the family washing. Six palls of water 3(1.1
days in the year mnke 2,100 pulls; 10
pails for the washing, T2 necks In the
year, mnke Nt2 pulls, or a totnl of 3.022
palls of water for a titnlly of live In a
MccfNtcnk and oysters make a good
yenr. Taking this as the usual amount
of water used, ami the 47 feet as tho shepherd's pie.
average distance cnrrl.'d, the distance
' ltuftln makes a good covering fur the
traveled In one year la 53 miles.
rusty clothes huuger.
Woman Carries Water 4S7 Miles.
Resides traveling this dlstanco site
Jtlch sauces, spices and pastry
must benr the weight of the water. should alt be avoided.
Ordinary palls contain from 2V4 to 3
gallons; 3,022 pnlta of 2 gallons will
Pig paste makes an excellent fillequal 7..r55 gallons. Using 84j pounds ing for layer cake or
for pie.
wb'"h la a low estimate, as the weight
gallon
conof
wnter and the
of one
lie sure not to get too much buttei
tainer, Mrs. Average Farmer In New
In a pound cake or the cake will be
Mexico carries In onto yenr 64,217
.'
beavys
pounds, or 32.1 toas. This Is not all,
for the water she enrrles Into the
Weight rather than size should govhouse uuiHt all be carried out again. ern the
selection of cabbage. A imal,
Bo ahe lifts another 32.1 tons In ear
firm head is the best
rylng it out, which makes 64 tons car
"
rled In a year," '
Glycerin smeared around, the glass
But That's Only One Item.
The woman who hears children and stopiri of bottles will keep them for
cares fnr them, their father and the a loug time from sticking.
hired man, cooks for them, doe the
Au apron of white oilcloth worn
washing, Ironing and family tewing,
does the housccleanlng, cares for the whllo wishing clothes or dlabea saves
chtckeiiK, weeiN the garden, travels the wear of dresses and the laundry
uii'sca about, an' Inconvenient
kitchen bm.
one-hal- f

The Scheurich Agency

Money Harder

to Obtain in
the East

o

Hoys

City, Tel.

Mrs.

Mary

the bettrr.

Kll-ma-

of this place, soya; "After the

That was tlx roars ago

nud I am still here and am a well,
strong woman, and I owe my life to

birth of my little girl... my aide
Cardui. I had only taken half the
to hurt me. I bad to go back
bottl when I began to feel better.
to bed. We called the doctor. He The misery In my side got less... I
d

i

m...but

I got no better.

I continued rlht on taking the Cardut
winery
until I bad taken three bottles and I
(ot worse and worse until the
not need nny more for I was well
did
ru unbearable...! was In bed for
never felt better In ray Wo... I
and
throe months and Buffered such agony
have never had any trouble fwa that
that I was Just drawn up In a knot. .. day to this."
I told my husband If he would got
Do you suffer from headache, back,
.
try
.
would
It.
I
a
of
pains In sides, or other discombottle
ache,
Cardui
be
each month? Or do you feel,
forts,
t commenced taking It, however, thnt
nervous
and fagged-out- f
weak,
If so,
about
family
my
renlng I called
give
Cardui,
the
woman's
tonic,
not
last
could
I
knew
I
toe... for
3. 71
toany days unless I had ft cbango for trial.

treated

FIEST NATIONAL BANK
ClQyis. New Mexico,

jj'

f

Japital, Surplus and Profits
T?Yilr- In
a efmn
MM VAj
m

a.

.$135,Q00.0Q

Growlc?
- - - Totph
-

Mi.tMttAiWM
Wi

J

Household

Questions

Notwithstanding the fact that money is much
harder to get in the cast, wc are still making loans
on improved farms favorably located, but we are
restricted for the present to loans on improved farms
occupied and farmed by applicant.
loans at this time to
non-resident-

Cannot make

s.

'

Union Mortgage

Company
-

North Ualn Street

mr

Clovis, II.

II
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Introduction:

its choicest and best improved sections of wheat land will be

Mondays August Kith, will mark another big event in Curry County, New Mexico,. when one of
'
thrown on the market to be priced by the prospective home owner.
.

.

.

Description:
All of Section 1.1, .Township 3 North, of Range 33, E. 648 acres in all. All level tight land with just enough sand to make it work well. Good wheat land and
house on Mst side of
plastered house, painted outside, wtih brick flues. (Also has
the best of row crop land. All fenced with 2 and 3 wiros.Good
farm). No better well in county will water 200 head of cattle. Equipped" with Eclipse mill and stock tank. Barn about 24x32 with other envenient outbuildings such
as crib, chicken house, hog house, etc., big silo, a cistern near house. Good bearing orchard consisting of apple, poach, cherry, and plum trees. There will be from
30 to 60 bushels of apples and peaches to be gathered this year. A number of shade trees and rose and lilac bushes in yard. 180 acres in good state of cultivation,
80 acres of wheat just harvested will run about 15 bushels, to the acre this year. 100 acres in row crop, all in p rowing crop and in good condition ; 35 acres of leaf fir,
25 acres of Sudan,' 37 acres of maize, 2 acres of beans, 1 acre of corn. One 'third of crop goes with land. The garden is near well where it 'may bo irrigated if needed. The improvements face the south near the middle of section. R. F. I), delivers mail every day. School truck comes by for school children; telephone in
house to Havener and 14 neighbors. This farm land has never failed to produce a good crop since it was settled in 1906. Twice the crop has been known to sell
for $ 50.00 per acre before it was harvested. This is acknowledged to be one of the choicest.
,

640 ACRES IN CURRY COUNTY

.

Currv County is the garden spot of New Mexico and .for a number of years has been blessed with from 1 5 to 22 inches of rainfall, consequently very productive.
There are good schools and churches over the county The water is 98 pure and the nights in the summer are cool. The Count v Seat is onlj 18 miles from tHs
farm, Clovis is only 13 years old, the fifth largest in the state , a city of 6,500 population, with a Santa Fe pay roll of $150,000 monthly, the home of many traveling
salesmen, the largest railroad center in the state. Clovis is well supplied with many kinds of business enterprises and an active Chamber.of Commerce.

Location:
This farm is well known as the "Fred Pruitt" farm and is 5 miles north and 13 miles west from Clovis, 4y2 miles north and 2 miles west of Havener, 6i2 miles
l
N. E. from St. Vrain. Havener and St. Vrain are both railroad points and have good schools and general merchandise stores. Groceries, work clothes
is
of
talk
an
elevator
There
good
there.
market
a
find
of
all
grain
kinds
cream
and
may be bought there as cheaply as anywhere in the county, and eggs, butter,
at Havener.
The roads to Clovis arc good, being no rocks or sa nd and a car can run ij; in 30 to 45 minutes.
and-coa-

Oil Lease
As there is a possibility of oil being produced in Eastern New Mexico, there being many test wells to be put down and a number drilling now, and since many
companies are scouring the country for oil leases, the oil and mineral lease oa the N. E. ' of this section will be reserved from this sale. All other oil and mineral- rights will go with the land. Sale will be held on farm at 11:00 o'clock a. m,

MONDAY, AUGUST 16,19 20
$100.00
Guarantees a legitimate sale. This farm may be sold

section at a time and then put up all together and be allowed to sell the way it brings the most money.

Free
There will be a big box of candy given away at this sale. Ice water furnished free and big free lunch at noon.
.We insist on you being there at 11 o'clock, so we may be able to let you go home just after dinner.

.

.

(

Liberal Offer
to dome out and see this country, I will pay the carfare of the successful purchaser to and from thia sale, no matter what
As an inducement to
part of the U. S. he or she may live in. Better get another one of these bills and mail to one of your friend.
non-residen-

ts

Terms

,

'
cash and balance any time up to five years at 8 interest or 5 discoant for all over 1,800 paid in cash. Deed and abstract will be ready so deal may
be closed up same day of sale. Would consider Borne Clovis property in on the deal. See me early and if we can agree on the prioe of your property, and if location
and improvements suit, same will be taken in as part payment.
$4 800

i

Transportation
A number of cars will be on hand to give free transportation to and from the sale, to anyone who may be
,
office at 10 .00 o'clock a. in., Monday, August 16th.

interested in the sale.. Cars will leave Clovis post

Advice
Land is still cheap in Curry County but values are increasing rapidly and the time is not far distant when it will be almost impossible for the man with limited
means to own a farm. Prompt and decisive action in securing a homo in this county will pay.
It would be a wise thing to visit this farm and look it over before the day of the sale. Ask the neighbors about it.

Erie E. Forbes, Owner
Auctioneers: Col. W. S. Williams of

P.

S.Any

Hereford,-Texas-

,

Col. Leslie

Page of Melrose, N. M., and Erie E. Forbes, Clovis, N. M.

C. W.

further information regarding this sale or this country will be gladly furnished upon request. Address E. E. F.

Harrison, Clerk of Sale.

;
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Tho End of Tire Trouble
See us today Clovis Filling Station.

IESS8X Efficiency

Judge R. E. Rowells made a trio to
Fort Sumner on legal business this

Clothes You Will

week.

Want to Wear
When the Tang of Autumn is' in the Air
The new lines of fashion are shown

to particular advantage in the advance
Autumn modes which have already
made their appearance.
While the majority of Fall Frocks
lean toward the silhouette; beautiful
embroideries, braiding, panels and tunics will not permit your interest to lag
for a moment. They are of Trieotinc
and of serge.
;

.

Mrs. Howard Hacknev has return
ed from an extended visit with relatives in Wellington, Kansas.
The Now wants to buy
good, clean coton rrgs at
Brin them in.

x

IJeeortls of Essex Efficiency-keepourinjj in.
There were ho many reports froni all over the country
about the accomplishments of the Essex during
"Essex Week" that all can not be reported, but here
are one or two worth while:

some
once.

.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Johnspn, Mr.
and Mrs. Byrle Johnson and Lionel
Johnson are in the mountains on an
outing trip this week.

Purity

Black-le-

Germ-fre- e

20c a dose.

J. D. Moore, Belle Plaine,
Iowa, with Essex demonstrator
which had seen six months service, carrying four passengers,
makes 400 miles over country
roads in 6 hrs., 6 min., 4 sec,
and averages 17 m. p. g. gas.

Aggressin (Kan-- s
Blackleg Vaccine.)
See Dr. Biggs, Phone
g

881.
W. C. Wallis and family of Hope,
.

Ark;, are here to spend several
months. Mr. Wallis is a brother-in-law to R. C. Hatley.

Rex Melton, with four pas- -'
sengers, burned up the road, between Ontario' and Pomona,
Calif., at a ipeed of over 70 m.
p. h.. He made the 4.2 miles in
'
3 m., 35 sec.

mftie, Ok la., staged a road run
from Ardmore to Dillard, 18
miles in; 22 minutes, fhe Essex
making run previously had been
driven 8,600 miles.

f

,

'

'

W'llard Swaney, assistant cashier

at the Clovis National Bank, will
leave Sunday for a visit at his former
home at Stratford, Texas. Before
returning home he will make a trip

climbs' North Fork Hill
20 times in

Esse

at Maedn, Georgia,
sUccessiiuw .. ' '

The Brawley Motor Co., Ard- -

drove the
, Blair.' Langford
"Wonder Car'" Between Twin
Falls, Idaho, and Buhl, in what
is believed to 'be record time.
He made the 34 miles in 40
minutes?

to St. Louis and points in Illinois.

In the Notion Department
WE ARE SHOWING THE LATEST
CONCEITS

IN NOVELTY BAND-

INGS AND FANCY TRIMMINGS,
including

TINSEL BANDS, FRINGES, TASSELS, CHIFFON ROSE BUDS,

fa'
YJi

--

F3W
8

8

LACE and EMBROIDERY POINTS.

Grow Cooler

It

is well to keep an extra
Comforter or Blanket on the
foot of one's bed.
Come and see he values we
are offering in these linos.

It"

ClovisHudson - EssexAgency

1

204 North Main Street

i

4
plant a wheat crop this fa".
The last message from Mars save
out the information that when Hal- ley's comet again visited earth,
e
Mrs. John Lee has been ill.
would have a new school bondMr. John Watts and family have
ing. This report r.iay be authentic,
moved from Claud to near Grady.
but we are inclined to believe it is
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Westfall have just a "pipe dream" in which
Saturn's
been on the sick list.
brilliant rays play a part.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Piukin almost
IDLER.
lost their little girl Thursday from a
severe choking spell, caused by
MARKING ABO ROUTE
whooping cough.
President Bert Curies and secMrs. W. M. Krietzberg was hurrid-lcalled to the bedside of her daugh- retary D. W. .Jones of tho Clovis
ter, Mrs. Writer Smith, Thursday Chamber of Commerce, are busy th'.s
evening when Mrs. Smith was taken week marking the Abo Pass Route.
seriously ill. Dr. A. L. Dilion at- It is a'big job, for a mark will be
placed at every point where a tourtended.
Miss Lola Krietzberg has returned ist can turn on this route, and the
to Mrs. Sam Pipkin's for the sum- work in this vicinity will probably
not be completed far a week or more.
mer.
Th'-sgentlemen are making every
Mr. Dodson is moving to the Tayeffort to advertise this route and are
lor place.
Miss Marbelle Westfall is bedfast .nxious to se-- the red Abo Pass arrows on every impirtnnt land mark
with stomach trouble.
Mr. Jay Marks is on the sick list. between the Rio Grnnde at Belen
Mrs. Creoia Morris is improving and the Missouri river at Kansas City
rapidly from on operation for ao- - before another tourist season opens.
pendicitia.
Mr. Bryan nnd Ray Seay and their
Arland Baker is staying at Sam
sister, Mrs. Jack Reed and son, Jack,
Pipkin's.
His jnjured hond is
Junior, wwho have been visiting relatives in Clovis, returned to Davidson,
Misses
Westfall, Nellie Mott,
They were
Messrs. Davidson and John Thomas Oklahoma, last Sunday.
joined here by Mr. and Mrs. Brown,
made a trip to the brakes Sunday.
Miss
Tho Thornton, Gurly.and Pe.ier ulso of Davidson, Oklahoma.
families were Sunday guests of John Jewell Cook returned home with them
fi,r a few week's visit." '
WestfuH's.
CLAUD

NOTES

Hoi-len-

y

As the Nights
If It's New Wo Have

The hemstitching machine former
ly with the Luikart Dry Goods Com
pany is now located at room 1 over
the Magic City Furniture Co.
4tc

1

BAKER BROS. AGENCY, INC.
MAKE BIG LAND DEAL
,

One of the biggest land deals that
has been made to outside parties for
some time was consu mated Saturday
when Baker Bros. Agency, Inc., of
this city sold to W. G. Collins and sort
of Texas, $28,800.00 worth of Curry
County lands. . '
These gentlemen are among th
most substantial citizens and best
farmers of Texas and we welcome
.them ta this great southwest country,
ltc

The subscriptisn price of the News
year after Sept. 1st.
Renew your subscription during the
next thirty days at the old rate of
$1.50 per year.

will be $2.00 per

e

J

W.

Luikart & Go.

I.

Iilackmore-Zcrwe-

Why Not Now?
Co. Insurance.

r

Let's Got Acquainted
Clevis
Filling
Station Tires

LOCAL MENTION

E. C. Eitstin and. family spent sevMr. A. J. Bell sold 160 acres of
eral duys this week ut Dulhr.rt and lund mrthwest of Clovis this week
Clayton.
through Reagan
Why Not Now?
Land
Eventually
Blackmore-ZerwcCo.
r
Co.
Uc
Insurance.
(Kansas
Blackleg
Vaccine
Purity
The subscription price of the News
Gern-free- )
20c a dose. See Dr.
Mrs. Fannie Jennings of Roswcll,
will.be $2.00 per year after Sept. 1st.
visited her sitter, Mrs. W. J. Smith,
Renew your subscription during .the Biggs or phone 331.
on North Connelly street the first of
next thirty days at the old rate of
W. I. Luikart left this week for the
the week.
$1.50 per year.
eastern markets to buy new fall and
winter goods for the Luikart store.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Trower, who
Miss
Ruth Hailey has returned live in the Bellview neighborhood, re
Rosjutar Mooting
from summer school at Las Vegas turned this week from an extended
CLOVIS COMMANDER Y
and is visiting at the home of Mr. visit to points in Louisiana, Arkansas
and Oklahoma.
Will be held at Masonic Hall
and Mrs. L. A. Durand.
Second nnd Fourth Friday
jonn rosier or Hoiicne was a
niuhts of ench month.
Mr. E. H. Robinson sold his 320
at 8:00 O'clock.
ucro farm nour Havener Saturday '.'lovis v,n tor Wednesday. Mr. Foster
prospects uro fin? in his neigh
A!l Sir Knights residing In
through
Land Co.
this jurisdiction are Invited.
to local buyers.
ltc. borhood since the big rain this week
farmer? will make an cnoinio'is
R. J. Neat. V.:- -. udcr.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Dyers have a? row crop.
4
v
guests at their home in the Kanchvalc
A Currv County fanner told lie
dii'trict, Mr. and Mrs. Gardner of
Ccloir.nn,
Texas, parents of Mrs, News wan this week that he would
By era.
not have to bother nbout a crop next
year as it would take him nearly all
Misitcs
Gladys Mathews, Willie next year to get his this year's crop
Long and Ethel Kclley of Ranchvale harvested, threshed and marketed.
have returned from school at Silver
City, and Miss Mary Bell Bi'.iannon
Just received, a shipment of nifty
is homo from the Fummer term at Fall. Sport Hats, also children's
Phats
Las Vega.
suitable for school wear. Come in
and get your choice before they are
Just received, u shipment of nifty ull gone M.'hs Lucy
Turner, MilliFall Sport Hats, also children's hats nery.
itc
suitable for school wear. Come in
....
i
and get your choice before they are
Renew your subscription
ta tho
all gone Miss Lucy Turner, Milli- r,ews
before the ndvunce on Sept.
,
nery.
ltc
1st. After that date all subscrptioiu
Tho feuturo of primo importance
will be $2.00 per year with subscripIn the purchase of a MONUMENT is
Hugh V. McDermott visited friends
tion payable strictly in advance.
the quality of marble or granite
in Clovir Sunday, while enroute to
this should bo of the higliest grade if Portalcs for a short visit with his
FORTY-ONthe memorial is to be lasting.
THOUSAND
parent. Mr. McDermott is a memDOLLARS IN ONE WEEK
The quality of monuments
we ber of the high school faculty at
make, in this respect, will stand every Shawnee, Oklahoma.
Baker Bros. Agency, Inc., of Clovis
tost known it ia as high and as exW, H. Doughton returned Wednes sold $41,000.00 worth of Currv coun
cellent as we can posibly obtain.
day from a trip to Palomas Springs. ty lands and Clovis city property last
This feature plus designng, perfect Mr. Doughtort
Says he had a fine trip week. During the paat few weeks
lettcrng and moderate prices should and has his sleeves
rolled up now to this firm gold $52,080.00 worth of
cause you to place the order wtth us. hit the
Jol of selling; Curry County property.1
A card will bring full Information. farms this
When property is listed with this
fall.
firm they affect a deal if it is at all
Co.
possible. They have on their list
& Cox
some of the best buys ia this section
210 W. Grand
Clovis, N. M. QUALITY MILK
PHONE 230 of the .orld.
itc
Reagan-Doughto-

n
j-r-

n

i

J

E

Rapp Monument

Humphrey

Dairy

Films dev. at 15c per roll.
Ttcks dev. at 25c per pack.
Post card finished at 6u each.
No. 3 Brownie fin. at 6c each.
No.2-Brownie fin. nt 5c each.
No. 2 r.&v.vilo fin. at 4c ench.
Vest Pocket fin. at 4c each.

.

Ei-m-

Evenlu.lly

: Kodak Finishing

Krietzberg and daughters
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Walter
&
Smith.
Mr. Charley Beiler, firmer Star QUALITY MILK
route mail carrier, has purchased a
farm in the Pleasant Hill district
mile from the school house.
It almost rained dollars around
Claud, especially for several miles
north and east of the school house
Monday afternoon and night.

It

t

PROMPT DELIVERY

Humphrey

one-ha-

1.4,
HOLLENE

Bride Studio

iMc

Miis.

'

Cox Dairy

ZS0!4 W. Grand

Oklahoma City

PHONE 230

lf

1,

ITEMS
4

Hullcne has at last hud a good
ruin. How crops are now assured and
.'tublilo is in fine condition to turn
for another crop of wheat.
Threshing is delayed in consequence of the rain. It is doubtful if
machines can move this w?;k
T,iie decline in the market has caused a great falling off in the movement of wheat. Must farmers uve
confident of better prices and will
hold indefinitely.
Only those who
had contracted their grain ore haul-iuit now.
Ri'V. Cameron preached
at the
Union Church Sunday. He
y
has
accepted the pastorate of
Church here. We are hop.
itig wonderful results
from
liro.
Cameron's residence among us.
Sunday school was well attended
and lively interest was show) in thJ

--

mi

v.

m

V
J?
t

-

'"

X

-

,

v

I

3

dvfi-nitoi-

lesson.

Singing Sunday afternoon was alxo
very much enjoyed by a goodly number of singers and spectators.
The
Conwny brothers were with
us and
nicy always put "Deo"Jnto th .in.
ing class. Score another one for
as these boys will be with
coming year. Both are employed
in
uie
Frank Wilson has Duivha.arl
runabout.
Look out rirlo
t .M1B
i...
already been decided who wti.u u..
first to ride in the new car.
John Droke hat bousht land nhm.i
sixty milea west of here. He will
mova on his new farm in time to

I

"3 COIV COWSSwittlAM

FQX

pructTcT

Hoi-len- e

Tom .Mix puts on the whole uliov;. Tim feature
stars "Tom Mix." The two-recomedy stars "Tom
Mix." The name of the Feature is "Three floM
Coins." The name of the comedy is "Six Cylinder
Love," and in the two the action
fast' and furious that the entire performance is a continual ttriEL
See them at the Lyceum Theatre Saturday nicU,
August 7th. Try To Get In.
el

is-so-

.
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INTEREST IN

MUCH

I

The Nash Six
"With

perfected

valve-iu-hca-

Onl tires regular

d

BICJUE

equipment on all infidels.

Nash Quad

Nash Trucks and Nash Service both reliable.

Miama Trailers
A model built for every business

Clelrac Tractors

THIRTY-ON-

J

f.

blend of choice Turkish and
tobaccos pass out the
Domestic
choice
ever drew into your mouth!

the way to prove that,
statement is to compare Camels
with any cigarette in
the world!
Camels have a mild mellowness that
And,

puff-by-pu-ff

is as new to you as it is delightful
Yet, that desirable "body" is all there!

They are always refreshing

never tire your

the$

t&ste.

Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty
DOMWncfi

tf
BLEND

TURKISH

The home of J. M. Teague, north3
east of Clovia, was the scene of a
family reunion last week at which
HOBERT R. MILLER
were present Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Teague of Clarendon, Texas, their
Elks Auditorium
Sales lioom
eight children, grand children and one,
great-granchild. Those present
were: Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Teague,
of Clarendon, Texas; Miss Ethel
cent Southdowns, 6.1 per cent Hamp-shire- Teague of Washington, D. C; Miss
CATTLE, HOGS AND SHEEP
8.1 per cent nondescript and Oressa Teague of Clarendon, Texas;
Of the 68 million cattle in the 10.6 per cent other breeds.
Mrs. James Riser and four daughters
The figures aro based on an in- of Plamview, Texas; Mrs, Shepard
United States, 22.6 per cent are Durquiry Thade by .the United States de- and daughter of Brownfield, Texas;
ham Shorthorns, 21 per cent
W. O. Teague and son of Lockney,
16.2 per cent Holsteins, 14 per partment of agriculture.
Texas; Mrs. V. B. Doke and three
cent Jerseys, 3.6 p;r cent Aberdeen
children of Abilene, Texas; J. M.
Angus, 2.9 per cent Guerocsys, 2.6
Teague and family, and F. E. Teague
per cent Red Polled, 10.3 nondescript
and three children and V. R. Teague
and 6.7 per cr:nt miscellaneous
and two children of Clovis. There
bmeds..
are forty children and grand children
Duroc Jerseys are the most numerin the family and thirty-on- e
were
ous breed of hogs, 34.2 per cent of
present, at this reunion. Only one of
the 73 million in the country. Poland
of the family is dead, that being a
China number 27.9 per cent of the
PLANS RECEIVED FOR
you have any furniture grand child.
total, Chester White 10.7 per cent,
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
to sell or any you want re- You can do whatever you think you
Berkshire 9.2 per c nt, Razorback
We
paired,
call on us.
have
4.2 per cent, other breeds 8.2 pes.
can,
Mr. O. H. Thorman of El Paso has
cent, unclassified B.6 per cent.
some extra pood bargains in
It's all in the way you view it;
furnished plans and specifications for
Of the 48,600,000 sheep 25.4 per stock at all times.
It's all in the start you make, young the new St. James Episcopal Church
cent are Merinos, 23.2 per cent are
man,
for Clovis. According o a statement
Bhropshires, 13.3 per cent Rambouil-le- t, 218 SOUTH MITCHELL
You must feel that you are going by the rector, Rv. W. W. Brander,
7.2 per cent Cotswalds, 6.1 per Old Model Laundry Stand
to do it.
bids will soon bu opined hut before a
contract can be awarded sufficient
subscriptions v.ill be solicited to make
it an assured success. It is believed
that this beautiful church will prove
an asset to the city and the citizens
of Clovis and the country folk are
asked to help alonir this worthy undertaking. The church will be min
sion style, built of tile, with choir and
vestry rooms.
d

s,

I

Here-ford-

ex- -

VJ pert

Motor Co.

Miller-Nas- h

,

CAMELS quality plus Camels

PRESENT At
FAMILY REUNION

E

bob!

sir-e- e,

No premium3 with
Camels all quality!

people
tittemlcd the big land sale held east
of town lust Monday when auctioneer Erie E. Forbes sold six quarter
sections of land.
County Superintendent Jas. M.
Bickley, Cash Kamey, Alex Shipley,
J. W. Parker, und J. J. Jones gave
splendid .talks on the' country and
brought before us many facts showing us that the price of land in Curry County is only in its infancy.
Taking into consideration that it
was the initial sale of this size and
that the big rain came one day too
late, the sale was considered a real
success.
Messrs. Buck Gee and Bart Osborne bought the C. W. Harrison 480
acres and Will Harpold bought the
Virden 480 acres.
The $35.00 in cash given away
went to Tom Morris, i. W. Jackson,
Mrs. Ingram and Mr. Shue.

motor..

Two Ton

MONDAY

A big crowd of enthusiastic

Nash Trucks
One Ton

No

M f

J

aftertaste nor unpleasant cigaretty odor!
Your say-s- o about Camels will be:
"My, but that's a great cigarette".
Cirrrln oro tofrf tvrywhoro in BCHnliActllf

ifr

isM

i t 20 cifrtttet lot 3D emnln or Ion park- in
00
Wo otrongtjr ncommondthif carton totthm
triet.
j)oir. or trfne tj; r!y cr nnon you IrivL

K J.

Ca

REYNOLDS TOBACCO
WinitoD-SlcN. C

J

s,

.

W.L MILES

New and Second
Hand Furniture

If

THE

.

f

Big Praetorian Campaign
Extended for Sixty Days More

The big Praetorian campaign has been extended
for sixty days more. You save $5.00 by joining now.

SCIENTIFIC LIFE INSURANCE
praetorians is a scientific Life Insurance
The
'
institution with the home office in Dallas, Texas,
The institution was organized 22 years ago and
from the very beginning the Order began putting
aside a reserve to protect its policy holders and we
now have over $80.00 per capita, per member, to
protect our policy holders.

ass
ft

rrafe-loaa-

Kfi

I,

tu. i 'rrTTtl.h.llnjIlln&!tll
tn i.a m m m l!i

rt!j

MEN AND WOMEN ADMITTED ON
SAME BASIS OF RATES
Women are admitted to the Praetorians on the
same basis of rates as men. All meet in the same
council. This makes a fine social feature.

1

The Praetorian
Building
ed exclusively by
the Praetorians."

Beautiful Home in
Amarillo for Sale
by Owner

The Praetorians sell several classes of policies. Our leader is the 20 year
payment plan. Why take a policy on which you have to continue paying premiums as long as you live when you can get a policy in the Praetorians and
get it fully paid up in twenty years!
We also write? a ten year pay policy.
Cash and loan features in both of the above policies after the second year.

IN

MS

ROUTE

Canadian will be tcrmendously interested in the extension of the Abo
Pass Highway from the Rio Grande
River at Belen, N. M., to tho Missouri
River at Kansas City. This will mean
that thousands of tsurists who are
now going north over the Santa Fe
Trail to California wilf pass through
The same reason
this community.
that justifies the Snntu Fe Railway
to spend millions of dollnra to builj
through the
the great Belen Cut-of- f
Abo Pass will niuke the Abo Pass
Highway a greut tourist route.
Canadian should send a bin delegaThe Abo Pass oftion to Clovis.
ficios will probably want to know
when Hemphill County will have a
respectable highwa yfrom Miami to
Iliggins. Here is a big highway forcing itnelf on our city. Canadian
Record,
SINGING CONVENTION
MEETS AT RANCHVALE
The Curry County Singing Convention will convene at Runchvale on
Sunday, August 1 5th. Tho convention, will be held in the auditorium
of Runehvulc's new school building.
The oh! time singers will have a spo-cipart of the program. Everyone
is invited.
J NO. P. TAYLQM,
President Curry County Smging
nl

Grain and Flour
We want your wheat.
The embargo on wheat shipuienfs is on but we
will be able to handle some this week:

Do you inland to make your horn
in Amarillo?
buy.

If to, inveiiigste this

plaitertd

bouie with
every modern convenience) toulheatt
corner 75x140 foot lot, located two
blocks east of high school, hot water
heating system, large double basement with concrete walls and floor,
bath room up stairs and down, fiveJ
bad rooms alto large sleeping room
incloted with French windows) gar.
age, lawn, elm treet, ttrtwberrj
patch, etc.) everything in excellent
repair.
For further information and termi
addretat
Ten-roo-

to Explain our Different Plans
and Special Benefits to You

I will be Glad

GEO. R. RAY, District Deputy
Office 10412 South Main St., Phone 157
CLOVIS. N. M.
Home Office, Dallas, Texas.
B. Gardner,, President.
L. Blaylock, Vice President

J. (). Coleman, Deputy.
,

C

entertain
at a delightful rnfetcria luncheon

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cassel
ed

Monday evening in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy McMillen who are leaving
Thursday for Amarillo, to make
A beautiful cut glass
their home.
bowl was presented to Mr. and Mrs.
McMillen by their many friends. On
account of the storm several of the
invited guexts could not be present.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Jns. Dennis, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Stuart, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Hightower,
Mr. and Mrs. It. M. Bishop, Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Story, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Reagan, M. and Mrs. Harve Campbell. Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Crouch, Mr.
THF DIVORCE
and Mrs. S. Grissamore, Mrs. W. H.
Collins, Mrs. John Howard, and Mr.
Divorces in this country are be- and Mrs. Roy McMillen and daughcoming as numerous as flea in '1 ter, H'unche. The best
wishes of
crowded dog kennel in summer time. many Clovis
friends go with these
There are many causes which lead to worthy
people to their new home.
thjs dcrambled condition of some of
our American homes.
KENSINGTON CLUB
Many people rush into matrimony
The Kensington Club met at the
without n sufficient knowledge of the
inner characteristics of each other. home of MYs. C. W. Harrison Friday
There is a tendency of modern hu- afternoon. The time was most pleasll anity to throw off the restraints antly spent in fancy work. A delicipracticed by our ancestors, and peo- ous ire course was served by the hostple are becoming more independent ess to the following ladies: Mesdames
than heretofore. In addition the ln'v- - John Luikart, J. It. Denhof, E. W.
yeis are very shrewd and the courts Reagan, E. A. Story, Jus. Dennis.
are often quite accommadntinir, with Lorn Wright, W. II. Collins, Jeff
the results that us soon as a couple Hightower, J. M. Bickley, Sam Brut- begin ta disagree their first thought ton, Dr. McClellun, Dr. Prance, of
I'uKiidena, Calif., and "Mother" Ma
it of a divorce.
There ara conditions urd-- T ,v.hrh tetr.
il ie easy to concede that one person
If its news Tho News wants it
can hardly rttuin his or her self
respect and continue to live with Phone us. , No. 07.
another, but them; exceptional
form the liaxiB of only a smi:ll
of our divorces.
American morality iB in !.h
arid the scales are
fickle. Clifton Keeord.
ex:e.-J:n,'.l-

Our Leader Is the Twenty Year Pay Policy

m

SOCIAL

c.i-e-

ACCIDENT BENEFITS IN EVERY POLICY
WITHOUT EXTRA COST
policy
the Praetorians write provides
Everj'
for accident benefits without extra cost. Also disability features.

Owned and operat-

FAREWELL

.

Mrs. D. Elliott
210 Fillmore Street, Amarillo, Texat

We Sell

SUNLIGHT FLOUR

Cramer Mill &
Elevators Co.
CLOVIS, HEW MEXICO

(,
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FOR THREE MONTHS
HE COULDN'T WORK

ALL DAY SINGING AT

MANSFIELD

SALE

A

SUCCESS

GRADY, AUGUST pTH

I thank one and all for their liberal bidding at my sale. I also say
that I think V. Tate made mo as good
an auctioneer as I could have got,
and believe anyone having a sale
can't go wrong by employing him.
Hare are a few of tho prices receivEARLY PLOWING
ed: 25 range cows, $100 per head;
7 cut-oat $70 per head, 1 sow for
Every wheat grower who Is a close
$270, 2 sows for $440. Five head
observer will recall that early plow averaged
$175. So I thank you one
ing produces a better yield of wheat,
and all.
but how early does this mean? ReWalter Mansfield.
ltc
peated experiments show that it
means as early as August 1st says the
University of Missouri College of
RICHES
Agriculture. In careful experiments
" Young man, I understand you
August plowing has yielded double
What
the amount of September plowing. wish to marry my daughter.
,
The reasons for this are the stor- are your prospects?"
"Well, though I hove not been
age of plant food and moisture in the
plowed soil.
Natural processes are nominated for the presidency yet, J
constantly making plant food avail- am the editor of a newspaper."
"While I admit you have a chance
able, but if weeds are growing in the
in
that way, tell me of something
stubble tbev immediately take up
this food and the moisture needed for more material and immediate."
"I have ten bundles of print paper
growth. Early plowing is beneficial
not simply ordered or on the way,
in four ways; (1) Organic matter as
stubble and weeds , is buried and be but right in the houso and paid for.''
"My boy, you're a wonder. Take
gins an early decay, thereby becom
ing more bcneficiul to the wheat her and be happy."

There will be an all day singing at
Grady for Prof. Cornelius on August
BACK ON THE JOB MAKING 8th. Mr. Cornelius is a great singer
MORE MONEY THAN EVER IN and singers from all parts of the
HIS LIFE, HE SAYS.
county are invited.

"For tho first time in fifteen years
down and cat a big beefsteak
supper and go to bed afterwards and
Bleep like a log alt night long," said

I can (it

George Sandunion, a well known
miner living at 1616 Smith St., Pe-

oria,

111.

"Thia Tanlae ha
overcome a
mighty bad case at stomach trouble
and rheumatism for me' he continued. My log ached and pained so bad
I couldn't sleep at night and my
hands were so drawn I couldn't use
my pick half the time. Everything I
ntc bloated nvi up with gas for hours
aftetwaid and I would have the
worst crumps in my stomach you ever
lieird of. Sometimes a cramping
spell would hit me when I was at
work in ti e mine and I would have
to run out and lie down until it passed off. I finully got in such a bad
ahapo I had to quit my Job and for
three months I was not able to hit
a lick of work.
"I saw in the paper v. here Tanlae
lmd relieved our State Mine Inspector
of troubles just like mine, so I decided to try it too, and sir, it was simply
nmazing the way Tanlae put me on
my ftet I haven't a trace of rheu
mutism or stomach troublo now and
nctuuliy I believe I am stronger than
I ever was in my life. You would
think so, loo, if you could sec the
tci.s of coal I pile up every day
and I am making more money than I
ever did. Tanl-- c is certainly a real
medicine end I boost it every cluu.ee
1 have."

Per
In 8 Days

That's the Way It's Going
On the 19th the Rodes Addition to Clovis was first offered for
sale in five and ten acre tracts. On the 27th there had been more
than 25 of the addition sold in ten acre tracts to good men who
will build nice homes which will mean 16 nice homes on this
160 acres of land.

crop; (2) The soil crumbles and
and settles, so that by later discing
and harrowing a mellow compact seed
bed is asured; (3) large numbers
fc'-t- r1
of the Hessian fly, then in the fax-seestage are buried and destroyed;
(4) the burial of stubble and weeds
deprives the fly of its food for a
Gratitude (i tht fairest bloiiom
which iprlnn from the soul; and the
considerable period and consequently
heart of man knoweth none more fralarge numbers of them are starved.
grant."
The rush of farm work makes early
SUMMER SALADS.
plowing very difficult, but it should
be realized that every- - day of delay
There Is no dish which Is more apreduces the yield of next year's wheat
pealing to the appetite during the
crop. The stacking of wheat will
warn
weather
than
often help to get it out of the way
crisp, succulent salads,
We want an appropriate name for this addition and will give
Ft.
Tanlae is sold in Clovls by City before time for threshing.
or those of 'Juicy fruit.
to the
submitting
will be accepted.
Live
name
dollars
Worth
Stock
Reporter.
ten
Onion Salas.
I)rug Co., in Texico by Red Crass
Chop
mild onions; afd minced
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
Names to be mailed to Chas. E. Dennis not later than August 3rd.
parsley and pour over a
& Pool.
(Advertisement)
Phone No. 97 for Job printing.
Name to be selected by A.
Rodes, Cash Ramey, and Chas. E.
well seasoned dressing.
Serve on head lettuce.
of
Dennis on night
August 3rd, and the ten dollars paid to the
8trwberry 8a lad.
Arvunge
tender, white
party who submitted the name selected on the next day.
lettuce leaves In cup shapes. Fill
This addition is going and parties wanting
nice home
each cup with strawberries and put a
tablespoonful of mayonnaise In each
must act quickly.
cup. Mustard and cayenne should be
omitted from the mayonnaise.
Grapefruit and Celery
Salad.
Mix grapefruit pulp with finely cut
celery, using twice as much grapefruit
as celery. Serve on lettuce with mayonnaise.
Co)
The Three P.'. Take a cupful each
of stewed uuartered prunes, pineapple
and rolled peanuts; mix well and
serve In lettuce cu;s with a French
dressing.
Tomato and Chive Salad. Peel and
chill small, ripe, round tomatoes; roll
backaches. My hands and feet would
DON'T RISK NEGLECT
In a boiled salad dressing, then In
In his younger days Mr. Rockefelchopped chives. Arrange on the white ler's clothes were a trial to his
often swell up, caused by tho irreguDon't neglect a constant backache, lar action of my kidneys. I would
leaves of lettuce, and serve
friends, and a story has been told of
how one of them once made an effort sharp, darting pains or urinary dis- often get so dizzy I could hardly
Pea and Walnut Salad. Take equal to get the
to mend orders. The danger of dropsy or go and many times specks and spots
quantities of cold cooked peas and
Bright's disease is too serious to ig- would float before my eyes and blur
respect.
English walnuts, broken In bits. Sprin- his ways in this
nore. Use Doan's Kidney Pills as my sight. 1 felt miserable when I
objected
not
shabby,"
mildly
am
"I
kle with French dressing, let stand
your friends and neighbors. began taking Doan's Kidney Fills
have
budding
millionaire.
the
half an hour and mix with mayonand three boxes of Docn's cured me
"Yes you are," retorted his friend. Ask your neighbor. A Clovis case.
naise. Serve In lettuce or lemon cups.
Mrs. Mary Cottrell says: "My kid- of the trouble.
I can't too highly
Mustard and Lettuce. Take the "Think of your father, and what a
small green mustard plants, mix with neatly dressed man he was."
neys became disordered and caused recommend this medicine.
vfl.
Iff
young lettuce and serve with French
At this Mr. Rockefeller smiled. my back to ache. Many times I could
n
60c, at all dealers.
dressing. The mustard, cat fine and
"Why," said he, "this Is a suit of
account
Mfgrs.,
Co.,
K.
8
Buffalo,
T.
hardly go on
of those awful
mixed with cottage cheese, makes a
now,"
most tasty salad, adding a Uttle cook- my fathor'a I've got on
In
ed salad dressing.
Radish and Onion Salad. Cut la
thin slices, without peeling, small radonions; arishes, and the
range on lettuce and serve crisp and
cool Pass the salad dressing, either
mayonnaise or French.
d
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Here's the Secret

same-size-

d

Of that wonderful "round" tone
On hearing The Brunswick for the first
time every music lover exclaims at its
tones.
wonderful full, round, life-lian
Back of the grill is the secret
oval horn built entirely of wood on
the violin principle. Sound waves are
amplified and sent out to the listener
in correct acoustical "circles." No
metal touches them. That's the secret!
ke

lams

Vigilance.
"My wife need to sit up till early la

the morning, waiting to sea what time
I came home."
"So did mine," replied Mr. Meekton.
"But now Henrietta ceeds ber rest
BLe has more Important ylcketlnf
duties to perform.

At News Office

An English paper mill once turned
out
roll of paper 100 milei long
without a break.

MORTGAGE DEEDS
QUIT CLAIM DEEDS
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Come in

a dem-

onstration will convince you why The
Brunswick is the

superior phono
graph.

Nuan Electric Co.
of Clovis

Dnd Dwight of the Clovis Marble
Works on Grund Ave., ships his mor-bt- a
direct into Clovis fro mthe quarries of the Now England States. Ho
cuts it, polishes and letters it right
hero and sells it direct to the customer. There are no middle man's
profits and it is not hard to a IrtW
he can save you money on your monuments. Not only this, he is a citizen of Clovis, has his home hero and
when you patronize him you are
helping to build up the town and tho
county. Ho hires no salesmen and
no agents and when you buy one of
Dad Dwight's monuments you have to
deal direct with him at his marblo
works on Grand Avenue, but if ysu
can aave from 20 to 40 per cent on
your monuments isn't it worth while t
He has had 88 years experience in
the monument business. If you need
anything in his line it will pay you
to see him.

WARRANTY DEEDS

CHATTEL MORTGAGES
SATISFACTION

OF MORTGAGE

OIL LEASES
ASSIGNMENTS OF OIL LEASE
BILLS OF SALE

CLOVIS NEWS
Clovis, N.' M.
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Is It

TrUCk

CLASSIFIED

You Need?

--

le Per Word Per Issue

to one
you
Wa can
half of tha original prlca on loma
lightly utad truck. A look at an')
demonstration of tha following liatad
trucks will convinco you of tha wonderful valuet wa ara offering.
to Patriot run leu than 1200
miles, regular price $4,190; our price
$2,750. (
1 )
ton Patriot, run three montsh
excellent condition, grain body.
price $3,100) our price $1,600.
1
ton Ford run three months,
grain body, price $650,
Run 30 days, grnin
2 ton Matter
body, regular price $3,900; our prlco
$3,100.
TERMS to responsible parties.
ona-thir- d

Be sure to road the Praetorian ad
in thia issue.

WANTED
News Ofice.

--

qf
WANTED Steady
position
some kind, can drive truck. Address
Up
"Worker", o Clovis News.

Jr.

Motor Inn Garage

X

Club Corner
By

Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leador

Schedule for August
Wednesday, 4th Pleasant Hill.
Saturday, 7th Grady.
Wednesday, 11th West Chapel.
Friday. 13th Texico.
Tuesday 17th Moye.
Wednesday, 18th Hollene.
Friday, 20th Ranchvale.
Wednesday, 25h Bellview.
Friday, 27th, Locust Grove.
(No date for Melrose or Havener.)

Some helpful hints far club cookers:
1
Keep no unnecessary article in
the kitchen.
2. Keep most frequently used articles nearest at hand.
3. Keep things off the floor.
4. Keep the kitchen well ventilated
5. Keep small utensils on hooi.s
near place of use.
6. Take no unnecessary steps.
7.
Stand erect.
8. Sit when possible.
9. Keep all tools in good condition.
10. Use your head and save your
heels.

we shall be glad to have you call and

FOR RENT Large, well vcntilut-e- d
sleeping room with hot and cold
Up
water. 609 North Pile.
FOR SALE

IRecorols !

We have just received a large assortment of the latest Edison Records, and

FOR RENT Nice bed room convenient to bath. 200 North Lane.
Phone 164.
ltc

hear them.

s

They're going fast, so don't wait. Come in today.

They Are Edisons and That Means

Dining room furniPhono No.
Up

ture. 318 Nonth Axtell.
381.

Boys' and Girls'

son

FOR RENT Two nice sleeping
rooms. Young men preferred. In
quire at the News office
He.

See

t

bed-

PLAIN SEWING Mrs. Luther
Waldcn at Commercial Hotel. Bring
me your plain sewing.

Regular,

C. E. Olancler,

Clean cotton rags at

FOR RENT One southeast
room. One or two gentlemen
Phone 320.

2i

t

A D S
RATE

If So

t
t

:

FOR SALE Good your.g Jersey
cow, giving 2Mi gallons of milk a day.
Price $80. Can be seen at 408 W.
Monroe.

That They Are Supreme
It is only by an actual demonstration

that you can appreciate the true
powers of the new Edison; and we shall appreciate the opportunity to give you
a' demonstration at any time.

FOR RENT 320 acres, Sl-- i Sec.
4, Township 4, N., Range 34, E. Will
rent this for cash or grain rent. 90
acres broke and 160 acres thHt can
be broke and would make good wheat
land. Write C. L. Dosch, D. O. S.
Maysville, Mo.
LOST One iron gray or blue
horse mule, five years old, about
15 hands high,
If you know his
whereabouts please write E. A. Day,
Box 235, Clovis, N. M.

City Drag Co. lie,

FOR SALE One of the best half
Groves has made two fly sections of land in Parmer County,
traps after a government model that only six miles from Friona, price
is proving very efficient. Any boy
$27.60 per acre, $1800 cash, balance
could manufacture the traps and the one
to seven years. See us for cheap
service they would render in ridding
and anch lands. M. A. Crum,
The Denver Stock Show Associa- the house of the pests would be of farm
Texas.
Friona,
tion will pay the fare and entertain- untold benefit to the entire housement expenses for six club members hold. Flies are not a necessity in the
Ship your live stock to
to the show in January. The six mem- house and are a particularly grave
Commission Co., Kansas City,
bers to comprise two teams one menace to neaitn this time of year. Mo. Day and night service. Twenty
stock judging and one demonstration All club boys should be in the cru years experience.
Market letter
14 har.ds high one h:s slight wire
These teams will contest again.it sade to eliminate the fly.
free.
those of Colorado, Wyoming and
cut one foot and ono has slight slit
Big Praetorian meeting Aug. 19, in one ear. Been gone three weeks.
Curry
Montana for first place.
Pleasant Hill is doing some very
County has a number of teams in definite work with the demonstration at 8:00 p. m. J. B. oavago, state Any information in regard to the
training and there is no reason to be- teams. At the meeting Wednesday manager, will be present. Don't miss above described mules will bo appre
lieve that at least one of Curry's three of the teams put over an exhibi- the banquet. Every member expect ciated and reward will be paid for
ed to attend.
teams cannot win that trip.
thair return to Clovis or Texico. J.
tion that would have been a credit to
Sheffield, Texico, N. M.
S.
tried demonstrators.
The boys cookAggressin (Kan
Purity Black-le- g
Lawrence Mills of the Ranchvale ing team composed of Jimmy Kays, sas Uerm-fre- e
Blackleg Vaccine.)
FIND YOURSELF IN LIFE
Rooters pig club reports that his sow Riifus ureer, and Spencer Jarrcll, 20c a dose. See Dr. Biggs, Phone
has a litter of seven splendid lively fried, chicken and mashed potatoes 331.
Master mind reader, practitioner,
youngsters.
The sow is one of the while the gilrs tom Louisa DeLo-and teacher of constructive thought.
LOST Bar breast pin with dia If not successful and happy give me
nicest in the county and has been well zier and Ophelia Greer r.r.d Iccre Dc
mond in center, on streets in Clovis.
taken care of so that she and tar Lozier baked muffins.
family will be a real attraction at the
Tho earning club canned by the Finder will receive liberal reward
October encampment.
cold pack method beets and greens. to return same to Mrs. Zella
at Reidora Hotel.
Up
Aside from these teams they have
Travie Stricklin, one of the mem- one poultry demonstration team.
WINONA MILLS Seamless hosi
bers of the Moye district, made
Guests of the club were Mrs. Hun- - ery, underwear and sweaters.
Just
arrangement for his father to care gate, Mrs. DoLozior, Mrs. Bell, Mrs.
received a nice line of fall and winter
for his club projects during his vaca- 'rr.'kh ar.d niece, Olga Carter.
samples. See them before you place
tion and left "for Okluhoma Friday.
your order elsowhcre. G. H. Blnnken
IMMORTALITY
ship, Clovis, N. M., 910 N. Wallace
Miss Leah Weigand of the Priscil-l- a
St. Phone 243.
is
mak
we
Sewing Club of Ranchvale
wor upon marbk'it will
u
ing an effort to complete her work purfch; upon brass, time will efface
FOR SALE Forty head of milk
and records so that she will have her it; but if we work upon immortal cows. The dairy is quitting business
credit for her year's work. Her minds, if we imbue them with prin- the 15th but cattle will be sold any
father has sold hjs farm and the fam- ciples, with the just fear of God and time. See Humphrey at the Dairy
ily will leave for Arkansas the last love of our fellowmen, we engrave at once if you are interested.
on those tablets something which will
of August.
WANTED To rent an equipped
brighten to all etertinity. Daniel
stock and grain farm on shares In
Club callers at the office of the Webster.
Curry County. Might exchange
County Leader this week have been
"What attracted you to your fine Misouri farm for good farm rr
Mrs. S. J. Wright, boys' leader at
ranch in high altitude. Address Jas.
Texico, and daughter, Maurine; Mrs. bride?" asked the judge after the
A. Barnhcrt, Dora, Mo., R. F. D. No.
S. E. Hill and daughter, Ethel; Miss ceremony.
"Well, Bah," replied the ebony. 1.
Ouida Byers, calf club member at
hued bridegroom, "de fust time
Ranchvale.
FOR SALE Lot 2, Block 74,
seed Dinah here, she kinder tuck my original townsito, lots 11 and 12, blk.
Mrs. F. J. Mcrrell, local leader of eye. fane was a likely Iookin' woman, 30, North Park. Any reasonable ofthe Melrose clubs, shopped in Clovis an' so handy wid herself, but when
fer will take them. Write Josephine
Tuesday.
She reports the Melrose learned dat she was
doin' steady Burnett, 256 Grand, Astoria. Ore'
clubs as getting the work complcU-- wasnfn' lor seven white families, sah gon.
and that much interest in being man-ha- s right den an' dar I surrendered."
a large cooking club of girls who
FOP.'JALE Two good high grade
THE SUCCESS FAMILY
has a large cooknig club of girls who
HoIsteiilUyn, ono year old and two
year old.YAlso , soma pigs. John
are doing excellent work
NafzgcrA
Tho father of Success is Work.
The mother of success is Ambition.
The splendid rain has made all the
FOB SAGE 320 acres good wheat
The oldest son is Common Sense.
field crop boys happy and the three
15 miles northwest of Friona,
land,
Some
of the other boys are: Per
standard corn clubs will be sure to
house, good well and wind
exhibit some "ears" that will make severance, Honesty. Thoroughness.
and
mill,
small barn, 200 acres in eul
donkey's
Foresight,
democratic
droop with
tha
Enthusiasm and
tivation, price $25.00 per acre. Half
dismay,
The oldest daughter is Character. cash, balance terms. See us for cheap
farm and ranch lands, M. A. Crum
Elvln Lewis of tho West Chapel
'Tis now tho summer of your Friona, Texas.
Pig Club reports a gain for his pig
of 14 pounds in 11 days. There is youth; time has not cropped the roses
FOR SALS Washington County
from your cheek, though sorrow long farms in Northwest Arkansas. Grain,
the results of scicnific feeding
self feeder Is the logical feeding has washed them. Howard Moore. berry, and fruit land. For Prices
method but it must contain something
write the Ozark Land Co., Prairio
that Will sdd pounds and keep them The man who is always complain- Grove, Arkansas.
ing that he hasn't time to do this
there.
STRAYED OR STOLEN From
If club boy really gives his pig or that generally has about ten times
- J . . 1. I mnwl 9 ors tllA rcl m viln the time to spare that a busy man Fly place, 8 miles west of Texico,
pair of black muloc, matched, about
i the right sort of recognition, has.
Area

Clovis, N. M.

STORE NO. 2

Phone 55

Ryan-Rol-ins-

a trial. Rates "iisonable, satisfac640 acres known as
FOR RENT
Room 2, tho Taylor farm, northwest of Meltion absolutely guaranteed.
over New State Bank. Cornelius. 4tp
rose, for cash rent, one or five years.
Fred Harvey invites the applica- Enquire of R. A. Abor, Funk, Ohio.
tion of young ladies for its service' as lunch room attendants, dining
room girls, maids and pantry girls
experience not necessary.
Boys as bus-boand kitchen workers. Excellent wages and good working hours. Apply HARVEY HOUSE,
CLOVIS.

In Russia the brotherhood of man
seems to be working out in about tho
same way it does in every family
where there are four boys who all
want the fliwer on. Sunday
Inquirer.
night-Philad-

in

1.

At News Office
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